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Public Hearing Scheduled Thursday

V'CCIWC"

utptSli vita

Council In Quandary
Over Payroll Tax Issue
By GENE McCUTCHF_XIN
A public hearing all the issue of
Managing Editor
whether or not the Murray City
What one city councilman called. a
Council should adopt a payroll tax
"turnaround" by Mayilr Melvin H.
and-or cut back fire department perHenley has further confused the Mursonnel to a yolunteer level will be
ray City.Cauncil issue of how to arrive
held at 7 p.m. Thursday in the
at a balanced btaiget for 1981.
auditorium of the Special Education"
Henley told the council last Thursday
Building, N. 16th St., on the Murray
that in view of an anticipated loss of
State University campus.
$320,000 in federal revenue sharing
All citizens of the community are
funds he could see only two options that
invited to attend this hearing and excould be pursued by the council.
press their views,
Henley's options were:
• Adopt a city-wide Payroll tax that
would be adequate to produce the exlevel of service they want to provide
pected shortfall in funds, or
• commensurate with the money
• Lay off 25 of the present 32 firemen
available," Henley said.
and 3 of the 22 members of the police
The mayor said the status of the
force to cut expenditures enough to off- ,city's fire insurance rating does not
set the revenue sharing loss.
change lespesitrea,
Henley's apparent turnaround on thi:
"I think it's time we look to an alterSOCCER FIELD RENOVATION - A scraper pan belonging to the Murray Sanitation Department is in the process of
issue surfaced Tuesday afternoon when
nate tax structure substituing a payroll
renovating the soccer field at the Murray-Calloway County Park. Funds,for the seeding and fertilizing of the field
it sent a letter to members of the countax for other taxes that are not inflation
SW( Photo Hv Debbie N. lee
have been provided by the Murray Optimist Club.
cil which said, in part:
indexed," Henley said.
'In view of the situation whereby we
Henley was specifically referring to
are faced with levying a payroll tax or
the current auto vehicle licenses (city
'reducing personnel, if the reduction in
stickers) and the insurance tax. Henley
personnel has little effect on service
estimated that a one percent payroll
level. I must- question the advisability
tax would produce enough revenue to
of the tax.''
replace the $320,000 in revenue sharing
Henley was referring lo a letter he
_money and the anticipated $115,000 that
had
received
from
the
state
Insurance
By DONALD M. ROTHB ERG
that each candidate gained about 6
midnight rallais.
Services Office -- an agency that
AP Political Writer percentage points after the debate Carter saulne "felt very goad," but
establishes fire insurances rates within
CLEVELAND ( AP) - President
mostly from the ranks of the undecided:
he cautioned supporters that -"we've.
Kentucky. The letter advised that the
Carter and Ronald Reagan emerged
Carter lashed out at his Republican
got another week to go: Next Tuesday
proposed manpower reduction in the
upbeat frOm their dramatic debate and
challenger as "dangerous and
the decision will be not in the hands of
fire department would drop the city
charged into the .final six days of the
belligerent" on foreign policy, lie
debate judges or the League of Women
from a "fifth class" fire insurance
1980 presidential campaign, concendescribed Reagan's positions on
Voters or the press.The decision will be
rating to a "sixth class' rating.
trating on the big-state prizes. Each
domestic issues "ridiculous" and
in the hands of millions of'Americans
Henley said today that the change in
claimed the edge from his performance
"heartless."
,like you."i By The Associated Press
,
the fire insurance status, according to
in their head-on confrontation.
Reagan - in quieter; • but biting
At a similar rally a few blocks away,.
The Iranian Parliament resumed
would
the
have
letter
nq
from
efISO,
fieagan. was heading for Texas and _ . language &his own_ - blamed Carter
Reagan_stud "I scented_ Lido _all
_
debatotada.y on conditions to be set for
fect On fire insurance premium's paid
Carter for Pennsylvania,two of the•mafor 'inflation and unemployment and
I've examined myself and I can't find
the release of the 52 American hostages
by
homeowners
but.woold
likely
have
•
jor states still judged a tossup in most
said he couldn't describe, his difany wounds.. It gave mean opportunity
as the prisoners began their 361st day in
an
escalating
effect
on
commercial
fire
•
surveys.
ferences With the president on the uses
captivity.
IDATES,
insurance rates in the city.
With most public opinion polls saying
of American military power "because I
. There still was no indication when the
Column 6
"It's up to the cninicil to decide \vhat
the presidential race is too close to call,
don't knoW what Mr. Carter's policies ••
•
228aliember Majlis would reach a deciTuesday night's debate was viewed as a
are.", • • •
sion. But informed sources in Tehran
potentially decisive event, and each
Repeatedly. Reagan said his -posisaid Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, the
candidate played what he believed
tions on issues were being distorted to
leader of the Iranian revolutionary
were his strongest cards ..
the president. ..
_
reenr, 'is - wary of relensinp the
An AP poll said most of those who
After the 90-minute- debate, the two
'1ostages before the American election
watched • the- debate - leaned toward
men shook hands briefly and then join-.-nextTuesday.
Reagan even before the debate, and
ed their wives and supporters in pre13). The Associated Press
Sights said
helieVes tile resuits
-The deputies convened in-Tehran for
The 90-minute- confrontation -between
the debate •-• not only will swim the
their third day of secret debate at id: 10
President Carter and Ronald Reagan
undecided voters to Carter but also witl
A.m., a spokesman reached by
may have changed the minds of some
swing Kentucky more firmly behind the
telephone frorn Beirut reported, after a
bothered
others
never
Kentuckians
but
president.'
oneatiy suspension Tuesday for a
The soil judging team of the Murray State University Agronomy Club
to watch the televised debate.
Larry Forgy, state chairman for
has qualified for the national collegiate championships to be held next
religious holiday. They met for a total
• "I'm not going to vote on election
spring. Fin'complete details and a photo,see Page 12-A of today's edition.
Reagan. disagreed. -'We needed to
of eight hours Sunday and Monday, but
day,so why waste the tithe listening to
break even in the debate but we did het-.
smile of the time Monday was spent on
those. two make promises," said one
ter than that, we won."
discussion of the war with Iraq.
Owensboro woman who declined to be
Foray said,the Democrats had _been_
Reports_ front.sources close to the
identified.
_saying fig weeks that they couldn't wail. _ d.cbate_ indicate that two 'things are
Two Sections-24 Pages
Clear tonight with lows- in the
Similar pockets of apathy also were
to get Reagan before the cameras "to 'delaying agreement on the terms to be
upper- 20s to low ._30s, Sunny and
Aces
13-A
discovered in other areas of the state- --show him up.-Well, it-didn't happen.- He - ••set for the release of the Americans:warmer Thursday, highs in the
Classifieds
6-B,7-B
during a spot telephone check by The
scored an ass ful lot of points over Mr.
demands for conditions in addition to,
mid to upper 50s.
Comics
6-B
Associated Press after Tuesday evenCarter."
_ the four listed last month by Khomeini
Crossword
6-B
ing's program.
Sen. Walter Dee Huddleston, 1)-Ky.,
and demands that some of the hostages
Mostly fair skies Friday
Dear Abby
5-A
• Many of those contacted gave a slight
gave the debate to the president, claimbe tried as spies.
through Sunday. Early morning
edge to Reagan, explaining • that the
Dr. Lamb
ing that Reagan "was on the defensive
A spokesman for the U.S. State
lows will be in the mid 20s to mid
6-B
ft-OP-presidential- challenger seeined• - all nit while Mr:Carterdisplayed his
Department---miteratect - ranter
Horoscope
'30s
6-A
more relaxed."
superior knowledge, his superior
week that putting any of the Americans
Local Scene
2-A,3-A
Lake Levels
Dale Sights, state campaign chairleadership qualities."
Opinion Page
on trial • - would have, grave con4-A
Lake Barkley
354.83
man for Carter, felt that the president
A Louisville Times'telephone survey.
sequences for Iran." But sources in
Sports
6-A,7-A
Kentucky Lake
'355.14
"was clearly the winner. It was
on the-other hand,showed that Reagan
Tehran said a number of the deputies
Carter's kaewledge-of--4-he-issees-that. I
I'm -espionage and
was the determining factor."
'fonnance while Carter received a C.
are determined to extend the debate as
The grading was based on 135 calls
long as they can.
-received in-one hour,-said Vince Staten,
- Khomeini's four -conditions were the
the- newspaper's TV critic who conreturn of the fortune which the Iranian
ducted the poll.
government ,claims the late Shah

Candidates To Concentrate On
Big State Prizes After Debate

•

would be received from city stickers in
1981.
Henley said the best estimate that he
and other city administration .workers
have arrived at to date is that a one percent tax would generate $450,000 to
.
$500,000 per year.
Dr. C. C. Lowry. chairman of the
council's budget and finance 'committee, said today that he feels the council
may be reacting too quickly to the problem.
"I think maybe we'd better slow
down a little bit and make sure we
make the right decision," Lowry said.
"I don't believe we'll get into any
(financial ) problems if we wait until the
end of December to make the final decision." °
Lowry said he feels a payroll tax, jilt
is determined by the council that it is
necessary, "needs more work before
we get into it."
Lowry and the other two members of
the budget and finance committee,
Marshall Jones and Howard Koenen,
agreed that at this point the council has
no concrete figures and statistics that
See PAYROLL TAX,
• Page 16-A,Column 6

Majlis Resumes Debate
Over American Hostages

TV Debate May Not Have
Changed Too Many Minds

inside today

today's index '

clear tonight

Thursday At Lovett Auditorium

Watergate Conspirator To Speak,

G. Gordon Liddy, convicted
Watergate conspirator and the mastermind behind the 1972 break-in of the
Democratic National Committee headquarters in Washington, D. C., which
ultimately led to the resignation of
President Richard Nixon, will be on the
Murray State University campus
Thursday,Oct. 30,for a lecture.
Liddy, who served more than four
years in prison after being convicted on
charges of conspiracy, burglary and
violation of federal wiretapping laws,
will speak at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium under the sponsorship of
the Student Government Association.
The lecture is free- and 'open to the
public.

A former Army officer, lawyer and
FBI agent, Liddy began working for
then President Nixon in 1971 as general
counsel on the .Committee to Re-Elect
the President.
His later involvement.in a special-in-.
•
vestigative unit known as "ODESSA,'
later to be known as "the Plumbers,"
put him in national spotlight.
In his work with that organization,
Liddy planned the Watergate office
complex break-in along with four
others with the intention of planting
electronic "bugs" in the Democratic
national headquarters offices.
After the conspirators had been
caught and arrested in the Watergate

offices, Liddy was convicted on charges
of conspiracy, burglary and violation of
federal wiretapping laws: He also was
convicted for conspiracy to burglarize
the office of psychiatrist Daniel
-Ellsborg.- • • .• Sentenced to 20 years in prison, he
was paroled by President Carter in 1977
after having served more than four
years at the federal medium-security
prison at Danbury, Conn. He was in
prison longer than any other Watergate
figure.
He has recounted many of his
Watergate experiences in a book.
"Will," which was released earlier this
year.

ren, who came to the campus this last
year as a graduate assistant after four
years with a vocational rehabilitatiop
center at St. Albans, W. Va. Dr. Marvin
Mills, a professor of safety engineering
and health at the university, will serve
as a special consultant. The program,according to Miss Warren, will involve:
--- The identification of employers
willing to employ handicapped persons
far motor vehicle driving responsibflities;
•••
'
-- The selection of a limited number
state
to
across
the
from
individuals
of
train;

- The development of training programs to fit specific on-the-job driving
responsibility needs, and
- The placement of the handicapped
individuals in places of employment
once their driving, training has been
completed.
The program, with its specific application of driving skills to vocations
for the handicapped, will be one of the
. fiat ofits tyre:,to be offeredin. the coun:
- adding
-tm.-MisslYarrgu_einptwuect.
that the first group of trainees is expected about January 1, 1981, and lobe
on the job about June I.

Boy Scout Troops
To Hold Newspaper
Drive.Saturday
Boy Scout ,Troops 13, 45, and 77 will
hold their semi-annual old newspaper
drive on Saturday, Nov. 1. Only old
newspapers will be collected.
Persons should call 753-3824 to give
their name,address, and location of the
papers. No magazines or booklets will
be collected by the Scouts.
_ The ngwspaper -drive is both a fund
raising and conservation activity for
the-troops, according to Troop 77 Senior
Patrol Leader Don Moseley.
-Conservation plays a big role in the
Scouting program and is a vital part of
the Outdoor Code which is the Scouting
attitude toward nature and the out of
doors. The collection of papers helps
the Scouts and public to be more aware
of saving our nation's natural
'resources," Moseley said.

Theatre Proposals
To Be Presented To
City School Board

MSU Given Grant For Driving Program
A.$56,920 grant has been awarded to
Murray State University for the
development of a drivers training program for handicapped persons capable
of holding jobs in which the operation of
a motor vehicle will be a major responsibility.
. The grant was made by the Kentucky
Bureau of Vocational Education, and
• will be administered at Murray State
through its Department of Safety
..igngineering and Health in the College
otEnyironmentaI Sciences.
It will be dirtscied by Dr. George .
Nichols, chairman of the department,
and coordinated by Miss Brenda War-

Mohammad Reza Pahlavi invested
abroad, the release of the billions' of
dollars in Iranian assets frozen by
President f. arter after the -hostages
were taken, abandonment of all legal
claims against Iran by American firms
and private persons and a pledge from
the U.S. government of noninterference In Iranian affairs.
Khomeini previously also demanded
an apology him the. United States for
its past actions in Iran, but Carter
repeatedly rejected that, and the
ayatollah omitted it from his last set of
conditions.
Additional demands which members
of the Majlis have been reported making include rush sales of American
military spare parts to help Iran in the
war with Iraq, removal of U.S. naval
forces-from the Persian Gulf region and
removal of the four AWAC electronic
surveillance planes which the United
States stationed in Saudi Arabia after
the Iraq invaded Iran.
Pars, the official Iranian news agency, published a denial of a report by
West Germany's ARD television network that one condition might be TV
time in the United States to present the
Iranian regime's case against the U.S.
government. The chairman of the Marts'committee 'ore -the hostages',• Ho:
jatolislam Khoeini, said the report was
"utter fiction," said Pars.

BLOOD AND LITTLE LIVES - DRACULA IS COMING TONIGHT! - The
Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre's 1980-81 season opens
tonight at 8 with the production of "Dracula" inside the old freight depot in
the Murray-Calloway County Park. A sanatorium attendant, Butterworth
(Tim Reding), searches for a missing patient, Renfield (Ben Moore), who has
become a life-eating maniac under the spell of Count Dracula. The bait this
time is a mouse, Cuthbert (Rod Dent), a c hange from Renfield's usual diet
of flies and spiders. The show plays tonight through Saturday and there is
a special matinee for children Set for Saturday at 2 p.m. Reservations will
probalir9 be necessary; this Halloween weekend and can be made by
'calling the theatre it 7'1"491 /,-7. Season tickets are asailable at the Calloway
- County Publinibrary, the Panhandrer, ahdlrom theatre treal•uiercileckc•
Wilson. Season tickets and general admission ti Lets may also be purchased at the door.
not

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Proposals for the educational theatre
will be presented by four fiscal agents
at the Thursday, Oct. 39, meeting of the
Murray Independent Board of Education.
H i Ila rd-I.yons. Bache. Bradshaw and
Dupree are the agents -who will meet
cc Ill the board at 7 p.m. at the board ofti, nodding.
other agenda items include Ow consideration ci'tocts sehnutted b) •
GIi rata .Jeffi'l!) fitiaLaely WY. itreti,l0
!
(instill:ration oi .1 baseball trip
presented la Coach Car) Miller.
personnel rellinlitietlilations..

,.eyeseeenweens,
nen "tesellallimeamemeamarete,4'
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Happenings In The Community Are Listed
Wednesday, Oct.29
Second night of Devil's
Dungeon, sponsored lay the
Murray-Calloway Sub District
United Methodist Youth
Fellowship, will be from 7 to 10
p.m. at Growers Loose Leaf
Floor.
"Dracula" will be presented
by Community Theatre at 8
p.m. in the old freight depot,
Murray-Calloway Park.
Drive for St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital will start
today by Alpha Mu Chpater of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha International.
PLAN COFFEES — Members of the Coffee Committee for the Murray State University
Women's Society are from left, standing, Betty Hassell, Doris Nance, Clinton Rowlett,
Brenda Maddov, seated, Frances Matarazzo, and Doris Cella. Not pictured are Carol
Julian, Frances Brown, Barbara Rose, Barbara Malinauskas, Molly Booth, Emmy Edwards, and Pat Weatherly.
Photo bv Karen hastning

hem bership Coffees-Planned

By.MSU Women's Society

The Murray State University Women's Society has planned a series of coffees for
membership which started
Tuesday, Oct. 28, and will continue at various times through
Tuesday, Noy. 114
Serving on the coffees' committee are Frances Matarazze, Carol Julian, Frances
Brown, Barbara Rose, Bar-

7:15 9:15

CHEVY
CHASt

C

RODNEY
CIANGERFIELD

Cadclyshack
Central Or • 753-3314
Held Over

bara Malinauskas, Molly
Booth, Emmy Edwards, Pat
Weatherly, Betty Hassell,
Doris Nance, Clinton Rowlett,
Brenda Maddox, and Doris
Cella.
Members. not yet contacted
by someone from the coffee
committee and wishing to attend a coffee should contact
Mrs. Matarazzo at 753-8354 or
the hostess Of their choice.
The following is a schedule
of the coffees:
Tuesday, Oct. 28 — 10 to
11:30 a.m. — Doris Nance,
1715 Farmer Avenue, 753-2566,
hostess, Clinton Rowlett,
cohostess.
Thursday; Oct. 30 — 10 to
11:30 a.m. — Carol Julian,
Sherwood Forest, 753-9448,

hostess, Frances Brown,
cohostess.
Saturday, Nov. 1 — 9:30 toll
a.m. — Betty Hassell, 502
South 16th Street, 753-5640,
hostess, Barbara Rose,
cohostess.
Thursday, Nov.6 — 7:30 to 9
p.m. — Doris Cella, 1708 Plain-view, 753-2485, hostess, Brenda Maddox,cohostess.
Monday, Nov. 10-2 to 3:30
p.m. — Barbara Malinauskas,
1600 Keenland Drive, 753A332,
hostess, Molly Booth,
cohostess.
Tuesday, Nev. 11 — 10 to
11:30 a.m. — Emmy Edwards,
1110 County Cork Drive, 7591262, hostess, Pat Weatherly,
cohostess.

7:15 9.20
(.01 141I H AN%

I.*.
BENJAMIN
PRI VAT

Spaghetti Supper To
Be Held On Saturday

5.

That Thur.
7 20,920
Bruce Dern • Ann-Margret

MIDDLE
AGE

MI6

CRAZY
Pim Thur.
7 15,9 20
I

ARE,

TERROR
RTRAIN
Titre Thur.

1%.

A spaghetti supper will be held at the Masonic Temple on
Highway 121 North at Johnny Robertson Road on Saturday,
Nov. 1, with serving to start at 5:30 p.m.
The price will be $2.50 in advance or slightly higher at the
door the night of the supper according to Frances Churchill,
president of the Past Matrons and Past Patrons Club of Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star, sponsor
of the event.
Mrs.Churchill urges the public to attend.

Gospel Fellowship To
Hold Breakfast Meet

7.00,9.25
44E•SPECIAt t0HiON

r

CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS
T.RO ROVE,

ri714

Chestnut St •753.3314

Hot T. irts(R)
and
In-Coming
Freshmen (R)

The Calloway County Chapter of the Full Gospel Business
Men's Fellowship will meet Saturday, Nov. I, at 8 a.m. for a
breakfast meeting at the Triangle Inn Restaurant.
Tim Scruggs, chapter president, said the single purpose of
the Calloway County Chapter is to take the Full Gospel of
Jesus Christ to the whole community as well as the world.
There are 2,000 chapters in the United States, Canada, and
over 70 other countries of the world.
The goal of the fellowship is to communicate the Gospel of
Jesus Christ to men throughout the world so they, too, can
find new joy and purpose in their lives,Scruggs said.
-Your involvement with us can be a fulfilling experience of
growing, sharing and witnessing to people in our corner of
the world: and we urge all men in the community to attend,"
-Siagcruggs.

Clemmie Jordan Shoppe
Fall and Winter Sale
Sale Ends Saturday Nov. 1

Coats 20% OFF
Sportswear
1/4 OFF
Selected Groups

Denim and Corduroy

Jeans
20% OFF
ClemmieJordan Shoppe
'

Paris Road

Mayfield, Ky.

Murray Lions Club Auction
will start at 6:30 p.m. over
Radio Station WNBS.
Halloween Party will be
held at Fern Terrace Lodge at
7 p.m.
Bible Overview will meet in
the high school class room,
education building, First
Christian Church,at 6:30 p.m.
Junior High Party will be at
7 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church.

Thursday,Oct. 30
Public hearing concerning a
proposed payroll tax in the city of Murray has been set by
the Murray City Council for 7
p.m. in the auditorium of the
Special Education Building,
North 16th Street, Murray
State campus.

Last night of Kappa-Jaycee
Haunted Forest and Karnival,
sponsored by Kappa Department, Murray Woman's Club,
and Local Jaycees, will be
from 6 to 9 p.m. at the Jaycee
Fairgrounds.

Murray Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the Ellis Center with work on
bazaar articles at 10:15 a.m.,
lunch • at 12 noon, and Halloween Party with prize for the
best costume at 12:30 p.m. •

Third night of Devil's
Dungeon, sponsored
by
Murray-Calloway Sub District
United Methodist Youth
Fellowship, will be from 7 to 10
p.m. at Growers Loose Leaf
Floor.

Knights of Columbus Ladies
Night will be at 6:30 p.m. at
the Parish Center, St. Leo's
Catholic Church.

Special meeting of the Land
Between the Lakes Ministry
will be held at 9 a.m. at Brandon Spring Group Camp.

Coffee by Murray State
University Women's Society
will be from 10 to 11:30 a.m. at
the home of Carol Julian,
with
Forest,
Sherwood
Frances Brown as cohostes.
Class in Income Tax Reporting will begin at 6:30 p.m. at
the Murray Area Vocational
Center. To register call the
school, 753-1870, between 8
a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Shower for Steve, Terri, and
Mack McCuiston, whose home
and contents burned on Saturday, will be held at 7 p.m. at
Third night of Kappa- the Burnett's Chapel United
Jaycee Haunted Forest and Methodist Church.
.
•
Karnival will be from 6 to 9
World Friendship Club will
p.m. at the Jaycee
Fairgrounds. This is spon- have a Halloween costume
sored by the Jaycees and Kap- party and potluck dinner at 6
pa Department, Murray p.m. at the home of Monica
Walston.
Woman's Club.

Congregational Dinner will
be at 6:30 p.m. at the First
United Methodist Church.

Annual Awards Dinner for
Halloween costume party
lady golfers of thc Murray for preschoolers through sixth
Country Club will be at 7 p.m. grade will be from 6:30 to 7:30
with social hour at 6 p.m. at p.m. at the Murray Country
the club. Reservations should Club with Sandy Brannon as
be made by noon on Tuesday, chairman.
Oct. 28, by calling Edith Garrison, 753-5383.
Second night of "Dracula".
will be presented by ComThursday,Oct. 30
munity Theatre at 8 p.m. at
Workshop in Acrylic-Pastels old freight depot, Murraywill be from 1103 p.m. at the
Calloway Purk,
Murray Art Guild.
A Colloquium featuring Dr.
R. Wayne Sheeks, professor of
philosphy and religious
studies at Murray State
After School Bible Club will University, will be in Room
meet at the First Christian 500, Faculty Hall, Murray
Church.
State, at 3 p.m. His paper will
be entitled "Eclecticism:
Legion of Mary meeting will Man's Search for Meanbe at 10:30 a.m. in the rectory ingfulness." This is free and
of St. Leo's Catholic Church.
open to the public.

Thursday,Oct. 30

Hazel Senior. Citizens' activities will be from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac.tivities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.
Lecture by G. Gordon Liddy, Watergate figure, will be
at 8 p.m. at the Student Center
Auditorium, Murray State.
There is no charge and the
public is invited.
Friday,Oct. 31
Senior Citizens activities
will be from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at the Douglas Center with
lunCh served at 12 noon.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel Center with lunch at
11:45 a.m.

Friday,Oct. It
Third night of "Dracula"
will be presented at 8 p.m. and
again at midnight by the Community Theatre at the old
freight depot at the MurrayCalloway Park.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m.for morning shopping and by 11:30 am, for
afternoon shopping.

Adults 1
Frances 0. McCuiston, 828
Nursery 6
Hurt, Murray; Mrs. Ruby A.
10-22-80
Taylor, 105 Norman,Fulfon.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Audrey L. Moore, Rt.
Ford, baby boy (Debra), Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs. Carrie P.
8,Benton.
Huie, 1409 W. Poplar, Murray;
Garland, baby girl (Glen- Larry P. Pyla, 1315 Olive,
da), Rt. 1, Benton.
Murray; Mrs. Lela J. LitDISMISSALS
tleton, 1113 Circarama, MurMrs. Carol Sue Fox and ray; Mrs. GenivaiSpringfield,
baby girl, Rt. 8, Murray; Box 185, New Concord.
Quinton P. Baucum, Rt. 2,
Mrs. Edna S. Dublin, Box
Paris, Tenn.; Phillip W. Croft, 152, Murray; Mrs. Floyd Dell
115 Woods Hall, Murray; Elkins, Rt. .1, Kirksey ;
Everett L. Miles, 1612 William Bryan Tolley (exParklane, Murray; Billy H. pired) 1326 W. Main, Murray;
Hudson, Rt. 2, Hazel.
Paul E. Sins (expired) Rt. 5,
Mrs. Marilyn A. Becker, Rt. Benton; Ryan Key Cleaver
1, Springville, Tenn.; Diana C. (expired) Fern Terrace, MurRidley, 1551 Oxford, Murray; ray.
Mrs. Elizabeth J. Reeder, 1907
Coldwater Road, Murray; Andrew J. Barrett, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Ruth
Group B of Ladies Tennis of
L. Bedwell, Rt. 1, Hardin.
Mrs. Sherrian T. Cosney, the Murray Country Club will
Rt. 8, Benton; Mrs. Imogene play on Friday, Oct. 31, at 9
Jenkins, Rt. 2, Puryear, a.m. at the club.
Pairings will be made at the
Tenn.; Francis A. Calvert,
Fern Terrace, Murray; Mrs: court the day of play.

Tennis Group'Will
Play Here Friday

Artcraft Photography

Club membership social will
be held at 5:30 p.m. at the
Murray Country Club.

•

Portraits, Weddings, Frames

IT'S A SNAP...HERE!

Members of the MurrayCalloway County- -Senior
Citizens will be at the University Branch of the Bank of
Murray from 9:30 a.m. to 4
p.m. to sell tickets on the cross
stitch quilt lobe given away.

•
•
•

One Day Processing
118 So. 12th

753-0035
a •

•

a

•
a
a

Prices Good Thru
Sun. Nov. 2

P.N.HIRSCH

Mothers Day Out will be at 9
a.m, at the First Baptist Church.

WITH
NEVER•BE1TER SALE PRICES!
Delta

Pre-Inventory Sale
Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Selected Group

Friday,Oct.91
Annual Quad-State Choral
Festival will be held at Murray State University.
Ghosties and Ghoulies and
Things That Go Bump in the
Night will be at Golden Pond
Visitors Center Theater, Land
Between the Lakes, at 8 p.m.
Mothers Morning Out will be
at 9 a.m. at the First Christian
Church.
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LADIES SHOES
Now
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Values to 44.00

Men or Boys

90
Now $28
entire Stock

Tobbogan

MEN'S WESTERN BOOTS
by Levi &Dingo--

Assorted Colors
Reg. 1.00

.Price
20% Off Re.
--rntire

MEN'S WORK SHOES
& WORK BOOTS

66'

en's- Boy's
Ladies-Girl's

2O% off

254
0

Off ReA.Pricc
Entire Stock

Any Coat or Vest In Stock

CLINIC SHOES

Jeanne

Panty Hose

Reg. 30.00 to 32.00

Reg. $1.29
Cotton Crotch -Rug.

20%off

994

Selected

Children's

P-A-T-XT
1X-2X-Queen Size

SHOES & BOOTS
BUSTER BROWN
KID POWER
20% Off
-Entire Stock

MEN'S SHOES
Nunn Bush
Roblee
Price
Reg.
Off
Now
Famalori
Reg. 40 00 to 70.00
Cash or Credit Cards Please

§
FLEX
:4141,1,
-azsz.r:

25%

Burnett's
Shoes
Court Square-Paris, Tenn.

"+"d

Flex
Shampoo
,00,

994

Reg. $2.29

CHARGE IT!
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Olympic Plaza, Murray
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udnight by the Corn'heatre at the old
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rig for Senior Citizens
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.m.for morning shop! by 11:30 a.m,. for
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Milner-Orr and Milner-Story Weddings Are
Solemnized In Garden Setting Ceremonies
In a double wedding
ceremony on Saturday, Oct. 4,
Miss Andrea Jo Milner
became the bride of Randolph
Slane Orr, along with her
sister, Miss Karen Renee
Milner who became the bride
of Roger Dale Story.
The ceremony was held at 5
p.m. in a garden setting at the
home of the bride's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Billy J. Milner,
Bardwell, with Dr. A. J.
Lambert officiating.
A program of nuptial music
was provided by Mrs. Donald
R. Terry, Arlington, organist
and vocalist,and Mr.and Mrs.
Doug Cook, Arlington,
vocalists.
Parents of the grooms are
Mr. and Mrs. Richard K. Orr,
Sr., of Murray and Mr. and
Mrs. Billy R. Story of Calvert
City Route 2.
The Brides
Andrea wore a formal gown
of white chiffon with a reembroidered Chantilly and Alencon lace bodice. The Queen
Anne neckline, cuffs of the
bishop sleeves and front of the
skirt were enhanced with seed
pearls
and
crystals
highlighting the lace. Shirr
pleating graced the top of the
sleeves and the softly flared
skirt swept to a full chapel
train.
To complete the ensemble
was a full length veil of silk illusion with a matching
pyramid of pearl encrusted
lace flowing from a chantilly
lace cap. She carried a colonial bouquet centered with
gardenias and rubrum lilies,
surrounded and interspersed
with burgundy roses and
baby's breath with streamers
of burgundy satin tied in love
knots.
Renee wore a formal gown
of white silk georgette over
peau de soie, combined with
Venice lace. The gown
featured a slightly raised
bodice designed with decollete
neckline outlined in Venice
lace motifs and beaded with
seed pearls. Gossamer bishop
sleeves were caught at the
wrists with deep Camelot
cuffs encrusted with lace and
pearls. The skirt was fashioned in bias panels and flowed
into a chapel train.
Her headdress was a formal
mantilla bordered in Venice
lace with Alencon lace appliques placed at intervals and
traced with miniature pearl
beads. She carried a colonial
cascade bouquet designed of
burgundy miniature roses,lily

Ur. and

'Ws. Randolph Blanc Orr

of the valley and baby's
breath with white lace
streamers tied in love knots.
Serving as Andrea's maid of
honor was Miss Kitty Cash,
Fancy Farm. Bridesmaids
were Miss Theresa Garnett
and Miss JoAnn Toms,
Hopkinsville, and Miss Cindy
Geveden, Wickliffe.
Serving as Renee's matron
of honor was Mrs. Denise
Summers, Bardwell, sister of
the brides. Bridesmaids were
Miss. Deann Lund, Sterling,
III., Miss' Cindy Button,
Franklin, and Miss Joan
Jackson,Owensboro.
Their gowns were fashioned
of ruby lustre glow quiana.
The one shoulder gown
featured ruby Venie lace on
the bodice and th empire waist
fell into accordian pleats. A
ruby sheer cape completed the
formal gown look for the maid
and matron of honor.
The attendants carried
ivory lace fans antiqued with
gold and tied with ruby satin
streamers. They also wore a
ruby rose and baby's breath in
their hair.
Tara Milner, younger sister
of the brides, and Crystal
Mathis, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Burley Mathis, Bard-

A Halloween Nig t reat
At Seven Seas
Each Customer Will Receive A FREE
Drink & FREE piece of Pumpkin
Pie With Each Dinner.

,*Euen
etty3 Cor

diy
The Ftnesf

In Steak

Restaurant
751-4141

/
/.

and Seafood

HIGHWAY 641 IN. OPEN 4 PM

well, were the flower girls.
Delta Social sorority. Mr. Orr
The Grooms
is a senior at Murray State
Serving as best man for Mr. majoring in engineering, and
Orr was David Taylor of Mur- is employed as a design draftray. Groomsmen were David sman at Campbell-Rhea Mfg.
Kennedy, Roger Grogan, and Co. of Paris,Tenn.
Richard K. Orr, Jr., brother of
After a wedding trip to
the groom, all of Murray. Gatlinsburg, Tenn.,the couple
Ushers were Scott Orr, is residing in Murray.
brother of the groom, Brian
The new Mrs, Story is a
Warner, and Timmy Garland, junior at Murray State majorall of Murray, and Billy Sum- ing in public relations and is a
mers, brother-in-law of the member of Alpha Gamma
brides, Bardwell.
Delta gocial sorority. Mr.
Bestman for Mr. Story was Story is employed by Pip
Michael Putteet, Benton. Johnson Construction Co. of.
Groomsmen
were
Alan Calvert City.
Dawes, Eugene Darnell, and . After a wedding trip to the
Tim Gardner, all of Benton. Poconos in Pennsylvania, the
Ushers were Doug! Story, couple is.residing on Jonathan
brother of groom, Steve Creek,Kentucky Lake.
Ealey, Keith Inman, and
Grandparents of the brides
Steve Mathis,all of Benton.
Ringbearers were Todd
Anderson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
David Anderson, Paducah,
cousin of the brides, and
Nathan Higdon, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Greg Higdon of Fancy
Mary Bell Jones directed
Farm.
the
Rrogram
on
Reception
"Characteristics Of A ChrisA reception was held on the tian Family" at the meeting of
back lawn of the Milner home the Olga Hampton WMU of the
following the ceremony.
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Serving at the reception held Oct.6 at the church.
were Mrs. Pat Mathis, Mrs.
Assisting Mrs. Jones in the
Sandy Mantle, and Mrs. Julie program presentation were
Corbin, Bardwell, Miss Kim Larue Owens, Mary Kathryn
Sanert, Mayfield, Miss Thiza Starks, Mildred Crawford,
Ritter and Miss Janette Rorie, and Hattie Lee Galloway.
Hopkinsville, Miss Robin
Larue Turner, newly elected
Dunigan, Benton, and Mrs. president, gave the prayer
Vickie Rose, Urbana, Ill.
calendar with each member
Attending the guest reading the name of a misregisters were Miss Tressa sionary having birthday on
Brewer and Mrs. Nancy Orr, that day. The names were
Murray.
written on fal cards made by
The new Mrs. Orr is a senior Mrs. Turner.
at Murray State University
A report from the Glendale
majoring in radio-television Children's home was given by
and journalism and is a Mary Turner, and the opening
member of Alpha Gamma --prayer-Mary --Kathryn Starks. The bibs
made by the WMU ladies and
ladies of the church will be
sent to Westview Nursing
Home.
Refreshments • were served
by Mary Kathryn Starks and
Dorothy Brandon. Others present were Faye Orr. Banda
Cunningham, I.urline Wilkerson, Linda Cooper, and Ruth
Warren.

Mary Bell jones
Directs Program
At -church Meetinir
•

Sale:Fashion Blazers
Blazer Sale
*35 *39 *49
Corduroy Blazers
Classic Wool Blazers
Velveteen Blazers
Reg '42 to 569

Minnens No 1 Fashion
Corduroy BlazerPatch Pockets,
Lapel Tab, Fully Lined
Camel, Brown, Berry
Reg '42, Sizes 5-13

Sale 535
Layaway till December 24th

CO;
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mean,
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,
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Bei Air Center and Olyloo., Plaza Shop Daily 10-9,Sunday 1-5

ST COPY AVAILABLE

week, the Associated
me that if you will put moth
Press of Kentucky held a
balls, 2 or 3 between the storm
meeting at the Hyatt Regency
windows and the inner winin Lexington for all of the daily
dow, it will keep out the
newspapers across the State.
spiders. That is so easy and
Gov. Brown spoke to our simple and she says it works.
group at a breakfast meeting
Wouldn't that be wonderful to
Saturday morning. He is try- be rid of that mess between
ing, as best he can,to run state the windows?
government in a business-like
+ ++
manner, and so far so good.
Walt received a letter
He seems to have surrounded recently from the Goodson
himself with confident, secure Todman Productions asking
business men from across the for some help. The television
state. He had some mightly show,"That's My Line,—starkind words to say about ring Bob Barker, Which
George Atkins, who has a lot features unique, off-twat, and
of friends in Murray.
outrageous occupations, is
While having brunch, I ran returning to production after a
into a former Murray resi- few years.. They asked him to
dent, June Whitlow, who is be on the lookout for Some perworking there in the Hyatt. son with an unusual or exShe was telling me that her traordinary job. Maybe tlhe of
darling daughter, Amy, who you has come across some inwas a stand-out student at teresting people or occupaMurray High School, was a tions that you feel would be
runner-up in Miss Teen-Age right for the program. If you
Kentucky, this past summer have a suggestion, please conin the Louisville contest. Jim- tact Lynn Starr at "That's My
my and Tommy Whitlow are Line," Goodson-Todman Proboth doing well in school, and duction, 6930 Sunset
older daughter, Pat, still loves Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif.
going to college up east at 90028.
Wellsley,outside of Boston.
+++
+±+
Murray State University's
A friend wrote to me telling outstanding band entertained
Ulla

7,
By RALNEY APPERSIM
the Saturday afternoon football crowd, as they were leaving Stewart Stadium. A group
of young men with the band
carried a small suitcase, wore
a gold and black stripped
sweater and sang "California
Here I Come." You remember
that the National Title
playoffs will be held in
Sacramento, California it.
December.
+++
Presidential elections bring
out several comparisions and
a look backwards. For the
past twenty years, each time
National League Team has
won the World Series,
Democratic president has
been elected. Each time the
American League wins the
pennant, a Republican president goes into office. Don't you
know Jimtny Carter was
delighted with the Phillies
win???

a
a

4
The U.S. has about 1,250,000
newspaper carriers, accordn g to the American
News paper Publishers Assn.

Ur. line! llr.s. RoOn. Dale Sion

a

4

Pain..e4'6 2aw

Ninety-four percent of the
energy in the gasoline from
crude petroleum is lost in
making your car move.

'1980.

cgamegusf Spzciai
GIFT SHOP
Court tiquare..Bennon
527-3900

Call Us, We'll Deliver

Jr
°

Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why We Can Say
We Have The Lowest Prices in Town

T-Mart

DISCOUNT
FOODS
Cash & Food Stamps
Accepted -Sorry No Checks

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center

WHOLE
MILK
$209
Gal. $
25`
27'
19'
'on,, 77
59`
.49"

Green Beans
Chili Beans
Tomato Soup
Tea Bogs
Coffee Filters

100 ct

Margarine

Juanita Lee -Gives
Program At ileet.
Elm Grove U omen
"Mis*siobaIry Family
Responsibility and Their
Lifestyle" was the subject of
the program presented by
Juanita Lee at the meeting of
the Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women held Oct. 14 in the
fellowship hall of the church.
Bobbie Burkeen presided at
the meeting with June Crider
leading the opening prayer
and Lavine Carter giving the
call to prayer. Reports were
given by Mildred Cook,
secretary, and Jimmie Lee
Carmichael,treasurer. *
Refreshments were served
by Elects Fulkerson and Zella
Futrell. Other members present, not previously mentioned, were Tennessee Outland,
Letha Cossey, Evelyn Alexander, Eunice. Shekel!. Opal
Hale, Mildred Geurin,. and
Floy Caldwell.

Let us present Sherry Morris,
bride-elect of Barry Travis. who
has registered their Mikasa
Stoneware and. Stainless from our
fine ,selection in the Bridal Department. The wedding is Dec. 6.

are Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lowe of
Dawes and the late Mrs. Imogene Milner of Clinton.
Mr. Orr is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Higdon of
Camden, Tenn., and Mrs. D.
B. Orr of Bruceton, Tenn. Mr.
Story is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Darnell of
Benton Route 7 and Mrs. Etta
Story of Mayfield.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Richard K.
Orr, Sr., of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. Billy R. Story of
Calvert City Route 2, parents
of the,grooms, were hosts for
the dinner held at pooLside at
the home of the brides'
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Billy J.
Milner, Bardwell.
Gifts were presented by the
couples to members of the
wedding party.

Red
POTATOES
10 Lb Bag

Salt
Orange Juice
Mix Vegetables
Pork S. Beans
Flour

25c
ii.,

Mushrooms

41'
49'

Spaghetti Sauce
Toaster Pastries
Noodles

1 lb.$1 49

33
55C

lima Beans
Pineapple
Gelatin
Saltines
Apple Juice
Grapefruit Juice

19
'
49`
it. 69'
7,c

MAC.&
CHEESE

CORN

Cranberry Sauce

, 594
19"
89`
31`
25`
79`

Tomato Juice

Whole Kernel 8.
Cream Style

15 Oz. Can

$1 49

SAUSAGE

6895:
5:
73
;5
:7
1:::
3

Instant Potatoes

7 Oz. Pkg.

194

Peaches

434
itu 69'

Evaporated Milk

13.1

4

Roll49

Dog Food
Kitty Litter

Mackerel

iixi. 51

Super Suds

Instant Tea

"
x.. 31

Bleach

Can Drinks

it.

164
:129

Wheaties

TOWELS

15 Oz. Can

,ls,

Kraft

Bath Tissue

S 1 °9

69"
„.. 594
65'
30

CAKE MIX

SINGLES
12 Oz. Pkg.

Lig. Detergent

13. $369
1,5 $ 1 49

$1 49
•,.

18 Oz. Box

594

-
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Debate Jury To Return Verdict Next Tuesday
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R.MEAKS
AP Special Correspondent
CLEVELAND (AP) — President
Carter played the fiery prosecutor,
Ronald Reagan portrayed the unjustly
accused defendant. The jury returns its
verdict next Tuesday.
And the winner gets the White House.
In 90 minutes of televised, confrontation politics Tuesday night, Carter was
the candidate on the attack, Reagan
frequently the defender, saying With a
philosophical smile that he really ,
couldn't recognize some of the positions
the president claimed were his.
Neither candidate ventured any new
proposals,. neither blundered. They'd
done their homework, and they
remembered the political price Gerald
R. Ford paid for asserting four years
ago that the-Soviet Union did not
dominate eastern Europe. and never
would while he was president.
So they argued familiar positions,
;often in familiar words, in their one
'campaign debate, with Election Day
_mile week ahead. Now six days ahead.
Carter said afterwards that he had
succeeded in drawing sharply the differences between his views and
Reagan's. There was more to it than
that: the debate etched even more
sharply the difference in their styles.

"There you go again," Reagan said to
the president at one point, a weary,
long-suffering smile creasing his face
as he denied Carter's statement that he
(Reagan ) opposed the idea of medical
benefits for the aged.
As he has in scores of campaign
speeches, Carter sought to depict
Reagan as a potentially dangerous
president, although he added his standard disclaimer, saying he didn't mean
to suggest the Republican candidate
would want war.
For his part, Reagan tried to keep the
focus on matters economic, accusing
Carter of leading the country downhill.
Reagan. delights in statistics, and he
had one handy for the debate: if every
jobless American stood in an unemployment line, two feet apart, it would
stretch from New York to Los Angeles.
To Carter's advantage, his stress on
the threat of war and of nuclear
weaponry niade for more dramatic
debating than Reagan's emphasis on
economics. Whenever he could, the
president turned back to his chosen subject.
"Inflation, unemployment, the cities,
all very important issues," he said.
"But they pale into insignificance in the
life and duties of a president when compared with the • control of nuclear
weapons."

On that, and on the potential use of
U.S. forces abroad, Carter said
Reagan's attitudes are dangerous,
disturbing, belligerent, careless,
radical.
Not so,said Reagan. He said he wants
to negotiate a better strategic arms
limitation treaty with the Soviet Union,
regards the use of American forces as
"always and only a last resort" when
the national security is at stake.
"I know the president is supposed to
be replying to me," Reagan said at one
point, "but sometimes I have a hard
time in connecting what he's saying
with what I have said or what my positions are.
"I sometimes think it's like a witch
doctor who gets mad when a good doctor comes along with a cure that will
work."
That didn't divert the Carter offensive. He said Reagan was insensitive to
the needs of deprived Americans, called his tax cut proposal ridiculous, his
criticism of the minimum wage
heartless.
Reagan steered away from that kind
(*harsh language. He'd clearly decided
that if soft words wouldn't turn away
Carter's attack, they might turn on
voters. Carter took note of that-style as
he criticized Reagan fbr advocating
withdrawal of the pending strategic

arms limitation treaty.
"This attitude is extremely
dangerous and belligerent in its tone,
even though it's said with a quiet
voice," Carter said.
Reagah was, indeed, the quiet voice
in the debate. Given the last word, he
said in effect that people who are
satisfied with the past four years pro-

bably should vote for Carter next Tuesday — while to those who are not, "I
could suggest another choice."
That soft sell was in itself part of
Reagan's answer to the Carter charge
that he is a hard-liner, a radical in his
own Republican party.
Reagan said he didn't feel he had

been overly defensive. He said Carter
never had answered his charges about
administration economic failures. Nor,
Reagan added, was he intimidated by
the fact that he was on stage with the
president of the United States.
"I've been on the same stage with
John Wayne," he said.

Phone Survey Has Reagan Ahead
NEW YORK (AP) — Nearly 700,000
people paid 50 cents each to take part in
an instant ABC News telephone survey
following the presidential debate, and
by a 2-to-1 margin they said Ronald
Reagan had gained more from the encounter than President Carter.
ABC said that of the callers who
reached one of two special 900-prefix
numbers during the 100 minutes following Tuesday night's debate, 469,412 people or 67 percent- dialed the number
designated for Reagan and 227,017 or 33
percent dialed the one assigned to
Carter.
The network said an especially heavy
volume of calls was recorded from
"Western states," but had no More
precise breakdown immediately.
ABC stressed that the survey was not
scientific but merely an attempt Jo
gauge quickly the impact of the debate

on viewers.
The tally lacked statistical validity
because, unlike the traditional public
opinion polls, the sampling was not
selected to represent the electorate as a
whole. It simply represented the views
of those who called.
Callers who reached one of two
numbers broadcast by ABC during the
debate had their ctitkice recorded by
computer and were greeted by a
recorded message that said: "This is
Frank Reynolds. Thank you for dialing
this number and automatically
registering your opinion that President
Carter (Ronald Reagan) gained the
most in this debate."
ABC said the telephone company
would bill callers 50 cents.
Despite an electronic system which
ABC said allowed 4,500 to 5,000 calls to
be counted by phone company circuits

simultaneously, various problems were
reported around the country.
Many callers were frustrated by
repeatedly being told all circuits were
busy, while some people in Charlotte,
N.C., and Kansas City, Mo., reported
that when they called the number for
Reagan they got the message for
Carter. ABC gaid the phone company
gave assurances that despite what the
recordings said, the calls were scored
correctly.
In Long Beach, Calif., callers who
neglected to use the 900 prefix swamped
the police department switchboard for
a time.
ABC said it had withheld advance announcement of the survey or the
telephone numbers to minimize the
chance that An organized phone-in campaign would distort the results.
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Bible Thought

Opinion Page

For by one Spirit are we all baptized into one body. I Corinthians
12:13.
We may have differing name tags
down here as Christians; in heaven
we will all be "united brethren"!

Letter To The Editor

Today In History

Protest And Disapproval
Dear Editor:
This letter is to register protest and
disapproval of the recently proposed
payroll tax by the city of Murray.
This tax will be an unjust burden for
the working people in our town, who
already pay the highest grocery rates
of all other cities in Kentucky, according to a recent survey conducted by
the Kentucky Farm Bureau.
The "need" for the tax apparently
arose due to' he likely curtailment of
revenue-sharing ftinds. But, as one of
the city council members commented,
only poor management on the part of
the city allowed such funds to be used to
finance primary operations in the first
place. If the funds are now to be cut off,
then we shall have to do without them.
The state has cut their budget; the

university budget was cut (in so doing
some people lost jobs) and likewise, if
necessary,the city should cut its budget
and services accordingly.
Why is it so unthinkable that we
should be without some of the present
services? The payroll tax will be to
the average-worker an added burden to
an already overtaxed budget with no
added benefits. Practically no
employees working in the city of Murray, ( working at least for MSU, the
largest single employer in the city)
have even had a raise sufficient to compensate for inflation.
Sincerely yours,
Yushin Yoo
1527 London Drive
Murray,Kentucky
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By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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Consequently, the Paris plant had to close, incurring an extensive loss. The senior editor returned to Murray overnight to face
the problem of a stalled plant. Three members of the crew returned
upon reconsideration and other members of the family rallied behindthe _ging father and mother. The presses continued to roll, but
admittedly it was on a endless downhill slide with available income
directed to retiring previous endebtedness with nothing left for
upgrading plant requirements, teading ultimately to a complete
shutdown. In only 10 other towns in the United States were there
two competing daily newspapers _in cities of less than 10,000 population, a competing forum where both sides of every issue might
provide an avenue of agreement or disagreement. Magnificently
fortunate, the conflicting views of father and son did not degenerate
in disrespect either for the other and manifest love has always been
received and extended. But what a late challenge for a supranuated couple! Admittedly and not grudgingly, Edwin's concept
of the future progressive newspaper was far more in harmony with
the changing world of printing than was our own; on the other
hand our philosophical life was dedicated to the concept of justice,
honesty, truth and the right that could not be compromised even
with such a fine son.
Similarly a family confrontation occurred within the publication of the West Kentuckian in 1937 when the writer chose the
rugged path of what he believed was right in correctly interpreting
and reporting the news. He learned the way of a crusading editor
was hard—and unemployed.* Consequently, the Murray Democrat
was born in the following years, resulting in three weekly newspapers being published in Galloway County simultanously, the
second instance in the history of the communnity. But there was
a loud and critical voice to remain on the publishing scene for the
next 35 years. No apologies are offered, admittedly radical views
for the times, but opinions eventually to emerge with a clear ring
of validity which have withstood the acid test of time.
Chamber of Commerce at its 41st anniversary meeting named
D. Ralph Woods "Man of the Half Century" and Robert Moyer
"Man of the Year" in a presentation presided over by Glenn Doran,
past "Man of the Year." During Dr. Woods' tenure 41 buildings
had been constructed on NISU campus, a tribute to his administrative ability and the-fiis't iresident to hold the - position as an educator without political overtones, excluding the brief but able tenure
of Dr. John W. Can. Ar this C. of G. meeting Robert Perry
retired as president of the Organization.
To Be Continued

Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Headline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband was admitted to a local hospital and three days
later was discharged and moved to
another hospital. We have paid the $180
Medicare Part "A" deductible to the
first hospital. Now we are being 1;iffed
for that same deductible amount by the
second hospital. It was my
understanding that you only have to
pay this once, unless you first went
home from the hospital and remained
home for sixty days or longer before being admitted to the hospital again. I
have been getting conflicting answers
from my Social Security office. Can you
tell me if I owe this $180 deductible
twice? A.F.
ANSWER: No one has to pay the first
"Part "A" deductible of $180 more than
. • once in any one benefit period. Since
your husband did not go home between
hospital stays and remain home for 60
days or longer, then his stay in both
hospitals, as you outlined, would be considered one benefit period. Technically,
he would owe the first hospital the $180,
which he must pay out of his own pocket
unless he also has private Medicare
supplement insurance. •
The second hospital should have
checked to see if the deductible had
been met. The second hospital does
have the right to insist that you pay the
deductible until they have verified that
you have paid it to the first hospital, but
this would not be normal procedure according to what we have seen. Should
you have to pay this $180 to the second
hospital, it should be refunded or
credited to your account when the second hospital verifies that you have
already met your deductible amount
with the first hospital.
HEARTLINE: I have read your column for about four years, even though I
am only in my 30's. My father is now
getting ready
-retire. I have noticed
that You have several booklets
available for sale on subjects relevant
to retirement, and that you also have
quite a few free intprmation leaflets on
the subject. I would like to obtain the
ones that I feel will apply to my father's

retirement. Do you have a list of all that
you have available? Also, several months ago, I say mention of Headline's
Almanac for Older Americans. I would
also be interested in information about
this book. R.W.
ANSWER: Headline has a free list of
all our publications and leaflets and a
description of each. This list also con-

tains information about our 1981
Almanac for Older Americans. You will
also find in this list what we consider to
be the 20 top books about retirement
which can be found in most libraries. To
order this list, send $1.00 for postage
and handling to Headline Retirement
Catalog, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria,Ohio 45381.

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Oct. 29, the
303rd day of 1980. There are 63 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 29, 1929, the New York stock
market collapsed, leading to the Great
Depression of the 1930s.
- On this date:
In 1923, the Republic of Turkey was
proclaimed.
In 1961, Syria seceded from the
United Arab Republic and formed the
Syrian Arab Republic.
In 1962, the United States 'lifted its
Navy quarantine of Cuba at the request
of U.N. Secretary-General U Thant,
who flew to Havana for talks with Fidel
Castro.
Five years ago: President Ford said
he was prepared to veto any bill to
rescue New York City by having the
federal government guarantee the
availability of funds to prevent a
default.
One year ago: New York City police
arrested 959 anti-nuclear demonstrators who tried to close the New
York Stock Exchange on the 50th anniversary of the stock market crash.
Today's birthday: Actor Richard
Dreyfuss is 33.
Thought for Today: True friendship
is like sound health. The value of it is
seldom known until it is lost — C.C.
Colton, English clergyman-writer (circa 1780-1851).
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Randy Lee, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lee, and student at Calloway
County High School, was named as
First District Farm Bureau King at the
contest held at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park.
Deaths reported include L. C. Winchester, Noel Fairris, Mrs. Owen Farris, 63, and Roxanna Lynn Wallace, infant girl.

Mr. and Mrs. Bion Poyner of Murray
Route 4 celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary on Oct. 23.
Dr. James Thompson, Bill Cherry,
Bill Daugherty, and Dr. Pete Whaley
are new officers of the Murray Optimist
Club.
Barry Joseph, seventh grade, and
Celisa Curd,second grade, were crowned as king and queen of the Fall

Festival held at Kirlcsey School.
Births reported include twin girls to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Driver on Oct. 26
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Del me on Oct. 25.
The New Providence Riding Club won
27 of the 59 trophies presented at the
West Kentucky Horseman's Association banquet held at Paducah.

20 Years Ago
Neale A. Sykes, fire control technician, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cleo
Sykes, Murray, is serving aboard the
court vessel, USS Courtney, on a four
months' training cruise in South
American waters.
Deaths reported include Coy
Haneline, 66, and Bunk Gardner, Sr.,
83.
Adult Farmer Classes in Calloway

County are planned at Kirksey, Lynn
Grove, New Concord,Faxon, Almo,and
Hazel, according to W. H. Brooks, instructor for adult farming -for Calloway
County.
Freda Kuykendall, president of the
Murray Woman's Bowling Association,
attended the annual Kentucky Bowling
Tournament business meeting held Oct.
22 at Louisville.

Elected as officers of the Music Club
organized at Calloway County High
School are Verna Hoke, Jane Stubblefield, Patty Key, Julia Paschall, and
Karen Crick.
Go Kart Races are held each Saturday at the Go-Kart Speedway, Inc., on
the Old Concord Road. Owners of the
speedway are Jiggs Lassiter, Eukley
Roberts,and Ralph McCuiston.

31-cYears Ago
The ninth annual Calloway County
Beef Cattle Show and Sale will be held
Oct. 30 anH'31 at the Murray Livestock
Yards.
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"Mr.T.0. Turner is an avid reader of
newspapers and is probably one of the
best informed persons in town on current events and political trends," from
the column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.
Mrs. Margaret Austin, Mrs. David
Gowans, Miss Martha Lindsey, Miss
Florence Maxwell, Mrs. Arlie Scott,
Mrs. Tom Stokes, Miss Vivian Saubei
and Miss 011ean Williams are ne
members of the Murray Branch of the
American Association of University
Women who were honored at a dinner
meeting held at the National Hotel.
Ann Herron reviewed the play. ,
'.',Death of A. Salesman" by Arthur
Miller, at the Meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club held at the club house.
The Murray High School Tiger's lost a
football game to St. Frances Ace? on
Oct. 28.
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By Abigail Van Buren

Good Loving a Matter
Of Interest, Not Age e
DEAR ABBY: You have stated repeatedly that men can
be sexually active at 80, and I wish you would cut it out! You
are wrong, but you seem to have an obsession about this
subject.
I am an honest 60-year-old man who begs to differ with
you. A man its no stud at 60. In fact, most men are on the
decline starting at about 40. Some even before that. I
suppose there are a few exceptions, but very darned few. The
men who write to you saying they are just as good at 70 as

they were at 30 are either lying or kidding themselves.
The next time you consult a gerontologist, please pick an
honest one and make sure he's informed on sexology.
The cemeteries are full of men who tried to prove they
were just as good lovers at 60 as they were at 30. Thank you.

SIXTY AND NO STUD
DEAR SIXTY: I did say that men can be sexually
active at 80, which is true. Much depends on their
attitude, the state of their general health, and
whether they have an interesting and interested
partner.
I did not say that all men are just as good lovers at
60 as they were at 30. All are not. Some are better!
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DEAR ABBY: The letter asking whether marriage
between a Republican and Democrat could ever work
interested me because my marriage was also "mixed.- My
Democrat.
Every election day we'd both go off to the polls and cancel
out each other's vote. We talked about it, argued about it and
even laughed about it. In spite of our political differences,
we had a wonderful 40-year marriage.

He's been dad for three years, and I'm certainly going to
miss him this November.
VOTING FOR CARTER
DEAR VOTING: So will Mr. Reagan!
•••
DEAR ABBY: After a miserable marriage and traumatic
divorce, I married a woman so wonderful that it made
everything that had occurred previously seem like a bad

dream from which I had finally awakened. She has given
me.faith in myself, joy beyond description, inspiration, and
the kind of love I thought existed only in romantic novels.
My two little ones (I have custody) adore her as she does
them.
Paradise, right? Wrong!She has one habit that drives me
up a wall. She is NEVER on time for anything. If she sa.v4
"a few minutes," it can mean an hour'. An hour can mean
three.
Abby, I cannot count on her to be on time for anything.
Nor can anyone else. She is always behind and running
late. It is an exasperating fly-in-the-ointment of what would
otherwise be a union made in heaven. Can you, or any of
your experts, suggest a cure?
BEWILDERED IN BUCKS COUNTY

DEAR BEWILDERED: Not unless the lady wanta to
be cured. By your own account, she has five virtues
and only one fault — exasperating as it may be. Many
"unions made in heaven" have worse tradeoffs. Nag
her — but count your blessings instead of the minutes.
•••

CONFIDENTIAL T
ii
t3tieRIES IN ASHTABULA,
OHIO: It may sound
king, but I believe it's
possible to love sever
dividuals at the same time
with nearly equal tenderness, and we need not lie to
assure each of our passion.
•••

Do you wish you had more friends? Get Abby's
booklet, "How to Be Popular; You're Never Too
Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long, selfaddressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to: Abby,
Popularity, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
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Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,
OCTOBER 30,1980
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) eriA
- Arguments could arise over
expenses. The day promises
happiness in love and new
romantic opportunity.
TAURUS
;
r
(Apr.20 to May 20) 1.34ki
Tension on the homefront,
though evening offers the
chance to set things right. Joy
through hobbies and work 9pporturfity.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
Job tension affects nerves
and disposition. Plan a special
• 15ccasion with a loved one.
You're popular now and attract admiration.
CANCER
; June 21 to July 72)
0
Watch unnecessary expenditures which could mount up.
Home base activities favored.
Evening brings renewed
physical vitality.
LEO
(July 23 toAug. 221
Maintain a low profile during daylight hours. Later,
you're in an adventurous
mood and will want to step
out. Happy news via phone.
VIRGO
Aug.23 to Sept. 221
You're inclined to worry and
let little things get to you. You
may receive a gift. Possibility
of romantic opportunity.
LIBRA
Sept.23 to Oct. 22)
Minor differences could
arise with friends. Evening
finds you popular and in the
mood to dress up. Look your
best!
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21) MI*
Career progress is problematic now. Evening favors
private romantic meetings.
Be alert for a quick developing
financial opportunity.
SAGMARIUS
.
0440
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21) it
Ethical questions arise now.
You tend to stand up for principles. Later there is time for
fun. Enjoy the company of
new friends.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
The social swim brings you
career opportunity. Rise
above petty irritations with
friends and enjoy social success.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Avert relationship problems
by planning something special
for the evening. Enjoy
cultural events or going out
with a romantic companion.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Minor irritations slow progress. There's a chance,
however, of a financial or
romantic opportunity plus
new career incentive.
YOU BORN TODAY must
avoid a tendency to go to extremes. You have fixed ideas
and are difficult to convince
when you are wrong. Your intensity serves you well in the
creative arts. You may have a
special talent for writing or
the stage. Your flair for selfexpression also aids you in the
business world. You have an
interest in government and
would make a good leader.
You're well suited for public
life and may also be drawn to
medicine, teaching, law and
banking. Birthdate of: John
Adams, U.S. president; Ezra
Pound, poet; and Ruth Gordon, actress.

How Can You Save On
?Etna Car Insurance?
Let's Count The Ways:
When you insure your car with our agency
and /Etna Life & Casualty, you may qualify for a
number of important discounts if, for example,
you're:
• A carpooler
• A multi-car family
• A good student and/or a graduate of driver
training
• An accident-free driver
• Willing to increase your deductibles
An /Etna auto policy also provides you with
total insurance protection backed by 24-hour
claim service — countywide.Call our agency today.

Think Positive. Think /Etna. Think..,
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was to appear in Lakeland.
Jack Warner, a spoke:an:al
for the Secret Service in
Washington, said a threatening
letter received in 1976 by thencandidate Jimmy Carter was
signed James Clayton Vaughn,
one of the aliases Franklin used.
Warner said the Secret Service recently went to Salt Lake
and determined the letter was
from the same man being sought
in the current case. "We alerted
our field offices to be on the alert
for that particular person,"
Warner said.
The letter accused Carter of
"selling out to the blacks."
Carter was to make a camisaign appearance in Lakeland
on Friday.
Warner said he did not know if
Secret Service agents were involved in the arrest.
Cox confirmed that Franklin
was also known as James
Clayton Vaughn of Mobile,
"He's also warted for questioning in other incidents that
have occurred," Cox said, while
emphasizing that the only arrest
warrant for Franklin at this time
was in connection with the Salt
Lake City slaying of Theodore
Tracy Fields and David Loren
Martin.
Cox said Franklin was
transported from Lakeland to

City's Liberty Park Aug. 20.
On Oct. 4, US. Magistrate
Daniel Alsup issued a federal
warrant in Salt Lake City for
k'ranklin's arrest in connection
with the two deaths. Salt Lake
Police had been searching for
Frualdui for several weeks to
question him in the ca.' sc, but until the federal warrant, the only

Tampa, Fla., "where he is
presently incarcerated."
Franklin will te brought before
a U.S. magistrate on Wednesday,Cox said.
Cox said Franklin was charged with "civil rights violations"
in the two lulluigs.
Cox said Franklin was "apprehended at a blood bank in
Lakeland. He was arrested
without incident. He was there
giving blood. Why, I really don't
know."
Cox said he did not know
whether Franklin was armed.
Fields, 20, and Martin, 18,
were shot to death by a sniper
while jogging near Salt Lake

warrant outstanding was one
issued in Salt Lake for
defrauding an innkeeper &rice
the issuing of the federal warrant, he has also been charged
with transporting a stolen state
trooper's pistol across state
Was

The federal warrant, issued at
the request of the Civil Rights

Division of the Justice Depart:merit, charges Franklin will)
"Deprivation of Civil Rights
Killing) While Enjoying Public
Facilities." Salt I ake pease
later said they were considering
filing state charges against
Franklin in the jogge? deaths,
but warted to wait until they had
a stronger case
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Dedication Is Slated
PRINCE1ON, Ky. (AP) —
Dedication ceremonies have
been held for the new $2-million
research and education center
near Princeton.
The center contains facilities
for expanding research and
educational programs to help
develop the potential of
agriculture in western Kentucky.
The center, which will be
operated by the University of
Kentucky, also has areas for
computer and data processing,
specialized instrurnaitation, and
a library.

753-5378
Open
7:00-5:00 M-F
7:00-12:005151,

PURINA
CHOWS

Hunting Season Special
Purina High Protein Dog Food $12.74 soils Bag
75 cent. pH coupon m bag

Reg. Purina Dog Chow Si 2.69 so Lb B.,
Clunk Our Complete line Of Animal Health Products.
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TAMPA, Fla. ; AP) - - A Mall
wanted for questioning in the
shouting of Urban league President Vernon Jordan Jr. and the
killings of two black man in Salt
Lake City was arrested in a
blood bank in Iiireland, Fla.. the
FBI said Tuesday NO.
In a statement released in
Washington, the FBI said
Joseph Paul Franklin, 30, was
arrested on the basis of a warrant involving the Salt Lake City
slayings.
FBI slaikesinan Otis Cox, in
disclosing the arrest, said
Franklin was also wanted for
questioning in the wounding
May 29 of Jordan in Fort Wayne,
hit
Franklin is suspected of
writing a threatening letter to
President Carter and the arrest
came three days before Carter
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Talking Bugs Bunny

Give-a-Showe
Projector

Plush body, vinyl head
says 8 different phrases
No bait needed

Comes
.with 112 exciting color slides
16 strips Uses 3 0 batteries not
included
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Tender
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Controllable offense
computerized defense
Exciting play Uses 9-volt
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Play Pillows

4.99
Lifelike sort bOdY,"Wasfiabre vinyl Skin
moving eyes and rooted hair 11" tail

31.99

5.97.
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Save $3.02
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HAMILTON BEACH

Electric Heater
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MSU Women's Tennis
Team Opens With EKU
In KWIC Tournament
In terms of success, Murray
State women's tennis coach
Nita Head could not ask for
• much more.
The Racers are 18-1 in the
fall portion of their 1980-81
schedule with .a 6-3 defeat at
the hands of Kentucky
representing the only blot on
the.`ecord.
The Murray State women's
tennis team will - attempt to
add another glimmer of
achievement to its record this
weekend as the state's top collegiate tennis players convene
in Louisville for team, singles
and doubles competition in the
Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate Conference Championships.
Murray will face Eastern
Kentucky at 9 a.m. Friday in
team competition. There will
be five teams - Kentucky,
I,ouisville, Eastern, Western
and Murray - included in the
- division 1 competition. ,The
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Division I-AA Poll
By The Associated Press
The Murray State football team was tied
again this week for the number one spot
in the National Collegiate Athletic
Association Division I-AA football poll
following its 13-10 narrow escape over
Ohio Valley Conference opponent Akron.
The Racers, who had regained its lead
over South Carolina in the poll last week,
shared the top position this week, with
each team receiving 45 votes. Murray
State, sporting an 8-0 record this season
and a 16-game regular season winning
streak, has been ranked number one in
the poll since the first ballot this year.
Western Kentucky University maintained its fourth place ranking in the poll
while Eastern Kentucky, MSU's opponent
this coming Saturday, fell to a 10th place
tie after its 13-10 loss to the Hilltoppers.
The Top 10 teams in the I-AA football
poll, with this season's records and points, are:
1. Murray State
8-0-0 45
2. S. Carolina St.
8-0-0 45
3. Lehigh
5-0-2 38
4. W. Kentucky
7-0-0 37
5. Connecticut
6-1-0 32
6. Boise State
6-2-0 28
7. Boston Univ. . •
6-1-0 27
(tie) Grambling
6-1-0 27
9. Delaware
5-2-0 20
10. Massachusetts
4-2-0 18
(tie) E. Kentucky
5-2-0 18
(tie) Bethune-Cookman
4-1-1 18
(tie) Nevada-Reno
4-2-1 18

No. 1 singles player and
doubles team from each
school will also pair off in
competition with a championship in all three categories
scheduled to conclude Sunday
afternoon.
Although the Racers
defeated Eastern Kentucky 72 in an earlier meeting, Head
feels her Squad will have a difficult opening round match;
"This will not be the same
Eastern team we faced
earlier." said Head. "They
had a few of their players out
of action in'
the first meeting
and still looked impressive.
We can't afford to overlook
Eastern."
Undefeated Kentucky is the
TURNING THE MSU WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM AROUND have been freshmen Fran Spencer (left) and April Horning,
tournament favorite in team-who have had 19-0 and 10-3 records at no. 1 and no. 2 singles, respectively, and have put together an 11-2 record
while MSU
competition
as the no. 1 doubles team.
freshman Fran Spencer is
at No. and Mary McNicholas (17-2) Outland (8-2) will operate at
among the favorites in singles freshman April Horning for a at No. 1, Horning 10-3)(
No. 2 doubles while Rouse and
2, Jorunn Eid 12-4)(
at No. 3, at No.6.
play. Spencer has recorded a 11-2 record at No. 1 doubles.
Spencer and Horning will be McNicholas (10-1) will be at
19-0 record in individual comMurray will be represented Carla Ambrico ( 16-3) at No. 4,
petition and has teamed with in the competition by Spencer Sherry! Rouse 18-)(
at No. 5 at No. 1 doubles, Eid and No. 3 doubles.

Action May Be Taken To Reverse The Shocker

Firing Of Smith By Astros Brings Legal Threats

tie anyone's hands as to what West and came within one run that they want to win."
Smith, interviewed as he
it is we might do and what it is. of winning the 1980 NL Championship Playoff series with Was cleaning out his desk,said
our main concerns are."
part of the reason for his
McMullen shrugged off the the Philadelphia Phillies.
In discussing the firing, dismissal was McMullen's
possibility of court action aimed at reversing his firing of McMullen said: "Every man ego.
"He (McMullen) wants this
Smith. It was under Smith's has a time limit on his effectiveness. If a man can't do it in to be his team," Smith said.
reign that the Astros had
,climbed from the cellar to the five years, he can't do it in "He doesn't want it to be
(Manager
Virdon's team
-title in the National League 10."
He also indicated that or Tal Smith's team. It's a
Smith's'contract, which he in- matter of ego."
Smith, given much of the
herited from previous owners
TOKYO (*AP) - In a first
ship, was a problem. The pact credit for building the Astros
Purcell had been eliminated
contained a bonus stipulation into a division champion, also round match in the $300,000 in the semifinals of the Japan
based on the Astros atten- said he thought McMullen's World Super Tennis Tourna- and Asian Open this past
decision to fire him was!bade ment, Murray native Mel
dance.
Rosen, a former general in the emotion following the Purcell took fifth-seeded Eliot weekend by top-seeded Ivan
manager of the New York loss to Philadelphia in the Teltscher to three sets before Lendl, who defeated Teltscher
losing by a 2-6, 6-4, 6-4 score,
Yankees, obviously was playoffs.
in the championship match.
aware that he was stepping into a hornet's nest of fans' •
anger created by the firing.
"I feel every man has to
walk in his own footsteps,"
Rosen said. If the fans of
Houston idolize Tal then I'm
not 4oing to try to change that
Thursday, Friday,Saturday
But if given the opportunity, I
nu
inn
111.11111111101111111111111INIMMOIN
hope the fans may some day
have the same kind of feeling
for me."
Rosen, hired by McMullen
Better Quality
two days after the Astros lost
to Philadelphia in the final
Dacron Hollifil Insulates
game of the Championship
Series though the announcement was not made until Monday,added:
SECRETARY FOR THE DEFENSE - Murray State safety Terry Love (13) showed signs against Akron of regaining his
'I resitect the fans' feelings
All-American status of a year ago. As a team however, the MSU defense allowed 300 yards to the Zips, falling to
Long Sleeve
That bodes well for the future
third nationally in yards allowed a game at 186.0. The Racers still lead in scoring defense at 6.5 points a game.
Dress
of the Astros. It means to me
Western

tional League team's limited
partners.
David LeFevre, one of 25
HOUSTON ( AP)- The fir- limited partners and who
ing of Tal Smith as president holds the second largest share
and general manager of the of stock in the club, suggested
Houston 'Astros' and his that action .may be taken to
replacement by Al Rosen has, reverse Smith's firing by
brought the threat of possible General Partner John
legal action by some of the Na- McMullen Monday.
By MICHAEL A. LUTZ
AP Sports Writer

LeFevre, a New York attorney, said he was speaking
on behalf of the limited partners, adding: "I think we feel
strong enough that we are going to take specific action. As
a lawyer and a person very
deeply concerned. I feel we
are getting into an area of
strategy, and I don't want to

Purcell Drops Two

He
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MAYFIELD VALUEDAYS

20% Off

*Jackets & Vests

*Slacks
*Shirts

Not Even Ouiji Boards, Tea Leaves Can
Help In Game Of Impressionable Players
By WILL GREIVISLEY
mediums stare into crystal
halls for asign. Others consort
AP Special Correspondent._
Out in Las Vegas, the na- with ouiji boards, read
tion's gaming capital, men in Chinese tea leaves, call
eye shades pour over stacks of psychic Jean -Dixon long:
records, health charts and last '
4 distance collect, lick a thumb,
minute data to figure odds on stamp a palm and make a
a college football garnet° the wish on a passing haystack.'
fraction of a point.
Jimmy the Greek shuffles
To achieVe the same end, his own bizarre hieroglyphics,
and arrives at some momentous decision.
Then a' 19-year-old kid with
For Information
pimples on his face and jut
Regarding
beginning to shave lets a football .squirt out of his hands and
blows the whole,shebang. Col(Permanent
lege games are won by impressionable human beings Removal of Hair
not a figure chart - and usualCall
ly by a bunch of guys who
want to win that particular
day more than the other guys.
To be a wizard picker, look

Electrolysis

753-8856

GOLD & SILVER -GOLD & SILVER -SOLD & SILVER -Ma

LOOK!!!
•••

r.

If you have been selling your
gold rings and silver without
getting our offer you've
probably lost some money
Please get our offer before
you son. It makes Dollars and
Sense. Free Appraisals SeCUfity provided
C.

Sellers of Geld Coins 1-2' A-10-20
Open 1:00-1:00

Gold 8. Silver Pawn Shop
we
15

SOLD & SILVER

Buy. Sell Sr Triode
01 so c Plate
GOLD & SILVER -GOLD &

1

SILVER -GO

*Shirts

Coat
*Sweaters

Sleeveless
•

tessonseen

Hones Pro's Choice
Color Top White

at last week, look at next
week, look at last year, throw._
it all together and take your
first gut feeling.
Last week's score: 33-12,
.733. Season: 283-101, .737.
This week (favorite's point
spread in parenthesis):
Alabama ( 16½) 32,
Mississippi- St. 7: The Tide
should easily win its 28th in a

St. 14: The Buckeyes have had Vanderbilt 17, Memphis St.( Si
their-one defeatfor the season. 14; Maryland •(41
/
2)20, North
Baylor (20z) 38, San Jose Carolina St. 15; Temple 19,
St."7: The good Baptists are Louisville 17; Louisiana St.
kind enough to leave a (61
/
2)24, Mississippi 7; Florida
touchdown for San Jose to (4) 30, Auburn 23; Duke (41
/
2)
chew on.
17, Georgia Tech 14; East
Pittsburgh
( 11 12 ) 27, Carolina 23, William & Mary
Syracuse 10: The Panthers I 14.
showed their real muscle
MIDWEST
against Tennessee last week
Purdue (29) 44, Norrow..
and it was awesome.
thwestern 7; Iowa (61
/
2) 32,
UCLA (13) 28, Arizona 7:
Texas ( 101
/
2) 26, Texas Tech Wisconsin 21; Illinois (4) 25,
Larry Smith's Wildcats reel- 20: The (Longhorns, shaken by Minnesota 20; Kansas 24, Kan(ng after consecutive losses to the SME1 disaster, fail to beat sas St.. 19 (even); Toledo 17,
Southern Cal, Washington
the point spread.
Miami 0. 14; W. Michigan 27,
State and Notre Dame.
Penn St. (9) 20, Miami, Fla. Ohio U. 17; Bowling Green 14,
Notre Dame ( 71
/
2) 28, Navy
14: A rugged intersectional Ball St. 7.
7: Always an Eastern ex- battle, the Nittany Lions
SOUTHWEST
travaganza. The Midshipmen
buoyed by home support.Arkansas (18) 35, Rice 7;
improved but over their heads
Brigham Young 35, Texas Houston (161
/
2) 24, Texas
in this one.
El Paso 13: BYU's Jin Christian 7; Southern
Georgia (41
/
2) 30, South
McMahon has passed for more Methodist (9) 32, Texas A&M
Carolina 27: A great matchup than 2,000 yards. Enough said. 13.
between Georgia's Herschel
Michigan (21
/
2) 27, Indiana
FAR WEST
Walker and SC's George 20: The Wolverines bent on
Washington (4½) 2!,
Rogers.
salvaging what is already a Arizona St. 18; Stanford (24
Florida St.(21)37, Tulsa 18: disappointing season.
36, Oregon St. 10; San Diego
The rugged 'boys from Will
The others:
St.(7)20, Oklahoma St.(7) 15;
Rogers country should beat
EAST
Oregon (8½) 26 Washington
the spread.
Rutgers ( 10½) 25, Army 7; St. 17; Iowa St. (14) 33, ColSouthern California (17½) Brown (3) 14, Harvard 7; orado 14; Boston College (5)
25, California 14: The Trojans Princeton (14) 18, Penn 12: 21, Air Force 7; Wyoming 22,
have had a week off to lament Holy Cross (12) 21, Columbia Colorado St. 20; Hawaii 19,
their tie with Oregon.
14; Yale (3) 15, Dartmouth 9; Fullerton St. 14; Las Vegas 36.
Nebraska (9) 28, Missouri Boston U. 22, VMI 13; Colgate New Mexico 25.
18: At last look, the Cor- 26, Lafayette 7; Bucknell 13,
nhuskers
were
leading Cornell 10; Delaware 22,
everybody in five offensive Villanova 14.
and defensive departments.
SOUTH
North
Carolina
24
Clemson (1½) 21, Wake
Oklahoma ( 4) 18: The TaT Forest 15; Virginia Tech (6)
Heels' ground defense should 16, West Virginia 14; 'Fulani
slaw up the. Sooners'--- )8½).49, Kentucky 7;.Ten.,.
racehorse backs in an upset. . nessee (14',2) 35, Virginia 20;
Ohio St. ( 16
32-, Michigan
Ftietunond 24, Cincinnati 18;
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Griffith Helps Dantley Make Jazz A Two-Man Show
Poll
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By WILLIAM R. BARNA RD
Lakers 131, Clippers 101
AP Sports Writer
Earvin "Magic" Johnson
Adrian Dantley was the scored 21 of his game-high 29
whole show for the Utah Jazz points in the first half as Los
last year when they had the Angeles coasted to victory
worst team in the National after taking a 73-45 halftime
Basketball Association. This lead.
season, they have Darrell
Johnson also had eight reGriffith to make it a two-man bounds arid 10 assists in just 31
gang,so the Jazz shouldn't be minutes of playing time.
singing the blues so often.
Rookie Michael Brooks made
Griffith scored 33 points and his first start for San Diego
Dantley 28 in Utah's 104-96 vic- and scored 24 points to lead his
tory over the expansion Dallas team although he sat out the
Mavericks Tuesday night, final quarter.
raising the Jazz's earlySpurs 120, Blazers 112
season record to 4-5. •
• George Gerviri . scored 30
. "Griffith and Dantley were points and MAO Olberding 23
a two-man team. They beat as San Antonio tied a learn
us. There was just no way to
stop them," Dallas Coach
Dick Motta said. "Dantley is
the league's leading scorer,
and after tonight he still is."
NEW YORK (AP)- Dave
In other NBA games, the
Philadelphia 76ers whipped Winfield, who declared a week
the Cleveland Cavaliers 119- ago that he. would join the free
101, the San Antonio Spurs won agent draft, continues to keep
their eighth straight game the baseball spotlight
with a 120-112 decision over although the pick list for mathe Portland Trail Blazersi the jor league teams grows dayAtlanta Hawks beat the Kan- by-day.
sas City Kings 419-109, • the . Ron LeFlore, who stole 97
Milwaukee Bucks won their bases for the Montreal Expos
seventh in a row by defeating in . 1980, was one of three
the Chicago Bulls 106-99, the players to declare for free
Los Angeles Lakers rolled to a. agency_ Tuesday along with
131-101 victory over the San catcher Marc Hill of Seattle
Diego Clippers and the Seattle and outfielder Vic Harris of
SuperSonics swamped the Milwaukee.
Other players who have
(olden State Warriors 119-102.
Griffith was the key player declared free agency in the
at the turning point of the past few days include pitcher
game, when the Jazz tallied 16 Dan Spinner of Cleveland; instraight points in a 2's-minute fielder Dave Chalk of Kansas
span of the third quarter. Dur- City; pitcher 1.uis Tiant of the
ing that spurt, Griffith scored New 'ork Yankees and pitnine points as a 57-48 Dallas cher Ray Burns of the New
lead was turned into a 64-57 York Mets.
That makes 38 players who
Utah advantage.
Geoff Huston was the have announced they will parMavericks' leading - scorer ticipate in the Nov. 13 re-entry
draft in New York.
with 26 points.

record with its eighth straight
victory. The Spurs' 9-1 record
is the best in the NBA.
Bucks 106, Bulls 99
Milwaukee, which joins the
Lakers with 8-2 marks,survived a 14-0 surge in the third
quarter by Chicago by coming
back with a 19-4 flurry to take
a 79-69 lead in the final period.
Marques Johnson led_ the
Bucks with 18 points and Reggie Theus paced all scorers
with 25.
7iers 119, Cavaliers 101
Julius Erving and Bobby
Jones led a 29-7 point explosion in the final 7L2-minutes of
the third quarter to lead

Philadelphia over Cleveland.
The 76ers outshot the Cavs
58 percent to 30 percent in the
period and outrebounded them
14-5.
Erving led all scorers with
25 points and Jones had 22.
Mike Mitchell was ClevelancCa
top point-producer with 23.
Smiles 119, Warriors 102
Fred Brown,starting his second straight game in place of
injured regular Paul
Westphal, scored 27 points to
lead Seattle over Golden
State.
Brown, who scored 28 in a
Sonics victory Sunday, hit his
last 11 shots,including a three-

pointer, as Seattle pulled
away from a seven-point lead
with 6:35 left in the third
period to margins as high as 19
in the final quarter.
Hawks 119, Kings 109
.John Drew scored 32 points,
including 11 of Atlanta's last
13, as the Hawks broke a
threegame losing streak.
Kansas City trailed only 113107 with 2:31 left in the game,
but Drew took over and scored
his team's last six points to
salt the victory.
.Dan lioundfield added 27
points for the Hawks and Scott
Wedman led all scorers with
34 for the Kings.

Winfield In Free Agent Spotlight
Winfield, the San Diego
Padres' star outfielder,
declared his free agency last
Wednesday, the first day permitted under the rules. Since
then, there has been much fanfare over the Padres' efforts
to trade Winfield and get
something in return besides
the amateur draft pick they
would get if he is signed as a
free agent.

Yankees, who reportedly are said Marvin Miller, executive
wilting to send outfielder Joe • director of the Players
Lefebvre and two other - Association. "He has to have
players to San Diego.
proteetion."
Before such a trade could
Under current regulations,
happen, San Diego would first Winfield could sign a deal with
have to sign Winfield to ton- the Padres that has a clause
tract, and if the owners object restricting a trade toany team
to the Padres' acting as except the Yankees. But this
negotiator for another club, wouldn't prevent the Padres
than Winfield's lawyer, Dick from keeping him, which in
Moss, said there could be no unacceptable to Winfield.
The Yankees have the 26th
Major league owners were deal between the Padres and
and last choice in the Nov. 13
asljed Tuesday by Ray Yankees.
"I've told (San Diego Presi- draft and if 13 teams,'plus the
Grebey, director of the
owners' Player,. Relations dent) Ballard Smith that if he. Padres, select Winfield's
Committee, if they would ob- gets the appropriate negotiating •rights, no other
ject if the Padres signed Win- assurances that we could talk team can draft him.
However, only one player in
field with the understanding to the Padres about
negotiating a contract that the four-year history of the
that he would be assigned to
could be assigned to the draft has been selected by 13
another club. Grebey said
Yankees,or another club,then teams in the first round - pitearlier that such a prior ar-.
we could sit down and talk tc cher Dave Goltz in last year's
rangement was not possible.
him (Smith)," Moss said.
draft. In addition, Winfield
"He (Winfield( has to get could do what Nolan Ryan did
The result of the poll has not
something in his contract that -before the 1980 draft and tell
beerrannounced. • •
Most prominent in the says he has to be traded to, a ...several clubs not to waste .1
speculation over a trade for certainleamby a certain date choice on WM; he 'isn't
Winfield are the New York or lie would be,a free agent," (crested.

Heisman Race Most Wide Open Since '71
Heisman Trophy winner and
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
thisysarls_no exception,since
AP.Sports Writer
Is this the year someone the Crimson Tide runs in
other than a qui,rterback or a scores of players every weeks.
running back wins the UCLA considers All-American
• safety Kenny Easley a canHeisman Trophy?
Probably not, but not since didate, along with McNeil,
1971, when Auburn quarter- which may split the West
back Pat Sullivan won out Coast vote. McNeil also sat out
over Cornell tailback Ed one game with an injury.
Marinaro, has the race been
For s-change, Notre Dame
as wide open as it seems to be isn't pushing anyone, North
this year,the candictates even Carolina's AM& Lawrence
include a defensive end and a has had to share the tailback
freshmanrunning back.
position With super soph
The
selections
of Kelvin Bryant and Southern
Nebraska's Johnny Rodgers Cal tailback Marcus Allen
in 1972,Penn State's John Cap- hasn't made as much noise as
pelletti in 1973, Ohio State's some of his predecessors.
Archie Griffin in 1974 and 1975,
Nebraska's Redwine proPitt's Tony Dorsett in 1976, bably was the early-season
Texas' Earl Campbell in 1977, leader when he paced the naOklahoma's Billy Sims in 1978 tion in rushing, but he missed
and Southern Cal's Charles two games with an injury and
White last year were pretty was forced out of last Saturmuch cut and dried.
day's contest with a recurBut this year's race appears rence of the ailment.
to have seven major con,
Sehlichter hasn't piled up
tenders - quarterbacks Art
Schlichter .of Ohio State and glowing statistics and Ohio
Mark Herrmann of Purdue; State's 17-0 loss to UCLA prorunning backs George Rogers bably hurt his chances. Herrof South Cat'olina, Jarvis Red- mann missed Purdue's opening game with an injury and
wine of Nebraska, Freeman
McNeil of UCLA and Herschel was almost benched a few
Walker of Georgia, and defen- games later, although he resive end Hugh Green-of Pitt- entered the picture by
smashing the all-time NCAA
sburgh.
The preseason contenders pass yardage record last
also included quarterback _weekend.
Rogers, great as he is, has
Rich Campbell of California
and nose guard Ron Simmons two strikes against him
of Florida State. But Campbell -because South Carolina has
has the misfortune to kw on a virtually no football reputalosing team, even though his tion to speak of, never having
statistics are impressive, won more than eight games in
while Simmons missed a cou- a season. Walker was subpar
ple of early games with an in- in one game with a sore ankle
and Green, after all, is a
jury.
Alabama has never had a defensive lineman. Only two

lineman have ever won the hard...well, every kid • we've allowing just 192.1 ,yards
Heisman -:two-way ends lost this year has been on a _gam_eg_ver-all, and was fifth in
Larry Kelley of Yale in 1936 good, clean, legal play. We rushing defense, yielding 84.3
and Leon Hart of Notre Dame may have a game that puts per game.- - •
such a strain on a player's . But Richmond's Barry Redin 1949.
Baylor linebacker Mike body that he is unable to han- den, a 5-foot-11, 195-pound
Singletary gets little ink out- dle it. More kids are big, junior from Sarasota, Fla.,
side the Southwest and strong and fast and they -get ruined those impressive
Brigham Young quarterback better coaching in high figures. He carried 48 times, a
•
Jim McMahon suffers from school."
school record, for 233 yards,
Devine also says that including a 6-yard burst off
much the same syndrome as
South Carolina's Rogers. "integration has improved the tackle in the second period
Saturday4TV-battle-hetween---ealiber-of-Seethern 4earns-, that- gave-the-Spiders--u 10 e
Rogers and Walker will have maybe even 'swung the lead. He even "ruined" Richsomething to say in the balance of power from the mond Coach Dal Shealy's .
Heisman voting.
Midwest and Pacific Coast, if game plan.
"Our game plan was to
Is there any such thing as an it was ever there, to the.
make them stop the run,"
upset these days? For in- South."
Shealy said, "and if they did,
stance, how can Washington
A funny thing happened to we would throw."
beat Air Force 50-7, Air Force
Said Redden: "I hoped they
beat Navy 21-20 and Navy beat Virginia Tech last weekend,
and not just the Hokies' stunn- would key on me. I don't feel
Washingtea 24-10?
"I can't explain it," says ing 18-7 loss to unheralded' tired. I feel winded, like a runNavy Coach George Welsh. Richmond. Going into the ner after a race. But I hope I
"But every tease has players game, Tech was the nation's feel like this the rest of the
who tan beat you. That's one' No.2 team in total defense, Season."
of the things that's changed in
college football in the last 5-6
years. It's leveled out a little
more. Teams are better
balanced now and a couple of
ONE STOP PARTS
good skilled people who get
hot can beat you. There are
0
more good athletes in college
football today than ever
before."
la fact,.Satre_ Dame's..Dan_
Detine thinks, that players
may be getting too big and too
fast for even the quick-paced
modern game.
"Our trainer says we're the
best conditioned team he's
ever seen," Devine points out, .
"but we've lost 13 players for
the season and six more are
out this week.
"The game has reached the
point where it's so fast and the
teams we play are hitting so
. .

gm

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA Standings
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Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia 119, tleveland 101
Atlanta 119. Kansas City 109
Utah 104. INA.96
San Antonio 120, Portland i 12
Milwaidwe 106, Chicago 99
I
Angelei 131, San Diego 101
Seattle 119, Golden State He
Wednesday's Games
New York at Indiana
Milwaukee at New Jersey%
Chicago at Phdadelptia
Boston at Detroit
Portkindr at Kansas 15ty
Dallas at Hniston
On Antonio at Utah
San Diego at Plweriut
[Omer at Golden State
Thursday's Game
Atlanta at New York

Sports In Brief
BOWLING
GREENWOOD. Ind AP - A wulablinc 2-pin in the 10th frame of the chain.
pionship match left by challenger Jim
Winklepleck gave top-seeded Wayne
Webb his third Professional Bowlers
Association victory of the year in the
6100,000 Kessler Classic
Webb scored 193 and forted
nklepleck to throw a strike in the last
Iraise for the win Winklepleck's shot
went light on the headpm and the 2-pin.
although nudged, refused to fall He
finished with 191
Prior to the last match. Winklepleck
had defeated Boyar Huber 254197. and
Ed Ressler, 118-181
TENNIS
TOKYO i API - Top-seeded Bjorn
Borg of Sweden
rushed Japan's
Tsuyoshi Fukur 6-2, 6-2 and
Czechoslovakia's Ivan lendl whipped
Puerto Rico's Francisco Gonzalez led ", •
6 to advance into the second round of the
6100,000 World Super 'tennis Tolima.
ment
In other matches. Brian Teacher
outlasted Rod I"rdu ley 7-6 li.7

Buster Mottram of Britain beat Terry
Moor 7-5, 24. 6-3; fifth-seeded Eliot
Tellacher whipped countryman Mel
Purcell 24,6-4, 6-4, Bill Scanlon downed
Peter Rennart 74,34. 7-5. No 7 Rumor
Tanner beat Bruce Manson 6-3, 7-6 and
eighth-seeded Victor Amaya eliminated
Look Sanders, of The Netherlands, 0-4.1r
7,6.3
GENERAL
ALBLQUERQUE, N.M 'Al" - Easy
Jet, the all-time leading awe of quarter
horse racers, has been syndicated for
record $30 million, the agent who
negotiated the transaction said
In a telephone interview with' The
Associated Press from his office iti
Oklahoma City, agent Don Tyner an
nounced the syndication of the 13-yearold horse, the 1969 winner of the AllAmerican Futurity and the nation's top
quarterhurse stud
The 830 million syndicatem pre IN a
record for any breed of horse. lynci
said, and tops by 18 mullion the reported
a insyndication figure for Triple
ner Spectacular Bid, a thoroughleed
4r be, III, 1_.61,

Transactions
By The A ssoeurted Press
BASEBALL
American League
SEATTLE 'MARINERS- Acquired
Larry Anderse.n, pitcher, (corn Pittsburgh to complete an earlier which sent
Odell Jones to the Pirates.
BASKETBALL
. _National Basketbidl AssoCiation
DALLAS
MAVERICKS-Placed
Ralph Drollinger, center, on the injured
liat,SigawlSwittidoyek-ewiter-forwara.
SAN DIEGO CI.1 PPERS --Si gned
Henry Bibby guard,to a multi)ear cootract Waived Stan Pietkirwicz, guard
Wornen's Basketball League
NEW JERSEY GEMS-- Situetcl Ciu
Blazelowsk: foruard. ti,a three-,ear

FOOTBALL
National Football League
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS-Released
Mike Slrachan, naming back. Signed
harry Collins, running back.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
NEW YORK ISLANDERS-Recalled.
Jim Park, goalie, from Indianapolis of
the Central Hockey League.
VANCOUVER CANUCKIS-Hent-tiary Bromley, goalie. and Garry taunt,
center. to Dallas of the Central Hockey
league
COLLEGE
FORDHAM -Steven Lurie, head cross
country and track coach, resigned..

Phillies Find Road To Controversy
As Schmidt Gives Green An A-Minus
have wanted to say," Schmidt
By HAL BOCK
" said."It's my own opinion, but
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - You I think sometinies he wasn't
can tuck it away in the joy of a tactful enough with the press
world championship or hide it when the subject was his own
in the corner of the trainer's players."
Green is a blunt, to-the-point
room, but one way or another,
sooner or later, the man. He preached teamwork
Philadelphia Pinnies find the, to the Phillies this year and
sold them on the 'We, not I.'
road to controversy.
There was, for -example, a _approach tokaseball.
"The manager -has to be
rather innocent request made
of _Mike Schmidt, most part of that 'We,' though,"
valuable player in the World said Schmidt. "If it's 'We-, not
Series, win9 was honored at a I,' for the players, then it has
luncheon Tuesday. He, was to be 'We, not they,' for the
asked to rate Phillies nianager.:'
Green thought the Phillies'
Manager Dallas Green.
Schmidt considered the discovery of teamwork was
the most important ingredient
question for a moment.
in their season's success.
"A-Minus," he decided.
tAYei-riot-IT'-is--tite- simple
Minus?
"Hey, that's a pretty grade, way to put it," the manager
you know," said Schmidt. said. "What we did was break
"Yoe can't say too Much bad down the class distinction
between the eight starters and
about A-minus."
But A-minus is not A and the bench, the starting pitSchmidt was asked where he chers and the relievers. We
were a team."
felt his manager had fallen
Schmidt, of course, was an
short.
"Well, I think there are important . part of the
- time when he may say homogenization during the
something after a game about regular season as well as the
a player that he might playoffs and World Series.
"Michael Jack Schmidt
regtet...that he- Might not

PartS

an

DON'T LET
COLD WEATHER
CATCH YOU
NAPPING!

deserved this," the manager
said of his third baseman's
Series MVP award. He was'
the guy who had to glee us
together. If he collapsed, we
were in trouble: He stayed
tough,got us a couple of gamewinning hits, seven runs batted in. You can't ask formuch
more." .
Schmid_hatted_181 in the
Series, had two home runs and
two game-winning hits. He
scored six runs and drove in
seven. That earned him the
.MVP award which carried
with it a $9,000 watch and a
$5,000 scholarship to his alma
mater,Ohio University.
The slugghig_third baseman
sees a bright future for the
Phillies.
"I hope they keep our team
intact," he said. "We have
better pitching than anybody
in baseball, armwise,
,bodywise and recordwise.
That's a luxury we've never
had...10 or 12 frontline pitchers, not two or three."
And if Green decides to
return - a decision he says
will be made within a week they also will have the A-

minus manager.

'

PartaStnp
rtStop

STOP PARTS SHOPS

RTS SHOPS

IStop

0
0

CHECK BELTS
& HOSES

CHECK COOLING
SYSTEM

RIG
RIGHT

idedeteac 99g

PHONE:

753-4461
001) ADVICE.

RIGHT PAR
RIGHT PARTS,

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC CARS, TRUCKS, TRACTOR PARTS

Served with Country Gravy. Baked Potato or Fries. and Stockade Toast

:RIGHT PARTS, RIG

This
"
Spiwial Lunch Offer good Monday — Saturday
from 11 am to 2 pm at participating Sirloin Stockades

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE®
Bel Air Shopping Center

,)

'
Zorr%

ST COPY AVAILABLE

RIGHT PARTS, RIGHT P
RIGHT PARTS, RIGHT PR

10E,.GOOD ADVICE:'
T PRICE, GOOD ADVICE.
IGHT PRICE, GOOD ADVICE.
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PAGE

Storey's

Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

Bel Air Shopping
Center
Highway 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Every Day

*Everyday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

FOOD
GIANT

Prices Good
Wed. Oct. 29th
Thru
Tues. Nov 4th

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekly Coupons

Home Owned

We Accept
U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps

*Choice Meats
*Fresh Produce

Operated

Limit Rights
Reserved

ri

PEPSI
OR 7-UP
8 PK.
16 OZ.
PLUS
DEPOSIT

itiMiir*i
DUNCAN HINES LAYER

CAKE MIXES

PEPSI

NIP

r

PEANUT
BUTTER

09

180Z.
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO 8. DAIRY PRODUCTS

TE
INSTANTGPOTATOES
1602.

180Z.

KRAFT
GRAPEJELLY

69'

MILK
$219

FRIED CHICKEN

$249

994

2 LB. JAR

FOOD GIANT WHOLE

BANQUET FROZEN

2 LB. 10 PIECES

'

FLEISHMAN'S
CORN OIL

JENO'S FROZEN

MARGARINE

AMERICAN SINGLESPIZZAS

19
120Z.
16 SLICES
SCOTTIES

CORONET

EAGLE BRAND

FACIAL TISSUE

PAPER TOWELS

CONDENSED MILK

JUMBO PAS 300 CT.

994

JUMBO ROLL

69'

12 OZ.

SCOT LAD SALTINE

BARBARA DEE

VAN CAMP

CRACKERS

COOKIES

TAMALES

1 LB. BOX

58'

10 02

694;

300 SIZE

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per Family

limit One Per Family

Post
Raisin Bran

Jell-0
Instant
Pudding

Hefty
Trash Bags

Je11-0
Gelatin

20 oz

994

$119
20 ct 2 ply

Good Only II Storey's
Exp. 11-4-80

$229

Good Onh Al Storey's
Exp 11 4 80

AN Flavors

6 Os

2/99'
Al flavors

Good Only At Storey's
Exp 11-4-80

Good Only Al Storey's
Exp 11 4 80

— -

COUPON 095664

COUPON

COUPON 095664

COUPON

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per Family

Betty Crocker
Speciality Potatoes

Hunt's
Tomato Sauce

Betty Crocker
Noodles

Creamed, Apron.
Scalloped. Soar Cream, or
Nash troonos

II or

Stroganoff *.
Ramona"

5/$1

2/.$1 19

Good Only At Slim
E.') 11 4.80

Good Only Al Storey's
Exp 11 4 80

'*
Good Only Al Storey's
Exp 11 4 80
, . •.
—1

,It**********Ait**************1**

DISHWASHING LIQUID-j?
$1 29
3202.

(DON

BATHROOM TISSUE q1 fir

794111111100-1

4 ROLL PKG

Look What's
In Our
Cash Register
For You!
FREE
GIFTS!

4

Select from 120 valuable itemsjust for
saving register tapes from

Soft

Storey's

Imperial
Margarine
2-8 at.**

594

LUX

Start saving your
tapes Today!You

694

2 Choose the gift for which you
plan to save and begin saving
toward 5300. 5600 or 5900 in
tapes

Have until Dec. I to
receive your Free Giftl

,3 ,It stands to reason that i will
• •
- pay you to do anyour shryppsng-*
I Come in gei a Keep-A-Tape with us and receive valuable
catalog which illustrates all 121 FREE gifts
gifts tofu.,

Good Oidy Al Slerey1
Exp: TI -4130

imitTs Flom

..

r

r

"V'2"

"Z•

pit**
-••••••••••••••••

I

T
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GInnT MEAT SAIIIIIGS

'*

• *,
-

SLICED SLAB

Its
Id

SHANK PORTION

BACON

(WATER ADDED)

*

HAM

FAMILY PACK
LB.

FRESH PORK

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

P RE RIBS

CHUCK ROAST

19

OLE

FAMILY PACK
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

GRO ND BEEF

SWISSITEAK

-*

U.S.D.A. CHOKE BONELESS

GROUND CHUCK

STEW MEAT

LB. 51 79

1
LB $"

U.S.D.A. CHOICE CUBE
GRADE 'A' HYV•PARK

S

TEAK

HEN TURKEYS

FAMILY PACK LB $249

LB

894

EDWARDS PORK

ROAST

PATTIES

1402.51 29

WIENERS
BACON

120Z.

FIELD

JUMBO-PACK
ARMOUR CHICKEN

LB.$1 69

120Z.1
1
$9

FIELD

U.S.D.A. CHOICE SHOULDER

IID

LB. 51 49

pla
Ro
O
LEAG
GuN
iRsA

MR. FRITTER
LB. 51 59

-*

SA
FIELDUSAGE

U.S.D.A. CHOICE CENTER-CUT

CHUCK ROAST

- . -*
- - ------ --_-*

69

$1 19

*
*

I
*
I

5-9Lit.
-ST
1
.‘

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

BAG YELLOW

ONIONS Gin PRODUCE snumcs
CABBAGE

rg TANGELOS

4 LBS.
$

RED

ZUCHINNI

)r. "

fie

SQUASH
iQUASH
COCONUTS
PINEAPPLES

4

394
394
EA. 694

f. 4
"e
;114.
1

,Afr.

LB 794
r /i
S oo
J/
I

g

*
*

4/$1 °°

*
..

*

GinnT DELI SRUIRGS Ginnit BRIERY Snumcs

*
*

BOLQGNA.
TUNA SALAD
SUB. SANDWICH

luabfe

Iciluit******At

r

COLORED

PRIN

DINNER ROLLS 'fts"--At
YUM YUMS
89' FRENCH BREAD

LB.$1
"

/
1
2 LB.1
$ 99

GLAZED

IN STORE BAKED

•
DOZ

89'

6/$1 99
LOAF

7911

r;
,A.

*
i`
*

FIELD

$300.00

ZST COPY AVAILABLE
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*

This Week Win

at will

0vASH

• LB.

Cash Pot

vhic h you
saving
?00 in

00

1

*

rtt.1
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... mw
... S.• _i1
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Uncle Jeff's
Clothing Dept.
Special Sale
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Lotion Mild Soap
Bath Size

•

Sale

•

Side

Take Advantage Of

Alka-Seltzer

!
mi

26" 20%.25 %off
$31•,1!9,

For upset stomach, headache
acid indigestion.
25 Tablets

5'

1 Pound Bag
•Starlight Mints
•Fruit Twirls
•Butterscotch Disks

•
•

Sole Your Choice 99e

Sale

•
•
•

•Storlight Mints No. 13436
•Butterscotch Disks No. 13438
*Cinnamon Disks NO. 13439
•Sour Bolls No. 13442
Sale Tovr Choke

Save Now

Rosemilk
Lotion
Takes The Trouble Out Of
Trouble Skin
Regular or All Family Scent
8 oz.

$1 288

Sale

S XL

Sizes S-XL

$1 279
3 DAY SPECIAL
Women's
Clear Plastic
Rain Queen

3 Oz. Tube

With Fluoride
Super Size
8 20z. Tube

Aim
Toothpaste
For Stuffed And Runny Nose
4 oz.

$158

sale

%Ego
Band-Aid Brand
From Johnson 8. Johnson
, Sheer Strips
- No. 4624
Plastic Strips
No. 5624

VITAMIN C

39

$1 29

S.

Sale

$21 88
FRI — SAT — SUN

•

Sole

Rave
Soft Perm Kit

Tussy
Deodorant

Complete With Rollers
and Special Styling Tips
Original or Extra Curly

21
/
4 oz. Roll On
2-1/8 Oz. Stick.

$239
Sale

Reg. 29.99
Sizes S-XL

WV

Presto
Popcorn Now

The Family Sized,
Easy Fryer. Fries 4
Generous Servings With
Only 4 Cups Of Oil. Non-Stick
Hard Surface Coating Inside & Out
No. 05420

Crisp dry or hot buttered popcorn. Air
popped nonstop, just pour and pop as
much as you want. No. 04810

G.E. FM/AM
Clock
Compact, stylish model with
Radio
highly legible dial and scale and
clock face. No. 74-550

'

-2)

59

Your Choke Sole

Presto
Fry Daddy

Sole

Children's
Bubble
Gummer
Canvas

944

Sole Your Choice

Suspension
Low Sodium - 12 Oz. liquid

500 MCI

$1

Sweaters

Continuous Corn Popper

se$21 97
Norelco
Toaster
Range
Na. 10440
It toasts, it bakes, it broils. Designed for evjryones
kitchen in brushed aluminum with block trim.

$3598
Sole$21 97

Presto
Aluminum
Pressure
Cooker

Reg 54 99

Ftze
-

I

Boo of 50

Pay Lane

500 MG 100 Tablets

Men's Suede Trim

Over Shoes Sneakers
$249
12
Save S2.50

GASPERCREMC

Riopan Antacid

Vitamin C

Sale Price
879
Sale $

$169

08

•

Payless Brand

$1488

By Crest
Reg. 510.99

Sole Prrce

Your Choice Sole

Sole

Ladies

Uniform
Tops

Sale

ASPERCREME]

Triaminic Syrup

93C

ttle

By Big Ben
(Wrangler)
Olive Twill or Denim
Reg. $21.99
Save 7.11
Sizes 38-50

$488

ARTHRITIS

A Remarkable
Breakthrough For
Arthritis Pain

Extra Body

Coveralls

By 5-Brothers
and Woodland
Reg. 56.99-7.99
Reduced To Only

Aspercreme
Creme Rub

Silkience
Conditioner
Regular or

Men's Work

Flannel
Shirts

100 Tablets

New

1$ 1

Men's

88

Brach's 140 Count Bag Candy

Overalls
Sole Priced

$1

1 Lb. Bag
•Pop Treats
•Candy Corn Treats
•Jelly Bean Treats

Candy Corn • •

Reg. $18.99-$19.99
Sizes 30-50

600

tYLEIVul.

Sale

Brach's Candy

Men's Duckhead
Blue Denim Bib

Student Fit
Pre-Washed
Reg. $21.99
Sizes 25-32

Tylenol
Tablets
Regular Strength
Fast Pain Relief, Without Aspirin

994

$169

Dee Cee Denim
Overalti

,

Elmers Candy

Ladies

U.

89'

Sale Your Choke

Thread,
Zippers,
Tapes & Trims
Only

Sale

Trick or Treat Specials

Coats and Clark

99'

100 Tablets

;
aMl

On Any Insulated
Leather Boot

No Iron

Large Choice
Of Styles & Colors
Prices Start At

Sole1
$ 88

formula

19'

Sale

By Anocin
For Hours Of Relief From Arthritis Pain

0-1

By Cannon

Knee Socks
U.

Boot Sale

ow Cases

Girls & Women's

Arthritis
Pain

Leather Insulated

Sheets &
Pill

By St Mary s

Use Our
Convenient
Lay-Away
Plan
Buy Now For
Christmas

Arthritis Pain Formula
Tablets

Jergens

U.

Thru Nov. 2

8
4
1141145
:g
.

Limit 3

Electric
Blankets

Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty
Aid Department

1

•••••
•
- LA
—mi
Essm•I

One or Two
Controls

.
U

I en's
:
•

Prices Good Thru
Sunday, Nov. 2

••• MO •

IMINilled11111.1111111

••••■
•si ••
afii • inle"•"
is
mi
VIVEVI
rs'W%
%
mi
.11 , 7_7
Prices Good

Cooks 3 To.
.10 Times

Sale
Norelco
Dial-A- Brew
Automatic
Drip Coffeemaker

Ms+,xerdirfTiVitanxins

5/
1
2-1 2
•

and Minerals
6 Qt
No. 01250

You can make as few
as 3 to 5 cups
Model HB5140

Sale $2298

6...••••••
.••••
•••••
••••••••
••
h.•••
•••••
••••••
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SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S SPORTING GOODS DEPT.

iurn Bristles

]th
out Aspirin

11
On All Shoes
In Stock

l'EF( RI M

Good Selection
Fluoride
per Size
Oz. Tube

of Used Guns

1119

uI

Ind

Including

1 It

Remington

One Man Fiberglass

•

Boat
Reg. $299.95
11 7988
Sale $

Weatherby & Many Others

SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S HARDWARE DEPT.
Check Uncle
6" x 24"
BOOT SALE
Jeff's NEW
Selection Of Red Ball
Royal Top Lace Boots

Stove Pipe
$167

Flower and
Garden Center
Many House Plants,
Flowers, Chain Saws,
Flower Pots (of all
kinds)

Joint

Stormy Weather
Insulated Full
Lace Boots
Reg. $12.97

Sweat Shirt
Jackets$99
Hooded Reg $7.99 Sale

sok

'COUPON

IP

Without Hood Rog. $6.99 Sale

With Felt liner
Rog. $15.99

Hoodod Insulatod Rog. $11.99 Salo

.vjryones

All At Low
Discount Prices
Fruit Trees

Arctic Comet Canadian
Leather Top Boot

aco
;ter
ige

!298

Winchester
Springfield

Arctic Comet
Cordoua Leather
Top Boot With Felt Liner
Reg. $24.99

Sale

Stove Boards
1599
1699
'2,599
26x42

32x42

t200

Reg., Dwarf, Apple
Peach, Pear, Plum *P
Reg. Price $9.99
With Coupon

Off

Limit 4 Trees
Machine Ball

------

COUP
10" Hanging Baskets
$000
4r•
Off
With Coupon
reAA=

Reg. $8.99 and $9.99
fmll•

.
I
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State Labor Department Requests
Report Into Paducah Center Feud
OwtscsIxrro, has said he will not
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP ) — The 1.0 t.tuii its *XXI ELS PM:ill*.
Land expressed concern that be able to come to terms with
state labor Department has requested a report into events sur- if this sort of dispute is not settl- the union.s and has decided to
rounding a labor-management ed it will destroy progress in build the complex "open shop."
Union vokesxnen say) they
dispute involving the con- creating a good laborstruction of a Paducah conven- management climate in west stand ready to negotiate with
Green.
tion center, and plans to fifer Kentucky.
The $14 million complex, of
Union picket lines went up at
whateverassistanee it can to setthe construction site in Barkley
which $4 million came from a
tle it.
Labor Commissioner Gene Park last week when developer state grant and $2.9 million in
land says he asked Ernest Bob Green refused to continue federal funds, would be on the
Franke, executive manager of discussing work agreements banks of the Ohio River. It would
•include a hotel and convention
the Western Kentucky Labor- I,vith union business agents.
Management Corrunittee, to inGreen, whose other properties center and would be the cornerstone of other hoped-for
vestigate the dispute and report include the Executive Inn in

MURRAY STATE SOIL JUDGERS — The soil judging team.of Murray (Ky.) State University's Agronomy Club has
qualified for the national collegiate championship competition next spring in Lincoln, Neb., after finishing third in a
13-school contest recently at the University of Tennessee at Martin. Coached by Dr. John D. Mikulcik, second (EOM
right, a professor of agriculture at the university, members of the team are: Seated from the left, Phillip M. Sims,
Route 7. Mayfield; Michael Paul Braverman, Orlando, Fla.; and Eddie Barnhill, Charleston, Mo. Standing, from the
left, Jimmy Irby, Route 2, Murray; Dale E. Wise. Louisville, Robert Allen Austin, Newbern, Tenn.; and Tony L. Brannon, Route 1, Puryear, Tenn. The contest was held on four different sites in the Union City, Tenn., area.

downtown developments.
Meanwhile,an estimated 2,500
to 5,000 people participated
Tuesday in a march through the
downtown area in support of the
un;an aicket
About a dozen workers attempted to go through the construction gates but saw no one
was following them and returned to the streets at the request of
police officers. Work is continuing inside the site with nonunion
lafx‘r
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MSU Soil Judging Team Qualifies
The soil judging teath of
Murray State University's
Agronomy Club has qualified
for the national collegiate
championship, contest next
Spring in Lincoln, Neb., after
finishing third in'a

prestigious, 13-school competition held recently at the
University of Tennessee at
Martin.
Coached by Dr. John D.
Mikillcik, a professor of agriculture at the university, ,

the team scored a total of 1,509
points, finishing behind the
winner, the University of Tennessee at Knoxville with 1,557
and the runnerup, Auburn
Ala.) University with 1,555
points.
Finishing fourth-Was Clem:
son University, Clemson,S.C.,
GOLD & SILVER—GOLD & SILVER—SOLD
SILVER —
with 1,490 points, while the
!
University of Kentucky team
was fifth with 1,483 points.
The remaining teams and
If you hove been selling your
-their scores were: North
gold rings and silver without
i;
Carolina State, 1,469; Tengetting • our offer you've
lee
nessee Tech, 1,432; V.P.I.,
probably lost some money.
1,400; University of Florida;
Please get cur offer before
1,3* West Virginia Universiyou sell. It makes Dollars and p.
ty, 1,355; Tuskegee Institute,
Sense. Free Appraisals Secur1,351; Tennessee State, 1,339;
ity provided.
and the University of Georgia,
Sellers of Gold Coins I-2'2-5-10-20
1,281.
Open 9:004:00 '
Making up the Murray
team, whose next regional
p. , _competition will be at Auburn.
Ala., next fall, were:
V.
Buy, Sell or Trade
Philip M. Sims, a senior
Olympic Plaza
tvc
1
and son of Mr. and Mrs.
SILVER —GOLD & SILVER —GOLD & SILVER—GO
Robert L. Sims, Route 7,

LOOK!!!

Gold & Silver Pawn Shop

Waldorf

Mayfield.
Eddie Barnhill, a junior and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar F.
Barnhill, Charleston, Mo.
Tony L. Brannon,senior and
son of Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
Brannon, Route 1, Puryear,
Tenn.
Jimmy Irby, a junior and
son of Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Irby,
Route 2, Murray.
Robert Allen Austin, a
junior and son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gene A. Austin, Newbern,
Tenn.
Dale E. Wise, a senior and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Dale Wise,
7311 Old Heady Road,
Louisville,and
Michael Paul Braverman, a
senior and son of Mrs. Lillian
Braverman, 4009 Carradale
Court,Orlando, Fla.

ca..„sem,
,
49

Bathroom Tissue

4 Roll
Pkg.

Save SO`
With $10.00 Or More Additional Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Drinks On Special

Brannon also finished fourth
and Braverman,tied for fifth
in the-individual competition.
The contest was held on four
different sites in the Union City, Tenn., area.
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FRESH PRODUCE

FROZEN FOODS

Fla. Juicy

Frostz Acres Orange

Oranges.: ____.......IFV` Juice

'SAVEI.&

Calif. Red

12 oz.

69c

Cams

OC
Nov.

Frosty Acres Mixed

69 Vegetables...2..1mi 79c
.
79c
5P1 Corn
,.... Al

Grapes

On Duncan Hineg
Cookie Mix.
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iiik ,.

lb

Countr

Ch

Frosty Acres Cream Style

Fresh Fla.

Cukes

Sii
12.z. .

Wes
Fresh Yellow

Frosty Acres

39c Frosty Whip ....59`

Squash

Tastes so much better
than even
the most popular
store bought cookies.

Gov't. Inspeeled

.

Pork Sausage Pork Sausage
$149
179
lb

lb pkg

OFF

Family Pk.
3 Lb. or More

.

• ,
ettt‘filho,

(GOOD ON
ANY FL'.VOR)

...

,

Try Chocolate Chip, Oatmeal Raisin, Golden Sugar, Peanut Butter, Double Chocolate

99c ,

To
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Bologna,

12 oz. pkg.

•

Pure Fresh
., Lean

SAVE 15c on

Metzger
Regal M

Field Smoked

Field's Whole Hog

TAKE THIS COUPON TO YOUR STORE

-,

L

Whole Only

coo e

3eoz.

PARKER'S MARKET'S CHOICE MEATS

Fryers

96140C
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lb.

Reelfoot All Meat
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Official Feels Mining Problem Concentrated In Southeast Kentucky

developments.
de,an eiinated 2,500
people participated
s a mud)through the
area in support of the

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. 4 API —
Kentucky's top mining official
feels the problem of illegal
underground coal mines ih
Kentucky is concentrated in
an area of southeast Kentucky
where three men were killed
in an explosion Monday night
at an illegal operation.
"You will find very, very little illegal mines outside
southeastern
Kentucky,"
Willard Stanley, commissioner of the Department for
Mines and Minerals, told a
legislative committee Tues-

dozen workers atu go through the congates but saw no one
vim theni and returntreets at the request of
cers. Work is continuthe site with nonunion

day.
Although some members of
the Joint Interim Appropriations and Revenue Committee'
expressed doubt at Stanley's
figures, he said his inspectors
know of only four illegal mines
outside of Whitley and Knox
counties. He said there are 49
in those two counties.
Stanley said most of the illegal mines are small operations employing two to four
men and mining only about 40
tons a year. He estimated the
total coal mined yearly in
Kentucky from illegal mines
amounts to betasieen 200,000

and 250,000 tons.
Stanley, named mines commissioner by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. 10 months ago, said
he instituted a crackdown on
illegal mines last summer.
However, he said the situation has been going on for
several years in Knox and
Whitley counties and is not
easily corrected.
He said he has obtained four
indictments against operators
of illegal mines and has warrants for nine others.
•
One of the men indicted,
Kenneth Crawford, had a
brother. Frank Crawford Jr .

killed in the Monday night accident near Woodbine in
Whitley County.
Kenneth Crawford was indicted for operating a mine
approximately 500 feet from
the scene Of Monday's accident.
Stanley said his strategy has
been to close a mine instead of
citing the operator for mining
without a permit. He said mining without a permit is only a
misdemeanor, while continuing to operate after a mine has
been closed is a felony.
"We have really worked
these illegal mines," he said in

an interview prior to the
meeting.
Stanley said he thought his
efforts have driven the mines
to work at night and on the
weekend, when he doesn't
have inspectors in the field.
State 'Revenue Commissioner Robert Allphin told the
committee he is concerned
about the amount of unpaid
severance tax on illegally
mined coal.
Allphin would not hazard a
guess as to how much is not
being collected, but "it could
amount to considerable
money '

Parker's Home Owned
And Operated

Stainless Flatware
Offer Last
3 Weeks Only
Hurry!

Allphin said his concerns include coal mined at illegal
strip mining operations and at
licensed operations that is not
reported.
Allphin said a special task
force has been created by
Justice Secretary Neil Welch
to help combat the problem
and is receiving intensive
training from the Internal
Revenue Service.
"This is a difficult area and
we have to gear up to attack
thA problem of tax liability,"
Allphin said.
Illegal mining may not easily lx' stamped out, however,

SALE PRICES GOOD
WED. OCT. 29th
THRU TUE. NOV. 4th

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

according to a "wildcatter"
interviewed last month by the
Sunday Herald-Leader in Lexington.
"You can make pretty good
money if you don't get caught.
It's probably worth the risk,"
said the miner, who declined
to be identified for fear of being apprehended.
"People know we would run
coal legal if we could afford to,
but it's got so you can't and
make a profit, and I've got my
family to feed," the miner
said.
"We ain't going on welfare if
I can help it," he said.
Asked if mining on someone
else's land without mineral
titles or permits amounted to
• stealing, the miner said,
"There's a lot of stealing going on here, if that's what you
want to call it. But there ain't
a man who holds it against
"If you call mining like this
stealing,then it's a crime," he
said. "Crime can be a pretty
serious business, if you want
to look at it like that. But a lot
of people don't.

"It's sort of like moonshming. I think; People trying to
make a living despite the
federal regulations," he said

Frosh Class Ups
[KU Enrollment
RICHMOND, Ky.(AP) — A
bumper freshman class is
given credit for a record fall
enrollment at Eastern Kentucky University.
The student headcount of
14,081, of which 4,219 are
freshman, exceeds the 1979
enrollment of 13,714 by 2.7 percent, according to figures
released by the university..
Enrollment of full-time
studnets increased by 7.2 percent while ttN part-time student figure decreased by 9.4
percent. The graduate-student
enrollment declined by 11.3
percent, according to school
officials.
The enrollment includes
10,466 full-time students and
3,615 part-time studnets.
State residents represent
84.4 percent of the figure.

Kraft

THE ACES

Grape Jelly
Tops

-Following .the path of
least resistance makes rivers and men crooked.- -Anonymous.

3 Lb jar Saw. 7° $ 111 49

Dog Food

Friskies Buffet

Cat Food
Savo 22'
6'2 01,

25 Lb.
Bag
Save

•
ssgeg
''enakfe.

Sealtest Light N Lively

Milk

.12... 69c

'A id

rI7

3189c
Popcorn 69
21
Popsrite

I Lb Bag

-99c

MY OUR JUST AS GOOD

110-FRILLS FOODS

Carnation Met

COCO*

Mix 929
12..,. ph. Savo 24'

I ez. bag

79c

K••ping food Colts Down Will Be En.lee Ar

Parker's Mkt.

Country Singles

Cheese
Slices

2.179c

Now Mot W. Corry A Full 1.1n• Of

$129

12.z,

GENERIC
PRODUCTS
SALAD
MEANING
PEANUT
OWEN

paper tow•Is - no fancy names ronisims or packog
mg They ar•aktandard grad* of food
not the fancier
grades used in notional ade•riised brands Bet pleos•
hooprnind they ar•

Wesson

JUST AS GOOD

Oil

9C
801.5

as Mrs comparable notional brands iust as nefritiops
ona wholesorne
*eon though they may differ 'Pop
'moron.
We heap Me cost of generic prod...vs down by keeping
M. packaging simple and by minimizing adng and
promotional expenditpros Then we boy Morn in large.
quantities when they aro available so we can rak• ad
vantage of bargains and poss the sawing, on to you

38 oz. Save 20'

Bugles

21159

Snacks
WItk Compels 7 ez

Save 11

Blue Bennett

Margarine
1 Lb. Yellow Quarters
Sa•• 18

$100

Hyde Park Ice Tea

Mix

$169

24 oz. Save 20'

Larson's

Veg-All

2179

16 ex Save IS

RA G CORN, JR

A good slam and a good
NORTH

10-284

4AQ75
•A 10 8 7 5
•Q 108
•A

The path of least resistance would not land today's
nip-and-tuck slam. A 12th WEST
EAST
•10 9 3 2
trick had to come from •J 8 6
V 9 53
somewhere and declarer •K J 4 2
•3 2
•A 5
had to think before- he •Q 10
53
•K 9 6 4
played.
SOUTH
South opened a weak two,
•K 4
diamonds (6-11 points and a
VQ
six card suit) and North's
•KJ9764
two no trump asked for
4.1872
more information. South
responded three spades to
Vulnerable' North-South
show the upper range and a Dealer South. The bidding:
spade honor and North
closed the bidding with a South West North East
leap to six diamonds.
2•
Pass
2 NT
Pass
West got off to the best 3•
Pass
All pass
6•
lead of a trump and East
Opening
lead Diamond
won and returned a trump.
deuce
won in dummy.
South was Reeves Murphy
of Tyler. Texas, and a quick plan Had Reeves made the
count of tricks uncovered error of playing clubs first,
three spades, onesheart-, the he would have lost the timclub ace and a club ruff and ing for the slam
five diamond winners in
Bid with Coro
declarer's hand -- 11 tricks.
Where was the slam-going
South holds
10-29-B
trick to be developed?
Since the accurate trump
lead had removed the possi•AQ75
bility of a second club ruff,
V A 10 8 7 5
the next most likely suit
•Q 108
that could produce an extra
•A
winner was the heart suit.
All that was needed was a 4- North South
I 11
3 heart break and no waste 1•
-2+
of &litany entries.
ANSWER: Two spades
After winning the Second
diamond, dummy's heart Forcing in quest of more
information
The hand is
ace was cashed and a heart
was ruffed. A club was led slammish and the main question
should
involve
six or sevto dummy's ace and another
heart was ruffed. A club en diamonds.
ruff placed the lead in dumSend bridge questions to The Rees.
my for a final heart ruff and CORon 12363 Dallas Texas 75225
dummy's fifth heart was with self-addressed stamped envelope
or reply
high.

N INN* S economy Are Vow Mele, OnnNektnrOon

GENERIC PRODUCTS SHOULD BE YOUR CHOICE!

Baker's Angel Flake

Coconut
1401. Save 38'

29

9

DYNAMM
Ilu' TES

Baker's Chocolate

High Diamond Prices!

Chips

Blazing Diamond Clusters

12 oz Save 20

zger
al M

Buimy Simple Life

ogna,
99c

9
1

Bread
16.z. Save 21'

Family Pk.
3 Lb. or More
Afrin

Nasal
Spray,.

save 12

Listerine
Antiseptic
.

e
s

T COPY AIAILABLE

29
2.11
THESE PROMOTIONAL
QUALITY DIAMONDS
ENABLE 01311 TO Buy
BIRAFR DIAMONDS
FOR LESS

.
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Iraq Reports Fighting
Tapers Off Along
300-Mile Invasion Front

;

BEIRUT, Lebanon ( API —
Tehran Radio said Iranian
Iraq said fighting tapered off anti-aircraft guns knocked out
along its 300-mile invasion another Iraqi helicopter that
front in west and southwest was making a run at Iranian
Iran with only 15 Iranian forces near Ilam, in the war
troops and eight Iraqi soldiers zone's midsection.
killed in 12 hours of combat.
None of the claims from
Iran claimed 40 Iraqi troops either side
could be confirmed
were killed and 15 tanks since Western
reporters were
destroyed in ground action barred from the battle
zones.
Tuesday and 330 Iraqis killed
Iraq
invaded
Iran
Sept.
22
in the previous 24 hour's in
after abrogating a 1975 treaty
trans western provinces.
It also said Iranian planes ceding to Iran the eastern half
pounded Iraqi pOsitions on the of the Shatt al-Arab, which
island of Unuu al Rassas in forms the southern end of the
the disputed Shalt al-Arab border between the two counestuary. The island faces tries and is Iraq's waterway to
BOOK DONOR — Dr. Carl Robinson, center, of Carrsville, Livingston County, shows
Khorramshahr, trans major the Persian Gulf. •
Dr. Edwin Strohecker, direc-tor of libraries at Murray State University, one of the most
Iraq since the start of the
shipping part that Iraq claims
prized books among a large collection of medical, technical and miscellaneous
. war has made clear one of its
to have captured.
materials which he recently presented to the university's Harry Lee Waterfield Library.
Iran said Iraqi planes and goals is to regain full
Robinson, a native of Union County, is a retired biochemist with the U.S. Public Health
artillery pounded Abadan but sovereignty over . all of the
Service. Mrs. Robinson is on the left.
that Iraqi tanks were waterway. But a letter from
prevented from crossing two Iraqi Foreign Minister Sadoun
key bridges on the nor- Hamrnadi to U.N. Secretarythwestern and eastern ap- General Kurt Waldfieim.
proaches to the refinery city, made public Tuesday, inwhich is 10 miles south of dicated an intention to retain
control of some of the•Iranian
Khorramshahr.
Iran said in the past three territory on the east bank that
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Coffey, who had claimed ly, both Brandenburgh• and
days ita :forces drove Iraqi the invading,forces are.occu-•
Joseph Griffin, special agent self-defense, died last Friday, Griffin participated in the0
units back 11 miles at the. nor- pying.
thern end of the invasion front
Hanunadi proposed that a in charge of the FBI in Ken- apparently of a heart attack, planning of the raid on the
and Made "a series of lig,htn- cease-fire be followed im- tucky, says he was following while on routine road patrol. Graham house.
ing attacks on Iraqi territory" mediately by negotiations standard procedures when he His funeral was held Monday
Lowery also said that inforin which 'a number" of'Iraqi under Waldheim's auspices offered aid to Kentucky State at Radcliff, attended by about mation from depositions
troops were killed and three "with the goal of achieving a Police officers searching for 750 police .officers from Ken- revealed that Brandenburgh
enemy tanks were destroyed:
final solution to the conflict- the murderer of Trooper Ed- tucky and surrouunding was on the scene when police
Iran also reported smashing by demarcating the frontiers die Harris.
states.
raided the Graham home.
Harris, 28, was killed Nov. 7,
an "enemy transport bat- between the two countries in a
A lengthy report by
In an interview with
talion" and shooting down an final manner,: and -the' 1979, after stopping a speeding thenstate police commissioner Louisville radio station
car
in
I.arue
County.
Iraqi helicopter gunship withdrawal of both parties
Kenneth Brandenburgh and WA/CY,Griffin said he went to
The prime suspect, Clyde an Illinois coroner's
among several attacking Ira- from territories and waters
inquest Elizabethtown to assist the
Daniel
Graham
was
later kill- absolved Coffey. But Gov..
nian defensive positions,near which do not fall within their
state police in the search for
ed
in
an Illinois hotel by state John Y. Brown Jr. ordered Atthe border town of Sar-e Pol-e territorial boundaries accorClyde Graham.
police Sgt. Eugene Coffey.
Zohab.
ding to the frontier line."
torney General Steve Beshear
"I went there to meet Comto investigate and make missioner Brandenburgh to ofanother
Holland
report.
fer him the assistance of the
The night Harris was killed FBI in connection with the inpolice raided the Graham's vestigation," Griffin said.
home and allegeldy beat his "Basically, when an officer is
father James "Buddy" killed in the line of duty the
Graham, his brother James FBI offers its assistance."
and his cousin Charles
Griffin said he did not go to
McLain.
the Graham house and left the
Buddy was acquitted in area before the raid.
federal court recently of
Brandenburgh recently was
charges he hid his son, and forced to resign, partly after
afterward filed a $1.1 million Brown learned he was in the
damage suit against 22 area last November when
policemen in connection with state police converged on the
More ducks for America. Join Ducks Unlimited.
their manhunt.
Graham family house and
Murray-Calloway Co. Banquet
According to Louisville at- questioned relatives about
November 15, 1980 — Jo cee Center
torney Jack Lowery, who young
Graham's
represents the Graham fami- whereabouts.

Follows Standard Procedure

Agent Comments On Actions
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Ford Suffers Industry's
Greatest Quarter Loss
By GUY DARST
Associated Press Writer
DETROIT (API — Ford
Motor Co. lost $595 million in
the third quarter of 1980,a loss
that took the industry's worstquarter-ever title from its top
competitor. And Ford officials
say their economic future
depends greatly on the
government.
It was the second in the industry's round of thirdquarter reports. Chrysler
Corp. will announce results
soon and American Motors
Corp. is to announce its
figures in early November.
Ford's report Tuesday
eclipsed the industry record
loss of $567 million, reported
the day before by General
Motors Corp. for the same
quarter.
As big as Ford's loss was, it
was not a record for a U.S.
company.
U.S. Steel Corp. holds that
record with a $669 million loss

for the fourth quarter of 1979.
The loss for the quarter was
first reported at $562 million,
but the steelmaker revised it
earlier this year to reflect accounting changes.
Ford's losses for the year so
far set a record for any U.S.
company's first nine months
— $1.23 billion or $10.20 per
share against a profit of $1.21
billion or $10.10 per share for
the period last year.
For the third quarter,
Ford's $595 million loss
amounted to $4.95 per share,
compared to profits of $103
million or 85 cents per share in
the period last year.
Ford Chairman Philip
Caldwell and President
Donald Petersen said in a
statement that the loss was
caused by decreased sales, a
smaller market share for
Ford and higher interest
costs.
Slowing economies in
Europe, decreased sales, onetime expenses to trim costs,

Nine People Killed
In South Chicago
House Fire

and the cost of launching new
products helped cut into
overseas results,they said.
Ford has closed two
assembly plants and several
other plants in the United
States this year. The No. 2
automaker's share of the total
U.S. car market slipped Irani
2i) percent in the first three
quarters af 1979 to 16 percent
so far this year.
"How quickly Ford can improve its position in the U.S.
market will depend importantly on how the government
shapes the environment in
which our customers live and
we do business," Caldwell and
Petersen said.
"High inflation, declining
productivity, excessive
regulation and damage to the
United States industry caused
by the sharp increase in sales
of cars imported from Japan
are serious problems that
need to be dealt with responsibly and quickly," their statement said.

INC( Il

CHICAGO (AP) — Nine 'people,including five children, were
killed Tuesday night as a fire
roared through a two-story
frame house on the city's South
Side, fire and hospital
authorities said.
Four other people were injured in the blaze, which first
was reported at 10:08 p.m. CST,
officials said.
The bodies of two female
adults, a child and two adults of
unknown sex were taken by
police to Jackson Park Hospital
before the bodies were
transferred to the Cook County
morgue, said Jean Vales, nursing supervisor at the hospital.
She said some of the bodies
were burned beyond recognition
and identification of the other
victims was not available.
Four children, all unidentified,
were pronounced dead in the
University of Chicago Hospitals
and Clinics, said Stuart Levine,
the evening administrator at the
hospital.
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STATLER BROTHERS
Nicr

Special

Star

Brenda

Lee
THURSDAY,
NOV.13-7:30
.S.U. FIELD HOUSE
(Murray,KY)
Tickets: $8.50 Et $7.50

a

LAN Seats Reserved)
Tickets on Sale Now? - at the Univ. Center, Chucks Music
Center, World of Sound, Sunset Blvd. Music, Sun Audio
(Paducah), Rtsley ft Julian Audio (Paducah), Mr. J's Men's
Clothing(Mayfield Et Benton), Et Sound Shop(Hopkinsville).

FOR INFORMATION CALL:502-7624921
Mag Orders Filed Promptly by sending cashier's check or
money order to: Student Gov't Office, P 0. Box 3094, Univ.
Station, Mummy, KY 42071. Enclose self-addressed, stamped
enva4ope.

Alarket 414 birmititre

25% OFF
LANE ACTION
RECLINERS

MARKET 414 FURNITURE'S

ARTS & CRAFTS FESTIVAL
SATURDAY & SUNDAY — NOVEMBER 8th & 9th
(8:30 A.M. Til 6 P.M. Saturday and 12 Noon to 5 P.M. Sunday)

LANE ACTION
RECLINERS

We plan to have a large promotion for Market 414
on these dates. We will have spaces inside the store,
on the front porch and also a tent across the street
for the Arts and Crafts Booths. We will do all the advertising and promotion, furnish spaces and tables.

Anyone interested in participating in this festival are
asked to contact Market 414 Furniture, North Market
Street or phone 642-6996 in Paris, Tennessee for
further details.

Prices Start At

Sale
Prices
Start
At

13900
LAY-AWAY NOW
For

CHRISTMAS DELIVERY
Lots of Styles and
Fabrics to Choose From

V/SA

Below is a partial list of exhibitors whose arts and crafts will be shown
November 8th and 9th.
Sue Allen, Paris, In. - Water color paintings
Lillie Morris, Medina. in.- Primitive folk and fine arts
Bonnie Sanders - Quilts, pillows, stuffed animals. Christmas wreathes dolls and etc.
Philip Lonely, Martin, Tn. - Original oil paintings
Janice S. Beal, Lexington, In. - Watercolors
Mrs. R. W. Tilghman, Kenton, In. - Nuts, cones & acorns into wreaths
Mary Once, Jackson, Tn. -China(hand painted), hand painted jewelry, silk flowers
Kyle & Bettye Bugg, Dyer, Tn.- Woodcraft
FA. L. Baruchman, Memphis. In. - Feather & copper enameling jewelry
Yvonne Windy, Newborn, Tn. - Ceramics
Lola Patron. Buchanan, In.- Cushions, teddy boars & sewing
David Webb, Mansfield, In.- Wooden toys
Dolores Muldstrink . Paris. Tn.- Ceramics
Villa Adams Hamm. Paris, In. - Oil points and watercolors
Frances Riggs, Buchanan. In. - Antique dolls and ceramic Christmas decorations
Mr. & Mrs. Hillman Solomon, AA•mphis, In. - BeadwOrk
Betty Stubblefield, Paris, in.Gail Norris King. Milan, In.- Ceramics, macrame, wood plaques
Ann Peterson, Pinson, In.- Ceramics
Diana Riley. Trenton. Tn. - Plastercraft, macrame flowers
Brenda Almci. Lori
; Paris, Tn. - Crocheted afghans, toys. etc,
Becky Saylor . Jackson. In. - Original oil and watercolors
Lucille Kline, Dover,In. - Crocheted. macrame, Christmas decorations
Belle Coleman, Tiptonvillit. Tn. - Antiques, glassware, crockery. etc
Pat Latham. Lexington, Tn. - Ceramics
Paulette Rose. Greenville, Ky. - Oil paintings. paintings on wood

' /4,
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Managers
111
I North Market Street - Pairiis. Tenn. Geraldine and Terry Sykes,

WHO*SHOT J.R.?
$500 FREE FURNITURE
TO THE PERSON WHO
GUESSES--"WHO SHOT J.R."
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Jefferson County
Judge Proposes
Metro Government

Accused Shoplifter Is Innocent
)SS
ist of launching new
helped cut into
-esults, they said.
has closed two
plants and several
ints in the United
is year. The No. 2
r's share of the total
narket slipped from
It in the first three
Of 1979 to 16 percent
year.
iuickly Ford can imposition in the U.S.
will depend imporhow the government
he environment in
7 customers live and
-Mess," Caldwell and
said.
inflation, declining
ivity, excessive
ri and damage to the
ates industry caused
arp increase in sales
-nported from Japan
ous problems that
ie dealt with responquickly," their stateI.

By LOUSE COOK
catch the giulty and protect
Associated Press Writer
the innocent?
A $16 billion-a-year problem
The National Coalition to
turned into a 25-minute night- Prevent Shoplifting in Atlanmare for Joan Fletcher last ta, Ga., estimates that
week. (
retailers lose a nickel of every
The problem is shoplifting. dollar in sales as a result of
The nightmare came when thefts like the one of which
Joan Fletcher was accused of Mrs. Fletcher was accused.
stealing.
Judi Rogers, director of the
She was innocent. "They let federally-funded coalition,
me go with the words, 'It was said retailers actually may be
an honest mistake,— she said. overcautious.
Joan Fletcher is not the
"The retailer is put on the
shopper's' real name. She defensive," she said, reluctant
asked that her identity be con- to prosecute for fear of harcealed. But her experience ming the store's image or of
was real, and it highlights the lawsuits for false arrest. Mrs.
crime of shoplifting, and the Fletcher is consulting a
difficulty of prosecuting.- lawyer about filing just such a
people who are guilty and. suit.
protecting people who are'not. Mrs. Rogers said it is "imMrs. Fletcher was shopping possible to know how many
at a New Jersey department people are apprehended" for
store when a young woman shoplifting, but she estimated
stopped her and flashed a that less than half are turned
badge.
over to police for further ac-,
"I'm from security," the tion. There is no way of
woman said. "Will you come knowing, she said, how many
with me? We think you've of those who go free are vicstolen something." tims of "honest mistakes" and
Mrs. Fletcher started to how many are guilty.
protest.
Mrs. Fletcher, 40, was one of
"Come along with me the victims.
anyway," the woman said.
Chance took her into the
"We'll determine that."
department store where she
The determination was that was accused of stealing an
Mrs. Fletcher was innocent, eyeshadow stick. She was
but the incident' brought taking a short cut to another
"overwhelming fear" to her.
store, spotted a cosmetic
State laws on the problem display and bought some
vary widely and often are makeup, paying for it with a
vaguely worded. Where do the personal check for $28.76.
retailer's rights begin and the
Mrs. Fletcher had left the
customer's end? How can you store and was already in

another shop when the
security officer stopped her.
She returned to the first store,
where her bag and packages
were searched.
When she asked if she could
phone her office, she said,
store personnel told her: "If
we let you go, you can call
from a pay phone."
Mrs:Fletcher said she was
"shaking from head to toe."
But the worst part of her experience,she said, was that "I
did not know my rights and
that's a terribly fearful
situation."
.If Mrs. Fletcher had been
arrested by a police officer
and accused of a crime, she
would have had the right to
call a lawyer, the right to
remain silent. Did she have
the same rights when she was
stopped by a store security officer?
Maybe and maybe not. Less
than half the 50 states have
laws covering an offense
specifically called shoplifting,
said Luis Granados,one of two
Washington, D.C., attorneys
trying to develop a model law
on the subject.
Some laws permit no
telephone calls, Granados
said. Most permit a retailer to
hold someone for "a
reasonable time and in a
reasonable manner." But the
laws usually do not define
reasonable. Granados said he and his
colleague, Sheldon London,
are working on a model law

Caesar Rodney
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>HOT J.R.

THE SPACE ABOVE IS THE SIZE OF A
U.S. POST CARD. IT WOULD COST A
RETAILER $780.00 TO MAIL A POST
CARD TO EACH FAMILY WHICH
RECEIVES THE LEDGER & TIMES
EACH DAY.
This does not take into consideration handling and printing
costs. You can run an ad the approximate size of the post
card once a week with change in copy each week for around
S21.00 or every week for about 34 weeks for the same cost
of mailing post cards one time!

LOOK AT THE ADVANTAGES:
•SMALL COST
'FREQUENCY OF ADVERTISING
'YOU HAVE GUARANTEED READERSHIP
•YOU CAN ADVERTISE SPECIFIC ITEMS AT THE
TIME OF YOUR CHOICE!
'YOU CAN MEASURE RESULTS IMMEDIATELY
'YOU CAN INFORM OLD AS WELL AS NEW
CUSTOMERS ABOUT YOUR PRODUCTS OR SERVICES.
'ADVERTISING MAY BE READ AT YOUR
CUSTOMER'S CONVENIENCE.
Your advertisement would be printed and delivered to over
7800 homes by our 27 carriers and route men. It would be in
company with live, local news and would encourage people
to shop with you...increasing your sales and profits.

ET*14

753-1919

VAME

Store

The
eeltemr

which will include "a clear
statement to merchants of
what you can do and you can't
do."
It will specify penalties toi
repeat offenders, list the
rights of people accused of
shoplifting and define the
crime more clearly, he said.
One of the most common
misconceptions about srioplifting is that the suspect must
leave the store before he or
she can be stopped. That's
i()rily true in some states, said
Granados.
As a general rule, Mrs.
Rogers said, a retailer must
prove intent; the customer
must have passed the point
where the item could
reasonably be purchased.
That point may be the front
door or a cash register in the
appliance department.
Mrs. Fletcher said she
believes she may have been
stopped because she fit
somebody's idea of a shoplifter — middle-aged, welldressed, "hanging around a
store in the middle of the
day."
Mrs. Rogers noted that
shoplifters are more likely to
be women than men, partly
because more shoppers are
women.
She said, however, that a
recent study done for the
coalition indicated teen-age
boys are just as apt to steal as
teen-age girls. "But the girls
are being watched more
closely and that's who they're
apprehending more," she added.
Mrs. Rogers said the public
does not understand the
seriousness of the problem.
Many people, she said,
mistakenly believe shoplifting
is only a "nickel and dime" affair. •
"We've got a real
educational process . to . go
through," she said.

Miiiray Ledger & Times
-

)T COPY AVAILABLE

SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) —
John Wallace, suspended as
principal of Nancy High
School since Aug. 20, is back
on the job after being found inmiceht of charges that could
have resulted in his tenure
contract being terminated.
Wallace had been suspended
pending outcome of an adininstrative hearing.
The Pulaski County Board
of Education acted as jury and
heard nearly 35 hours of
testimony before announcing
during the weekend that it
considered the evidence insufficient to call for Wallace's
termination.
Later, Wallace's only comment was to state his "special
thanks for people's prayers"
and to express what he sees as
the "need to join together ass
unit — teachers and administrators — to keep this
sort of political thing from
happening in the future."
The 34 instances or charges
of complaint originally placed
against Wallace included
allegations of incompetency,
inefficiency, neglect of duty,
conduct unbecoming a teacher
and insubordination.

101st Airborne
Division Being
Sent To Egypt

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) A proposal for a metro government in Louisville has come
from Jefferson County JudgeExecutive Mitch McConnell.
He recommended a
"reorganized and modernized
structure of government for
the delivery of cornmunitywide"services" and
said he felt it "must be genuinely new," not an extension of city nor county government.
COAL EXECUTIVES AT MSU — Seven coal mining companies in the
Madisonville area
have contributed more than $52,000 to assist Murray State University in
the development of a two-year mining management technology degree program
at Madisonville.
Executives from five of the companies and their wives were guests of the
university
last weekend, including the Murray-Akron football game. Murray
State President Constantine W. Curris, left, is shown visiting with the group prior to a Friday
night dinner at
"Oakhurst," the president's home. Seated, from the left, are: Bill Wilson, AMCA
Corp.,
and Tom Cahill, Peabody Coal Company. Standing, from the left, are:
John Gray,
Island Creek Coal Company; Bob Kiechlin, R. L. Burns Coal Company;
C. R. Savidge,
Hopkins County Coal Company; and A. W. Petzold, Island Creek
president. Not
present for the picture was I. G. O'Berg, Natomis Coal COmpany. Dr.
Arthur Stumpf,
director of Madisonville Community College, and Bill Hatley, director of the
Madisonville Vocational School, also were guests of the university along with
the group.
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He said the problem was
"institutional
rivalries"
between the city- and county
government.

Proposals from civic and
political leaders for a single
unit government go back
By The Associated Press
coffee.
Foods Corp., based in White almost 26 years. McConnell's
The nation's big coffee
The companies cut 15 cents Plains, N'.Y., said it had not proposal apparently is the
marketers have cut their off wholesale prices for a changed prices.
broadest in at least a decade.
prices by up to 15 cents a pound of ground coffee, to
pound.
$2.73 per one-pound can, a
Hills pros. Inc., in San Fran- reduction of about 5.2 percent.
cisco, and the Folger's coffee
Prices on instant coffee fell
division of.Procter & Gamble 2 cents an ounce, or about 4.25
announced
Cincinnati,
Co., in
percent, to $4.50 per 10-ounce
identical and immediate jar. The roasters posted
reduction, Tuesday
on wholesale list prices of $2.24
wholesale list prices of per 13-ounce can of concenground, instant and high-yield trated coffee, down 12 cents,
or about 5 percent.
Hills Bros., ranked third in
the nation behind Procter &
WINCHESTER,Ky.(AP)— Gamble, also said it was cute ANY GOLD STAMPED' We ore not "fly-By-Nighters' only in
The Appalachian Regional ting the price of its decaftown overnight to take your money.
10K-14K-18K-22K
feinated
coffee
by
2.5
cents
per
Commission has approved ad-.
BRACEIUS CMAMS -MOM 1.101C
We've been trusted in Paducah for 69
ounce,
to
45 DENTAL CALL/
PCK1,11 WATC1,
$4.31
per
eight-ounc
e
ditional funds for the Housing
years.
jar.
Authority of Winchester to
The
companies
cited
lower
construct a seven-story
building for the elderly and prices for imported green coffee beans as the reason for the
handicapped.
The commission has provid- reductions. They previously
ed an additional $213,720 for cut prices in September and
OPEN DAILY 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
site development, said July. A one-pound can of
Wilburn Pratt, commissioner ground coffee cost $3.23 last
of the state Department for July 2.
In Houston, Coca-Cola Co.'s
Local Government.
The 90-unit apartment food unit posted the same
building, to cost an estimated reductions in wholesale prices
$3.3 million, will be at the in- for its ground and instant coftersection of West Broadway -...fee..brands:..Maryland Club
and the Maple Street Ex- . and Butter Nut.
Industry leader General
press way.

The Honest Way!
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OVC FOOTBALL
The Murray State University Racer football team will be'
in Richmond, Ky., November
1, for an Ohio Valley
ference game with Eastern
Ky. State University beginning at 12:30 p.m.(CST)

McConnell said the county's
87 cities in the fourth through
sixth population classses
wouldn't be tampered with in
his plan.

Coffee Marketers Cut Prices

16 oz Loafs
Reg S1.09

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP)
— Members of the 101st Airborne Division at Fort Campbell apparently are among
1,400 or more Americans who
are being sent to Egypt as part
of a Rapid Deployment Force
exercise, it is reported.
A Hopkinsville newspaper,
The Kentucky New Era,
reported Monday that commanding officers at the post
reportedly held briefings with
soldiers and their families
Saturday as preparations
began for the move.
Official spokesmen at Fort
Campbell'would neither cOnfirm nor deny the reports.
The movement is said to be
part of periodic mobilization
exercises by the Army Forces
Command to be ready to field
U.S. forces and resources
quickly in a national crisis.

McConnell's proposal came
Tuesday night in a speech to
the Jefferson County Government Conference. Reaction
was cautious among leaders of
the small cities group.

2/894 1ke40
Prairie Farm

Milk

Reg. 52.39
Gallon
2°. Lowfat
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801 Coldwater Rd.
Murray — 753-3574

Paper
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Jumbo Roll
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Brown Likes Carter Plane
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)"That's an 'awful nice
airplane. It's the kind we need
in Kentucky."
Gov. John V. Brown Jr.
made the comment Tuesday
after riding with President
Carter in Air Force One during a campaign trip to Huntington, W. Va. ,
The governor has been
criticized by some for buying
a new $1.8 million helicopter
for various state uses.
•
He joined the president at
Washington Tuesday, then
rode on Air Force One with
ban for an hoar, talking with
Carter for about 10 ininutes.

Payroll Tax •••

"I told him that in the last
two weeks I made 51
speeches," Brown said
Wednesday. And, Brown said,
he told Carter that U.S. Sen.
Wendell Ford has spoken 84
times on the president's
behalf.
The governor said he also
joked to the president that
"I've been saying so many
wonderful things about you
that I'm beginning to believe
them myself" He said Carter.
Laughed.
Brown also told the presiKentucky
that
dent
Democrats were working hard
for him. He said Carter looked
relaxed and confident

(Continued from Page 1
would verify the amount of revenue
that would be generated by a payroll
'tax.
"The tuning is poor," Jones said,"we
knew it was."
But Jones said he believes -this is the
time to ease revenue sharing out."
Lowry's comments were echoed by
Koenen who said think we're going to
have to go back irt., and look it over.
"If he's(Henley I not going ta back it
it's going to water the thing down,"
Koenen said.
Jones said that he thinks if a payroll
tax is needed it should apply to
everyone who earns a living providing
services within the city.
-I think we probably need a little better support of the community than I
think we have," Lowry said. "I still
. think it's bad to cut your fire anctpulice
althoughin-fiht
of what we have learned there may be
quite a bit of support for that.
want to. keep all options open,''.
Lowry added:. "I'm opposed to cutting
the fire and police .deparments and I'd
like to see what the citizens say at
Thursday's hearing."

Women's Health Clinic
Set At Health Department
•

A woman's health clime will
be held on Monday. Nov. 3, at
the Calloway County Health
Department. The. Kentucky
Association of Nursing
Students(KANS) will assist in
this clinic.
_
Services offered will include
blood pressure screening.
blood tests for anemia, and
immune status for rubella
(German Measles), pap

smears, and tests for venereal
disease.
Women. of all ages are invited to take advantage of all
or any of these services:
A' variety of educational
materials and counseling on
subjects, vital to the health of
women will be available. Call
the,health department at 7533381 for an appointment.

Budget Cuts May Drop
Jobs
Jefferson School
The report has been issued

LOUISk11.1.K, Ky. API1
A preliminary -report on impending budget cuts in Jefferson County schools indicates
the possibility 186 jobs might
have to he eliminated next
year including 168 teaching
positions. The administration has
recommended changes in administrative positions that
could save $800,000 to $900,000.

privately by Supt.David
DeRuzzo to school board
members and was described
as a planning document that
could change substantially
before final decisions are
made next spring.
It added some proposals
might not be considered this
school year.
The report .said an enrollment drop of 4,100 is expected
and after an administrative
USDA , ruction the system might
LOUISVILL,E, Ky. t
4••••
Estimated receipts cattle and calves have a $7 million to $8 million
1500; Compared to, Tuesday dose.
limited slaughter steers near strndy; shortfall next school year.
slaughter heifers untested; slaughter
cows weak to 1.00 lower, decline on utility, cutter and canner; slaughter bulls
steady ; calves and vealers poorly tested
early; feeders steady to weak; slaughter
The Wranglers Riding Club
steers good and choice 925-1260 lb 61.7565.00; commercial cows 41.00-47.70; utili- _will have
_tre_phy awards
ty 4225-47.25; high dressing ntiltty47.2549.40; cutter 38.00-44.00; canner and cut- potluck dinner on Saturday,
ter under 800 lb 33.50-38.00; slaughter Nov. 1, at 6:30p.m. atthe West
buns, grade 1 1455-2220 lb 60.7545.75; Kentucky Livestock and Exgrade 1-2 1035-1590 lb 54.00-56.00; few
choice 23f1-250 lb sealers 70.00-76.00; position Center, College Farm
good 255,315 lb 58.50-64.00; few good 360- Road, Murray.
415 lb calves 54.0054.75; feeder steers
James Rogers, president,
medium frame 1 400-545 lb 70.00-75.50,
635-775 lb 67.5049.80; large frame 1 725- urges all members to attend
. 865 lb 66.0048.25; medium frame 1-2 in- this special dinner meeting.
cluding bulls 300501 lb 62.00-7250; 500700 10 60 00.67.00; large ti • • 2 mostly
Holsteins 545-955 lb 54.40-oe 42 -icifers
medium frame 1 few 540-615 IL 59.001510; friediiim'friiinel=2-300690lb 510059.50; stock cows medium and large
frame 1-2 700-1075-lb 41.00-53.75.
Hogs 2200 including 1200 feeder pigs;
compared to Tuesday's close barrows
• •-i'v
and gilts 1.90 lower after opening 1.25The Murray High School
1.50 lower; late sales 1-2 225-240 lb 47.3017.40; 2 220-265 lb 46.9047.25; 2-3225-275 Band Boosters,in a final fundlb 46.25-47.00; 3 220-275 lb 45.50-46.25; raising effort for the band's
some 1-2 175-185 lb 42.50-44.75; sows 1.002.00 lower: 1-2 300-350 lb 42:00-43.00; 350- Nov. 22 trip to New York, will
400 lb 43.00-44.00; 400-450 lb 44.00-44.50; have a spaghetti supper on
450-500 lb 44.50-45.00; 506650 lb 45.06
45.90, few 46.00-46.90; 3340600 lb 40.40- Saturday, Nov. 15 from 5 until
44.50; utility 300-400 lb 34.00-38.00; ;Ter 8 p.m. in the Murray High
300 lb 39.75-42.00, under 300 lb 32.75-38.75. School Cafeteria.
Sheep 25; slaughter lambs steady;
To be catered by. Chuck
choice and prime 103 lb lambs60.00
•
Wynn of Pagliai's and Dakota
Feed and Grain, advance
Federal-State Market News Service Oc- tickets are available from any
tober 29, 1980
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market band member, band booster
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
or by contacting the chairReceipts. Act. 799 Est. 650 Barrows SC
Gilts .7541.25 lower Sow§ steady 21.00 man, Donna McMillen at 753lower
9635.
US 1-2210-240 lbs... 546.00-46.25 few 46.50
US 2210-250 lbs
•
445.50-46.00 __Adult tickets are $3 and inUS 2-3 240-260 lbs.
$44.7545.50 clude spaghetti, salad, garlic
US 2-4280-280 lbs.
bread and a choice of coffee or
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs.
$37.00-40.00 tea. Tickets for childre
US 1-3340-450 Ito .
. $39.0042.00 through
„age.10 are41.50_
US taisoatie lbs.
1425044.06-•
US 1-3 500650 lbs. .. $44 50-45.50few 46.00 include spaghetti, bread aiâ a
2-33(0-500
US
lbs. ....
$38.00-39.00 choice of tea or milk.
Briars 34.00-37A

Livestock Market

Wranglers Riding
Club Sets Dinner

Murray High Band
Boosters To Have
Spaghetti Supper

Hog Market

A Halloween Nig t reat
At Seven Seas
Each Customer Will Receive A FREE
Drink & FREE piece of Pumpkin
Pie With Each Dinner.

Boy Scout
Troops
13, 4S & 77
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Candidates•••
(Continued from Page 1)
nuclear war," said Anderson. "There is
to raise some issues about the failuresno such thing as limited nuclear war."
of this administration."
Carter and Reagan started slowly
"We had the offensive:. Reagan was
like two boxers warily' testing each
on the defensive," said Gerald Rafother out ill the opening round of a
shqon, the advertising chief for the
championship bout. But the action
of
reversal
It,
was
a
cam_Paign.
Carter
... began to heat up-who:lithe second questhe usual relationship between incumtion'from the'four-person panel dealt
bent and challenger.
with inflation.
WOW COMMUNITY PR011(T - Pictured, left to right, standing are Cynthia Hart
The debate played to tens of millions
WOW member, Tim Scruggs, field representative, Lucy Wright, Red Cross director
Responding first, Carter blamed
of television viewers - pre-debate
OPEC increases in oil prices which he
James Hamilton, WOW camp president; -seated, are DebItie Settle, WOW court
estimates ranged from 60 million to_85
called "oil shocks" for the high inflapresident, Ann Spann, sororits president, holding the Baby Ressui-Ann; kneeling are
million - and many others who tuned
tion rates, particularly during the first
Bettye Baker and Loretta Jobs, field representatives, with the Adult Ressui-Ann betinto radio broadcasts. The candidates
quarter of 1980, amid said his policies for
ween them. The WOW presented the two items to the Red Cross chapter for use in
answered questions from four jourdealing with the economy are "very
for
opportunity
the
had
nalists
and
resuscitation
known
as
CPR.
teaching cardiopulmonary
sound and very carefully considered.",
rebuttal and coulter-rebuttal.
By contrast hesaid thatGeorge Bush,
--7.
.The moderator, was commentator,
now Reagan's' running mate, once'
Howard K. Smith, who played the same
- described the' GOP nominee's proposal
part in the first televised presidential
for a 30 percent cut in income tax rates
debate between Richard Nixon and
As another jointly- doctors, nurses, and allied
• ,.to be phas.ed in over alhree-year period
WOW. annually sponsors John F. Kennedy in 1960. The forum
sponsored community ser- health personnel'.
as "voodoo eConomics" that would
projects recommended by its
was sponsored by the League of Women
vice, the Woodmen of .the
. boost the inflation rate to 30 percent.
"There are a large number members. Earlier a presentsVoters.
World Life Insurance Society - of people trained focally each tion of outside lights for the old •
Moments • ,after the debate began,
Reagan . retorted that Carter has
(WOW) recently presented a 'year, and these aids will allow depot was made to the ComReagan moved to deal with the war and
broken, many. of the.economic pledges RessuisAnn and Baby Ressui- the instructors better equip- munity..
. Thtatre and - the peete issue that has -dogged his cam.of his 1076 campaign and has tried to •
Ann to the local American Red nient to launch a more . Murray-Calloway • County
paign.
place the blame for inflation on OPEC,
Cross Chapter.
thorough community pro- . Park.
•
"I believe With all my heart that our
the Federal Reserve Board and- the
Lucy Wright, Executive grain," said Mrs. Wright,
WOW member Diana Lyons,
first priority must be world peace and
American people.
Director of the local Red cross
CPR classes are offered working with Murray State
that use of force is always and only a
"He has then accused the people of
Chapter, • accepted the in- • each month and' anyone in- personnel, coordinated and ' last resort when everything else has
living too well," said Reagan. "...We
structional aids for- teaching tereSted should contact . the selected the Ressui-Ann profailed," said Reagan.
don't have inflation because the people
cardiopulmonary resuscita- .Red Cross Office,
ject.
Voter concern that'Reagan might get
are living too well. We have inflation
tion, also knewn as CPR. D.._1A
a
the nation involved in a war played a
heemme the wwerwriPnt _is_ living-toe
Mrs.-Wright noted.-theit it
isII
PI1y Set
Mission
role in prompting -111e- Republican
well."
recommended that as mans.
nominee to change his position- and
+luring- -retnaterk ZAK& tidied' the members of the general public
agree to a one-on-one debate withReagan tax plan "this ridiculous pro'131 , be trained ill the
Carter.
R. Keith.Parks, president of.
posal." He quoted Reagan as saying the,.
CPR technique, one which has
A massive 'Bold Mission
Before that shift, Reagan,had insisted
- enminimum ,wage.was a major cause of
been used widely' and sue- Thrust Rally' will be held . the Southern Baptist Cony
independent , presidential canthat,
tion's Foreign Mission Board,
unemployment and said, "This is a
cessfully 'for some time by Wednesday, Nov. 12, during
Anderson have a role in
John
B.
didate
heartless kind of approach to the Workthe 143rd annual session of the • Richmond,' Va., will be the
any
debate
format.
principal speaker. His topic
ing families of our country."
Kentucky' Baptist Convention
Anderson was out in the cold Tuesday
will be "The Urgency of Bold
. _
;iI. the-13,000 seat Diddle Arena
• Carter said that when Reagan was
night, participatingonly on the fringe of
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At WKLI's Diddle Arena

Class In Income Tax
Reporting To ,Begin
At Vocational Center

.

Schutzhund Club
To Collect Money
For Humane Society

Pope Stops Freeze On
Ending Celibacy Vows

rapers Presented
By Two Members
Of History Faculty

except the rally at Diddle ' Beahan's paper, entitled
Arena on Wednesday evening: "Withers of Citizens:
Speakers will also include Feminism and Nationalism in
For The Finest
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Lowry was refering to the indications
from ISO that the proposed cut in personnel at the fire department would
have ltttlw'or-no 'effect on idsurance
premiums paid by homeowners.
Lowry also said that he feels revenue
sharing will be refunded by Congress
but he does not necessarily think it will
be in the immediate future. ,
Members of the Murray Fire Department have been circulating a petition
throughout the city since the proposed
layoff first surfaced. A spokesman for
the firefighters said at present they
have 500 to 600 names on the petition
and "most people we have talked to
think we should keep's full-time fire
department."
The newest Member of the council,
Mac Fitts, said today he does not have
enough information at this time to
, make a decision.
think we neetito go-over the budget
with a fine tooth comb and see if there
are any ways to cut expenditures,"
Fitts said. Most people I have talked
to are really not in favor of a payroll tax
but at the same time favor it if we're going to have to lose our fire department," Fitts added.
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MuctRrestling Makes Big Splash
By HUGH A. MUBTOGAN
AP Special Corresprat
BROOK FIE ID, Co
API
— Mud wrestling, thettest
spectator sport oozing cross
the nation has made its first
big splash in our area.
On the whole, it beats bear
baiting, pig sticking and cock
fighting and is not nearly as
violent as Italian soccer, in
which during my European
experience a referee had his
nose bitten off.
The sport made its local
debut at the Cuckoo's Nest, an
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id see if there
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I have talked
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r it if we're gofire depart-

apt. named . sometime hours before had been the
discoa-q ue
dance floor.
The contestants, all female, . Mr. Clean, wearing an imhad names like Killer Kim, maculate White T-shirt and
Hurricane Heidi and Mad matching clani digger shorts,
Duck Marcia. Or was it Mona? detailed for the contestants
Monica? My notes are a bit several sensitive areas of the
mudsplattered. I'm not much anatomy that were not up for
on remembering names.
grabs.
"No biting, no hair pulling,
There was no shortage of
no eye-gouging," the referee, fans, both male and female,
known as Mr. Clean, intoned urging on the combatants once
the rules as the gladiatrixes the bell sounded. Actually
entered the arena: a 12-by 15 there was no bell. The referee
foot pit of mud about a. foot just said "Go at it" and they
deep on the site of what a few did, for three two-minute

on. "There is
clear war."
arted slowly
testing each
round of a
the action
second quespanel dealt

ter blamed
ces which he
ie high inflaring the first
is policies for
y are "very
onsidered."
George Bush,
mate, once
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ime tax rates
e-year period
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0 percent.

AT SPACE DATA WORKSHOP: Attending a recent five-day workshop at Murray State
University on the application and digital processing of landsat data were four
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. scietiests. Or. Neil V. Weber, director fo the MidAmerica Remote Sensing Center (MARC) at Murray State (left) is shown discussing a
visual interpretation of satellite imagery with (from left)-Bill litYT1e7a—suptirvisor of
computer application at Lockheed's Oak Ridge Engineering Center; Frank A. Ransom,
data processing analyst, National Space Technology Laboratories, Bay St. Louis, Miss.;
Billy R. Howard and Larry Erickson, both data processing analysts at the Oak Ridge Center.
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rounds. The match begar•with
each facing the other in a
kneeling position, hands on the
opponent's shoulders. The object: attempt to pin your opponent to the mat, both
shoulders touching.
In the first match of the
evening, a slender, long legged blonde named "Killer
Kim" slithered and sluiced
through the slime trying to
come to grips with a slippery
compact brunette simply
named "Mad Dog," but never
was able to get a handle on,
her.
"A revolting dehumanizing
spectacle, I'm leaving," said a
young lady in the front row,
whose jogging jacket' paid
allegiance to the University of
Connecticut.
"I'm not," answered her
boyfriend, or former
boyfriend, emptying his beer
into the pit to lubricate the
mud bank, a custom that
seemed to win encouragement
from the management.
• The audience was strangely
sedate until Hurricane Heidi
and Mad Duck entered the
lists. Then even the boys in the
back billiards room deserted
their CUB sticks for the main
event.
Heidi was a baby faced
blonde with a Bo Derek braided coiffure, who according to
the announcer tipped the scale
at 165 pounds. This gave her a
40 pound weight advantage
over the taller, rather elegant
looking Mad Duck, who affected a sort of Theda Bara
hairdo and the same beestung
lips,- soon to be buried in the
muck.
I can't recall whether Hurricane or Mad Duck won the
featured event of the evening.
Near the end of the round, someone at the corner of the bar
intoned, "Here's mud in your
eye," and as if on cue the interlocked combatants obliged
by plopping over in a huge
splash of slime. The local dry
cleaner cheered the loudest.
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(Retvl•ves Of Current Movie's Al Murray Th•otros)
By KENT FORRESTER

Three factilty members in
the Department of -English of
the College of Humanistic
Studies at Murray State
University recently participated in the annual convention of the National Association for Core Curriculum in
Evanston,Ill.

Formula For Horror
p— -

lures.
Rated It: The suspense of
Terror Train is not quite as intense as the ultimate of its
genre. Friday the 13th,and the
gore is relatively tame. No
closeups of gaping wounds,
though there is a brief shot of a
decapitated head. The sex is
fairly discreet, though there is
a very brief scene of upper
female nudity.

nography in "the expectations
they arouse in the audience:
How much, we wonder, are
they going to show this time?
, Terror Train is no great
shakes as a movie. But as
theatre receipts show, the formula it uses has been very effective in the last few decades.
And why meddle with success? You want art? Go to the
museum and look at the pie-

.
'

..

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Mem, Ledger & Iles by
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 1531916 between 5:30 pm
oW i p.m., Monday lIndlek frisk,. or
3:30 p.m. sed 4 p.m. Solordets.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time 'periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
_4
The regular bUsiness office
hours of The Morreo leder & Noes
ore I am so 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday and a.m. to now.Saturdays

10,

Dr. John Adams and Dr.
Michael Cohen, associate professors, and Dr. David
Earnest, assistant professor,
gave presentations on the new
interdisciplinary humanities.
course at Murray State.
Adams and Earnest conducted a seminar on the goals,

structure, staffing, and
achievements of the twosemester course sequence entitled "Human Values in the
Modern World" and "Human
Values: the Perspective of the
Past." In another session,
Cohen described and
demonstrated some audiovisual materials used to
enrich these courses.
The two courses are
organized thematically and integrate the study of world
literature and philosophy.
They are part of ,Murray
State's new general education
requirements and are taught

The convention of the National Association for Core
Curriculum provides a forum
for teachers and administrators from colleges,
secondary schools, and
elementary schools to exchange ideas on their required
or "core" courses.
A feature article by Earnest
describing the program at
Murray State will be published in the next edition of the 28year-old organization's
newsletter.

FRANKFORT — A news article released Oct. 20 incorrectly stated the six Kentucky
state park campgrounds
whin! will be open during the
winter.
The six campgrounds remaining open are Levi
Jackson State Park, London;
John James Audubon State
Park, Henderson; Kentucky
Dam Village State Resort
Park, Gilbertsville; General
Butler State Park, Carrollton;

Lake Malone State Park,
Greenville, and the Kentucky.
Horse Park near Lexington.
All other campgrounds close
Oct. 31.
All campsites are furnished
with water and electric
hookups except Lake Malone
which has only electric
hookups.
Camping rates are $5.50 per
night for up to four people to
all parks except the Horse
Park where rates are $5.
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News Release Incorrectly
by faculty members of three States Campgrounds
departments — English,
Foreign Languages, and To
Be Open In Winter
Philosophy.

Teachers Attend Convention

* At The Movies it

Terror Train, this year's
Halloween horror hopeful,
won't stop your heart. But it
will give enough jolts to your
adrenahn system to keep you
happily frightened. It does this
by sticking to the tried and
tested formula for horror
movies.
In case you want to make
your own, here's how to do it.
First, find yourself a maaiac.
You have a choice, naturally,
about what kind of maniac to
use. Terror Train, for instance, uses the maniac who
was turned into a maniac,
some years earlier, by those
he is now murdering. When
this type of maniac is used,the
audience experiences, in addition to the usual Aristotelian
pity ("Ugh, what a way to
die!" and fear ("Tell me
when it's over!"), a sense of
satisfaction as well. ("Hah,
it'sabout time that stinker got
his! )
Naturally there are variationi that you can use without
destroying the formula. You
can, for instance, substitute
the kind of maniac who takes
his revengehot on his original
tormentors, but on those who
remind the - maniac of them.
The teenager in Silent
Scream, for instance, took it
out on all young men, and the
mother of the son who died at
camp enjoyed killing all camp
counselors.
You can also use the pure
maniac who has no connection
at all with his victims. He
murders only to satisfy some
kind of weird inner need. The
maniacs in Psycho and When
a Stranger Calls, for instance,
might have been cured, if
caught in time, by a few ses'
sions of psychoanalysis.
Of course, you can use extra
terrestrials, like those in Alien
and The Thing, who are also
apparently motiveless when
they kill. The problem is, if
you use an extra terrestrial as
your maniac, you will have to
build a lot of expensive sets
and make a lot of rubber
costumes. And those control
panels on spaceships and
lizard masks don't come
cheap.
Finally, - you have your
choice of using terrestrial nonhumans whose motives are
completely transparent. They
want to kill their victims for
food (Jaws) and drink
(Dracula ).
Once you've decided to use a
ir?nan maniac, you'll need to
ix in a cheap location,
preferably a dark, enclosed
space like the inside of an old
house you can use your
grandmother's house in Iowa
if you're short of cash
buildings at a summer camp
I Friday the 13th), or, as the
case of Terror Train, a train.
Finally, stir in some screechy
and thumpy music, a bevy of
young people ( preferably
teenage girls) to use as victims, a bucket or so of blood, a
murder every fifteen minutes,
and some wax fingers, hands,
arms,and heads.
Don't confuse your horror
movie, however, with an oldfashioned mystery story. It's
true that they resemble one
another in two of the questions
that drive their plots: (1) Who
is the murderer? (2) Who is
going to be the next victim?
But the third and fourth questions separate the horror
movie from the murder
mystery: (3) Is the weapon
going to be an ax, knife, or a
chainsaw? No maniac worth
his salt would use a pistol. 141
How gory is the murder going
to be?
Actually, horror movies
resemble soft-core por-
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UQUID
VI Poe

not 9?..

Licnit on•itoutocbit
at BIG JOHNS,',,
,

; el 1 IGI

J 101HINIS

TOMATO
SAUCE g
P.L4PW"'

Nook tweet

5Fer

G JO5NS 'I'

99'

17.17.1111,,l 4111
-

11'11171

t

"tains

Idly Choler lesfini

i leoloorry, Fronkealorry Or

nor

99'

Nikko

OREO
COOKIES 19 oz

•

COUNT CHOCULA
CEREAL 120. $119
lo

MINIM i

•

Pc ce

coupoo
One

POTATOES
117 Or.794
Tat
O:7'

J' 8 1 1

GI

101HINI'S

ia

BEST COPY AVAIL
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For Unemployment Insurance

Drrectly
ids
iter

Benefits Easier To Come By
FRANKFORt
While the
recession of 1980 may not be
any easier than the recession
of 1974, working people out of a
Job are finding it easier to get
unemployment insurance
benefits if they are eligible.
Through the use of computers, 86 percent to 07 percent of unemployed Kentucky
workers eligible for benefits
now receive them within 14
days. Because of the paperwork involved before computerization, most claimants
waited at least three weeks for
their first payment.

one State Park,
and the Kentucky
s near Lexington.
anipg rounds close
sites are furnished
.!r and electric
rept Lake Malone
s only electric
rates are $5.50 per
p to four people to
except the Horse
rates are $5.

RECORD ATTENDANCE — The Poplar Spring Baptist Church near
Pottertown celebrated its 93rd anniversary on
Sept. 14 with a record attendarke of 280 in Sunday School.
Pictured here is the group in front of the church
following the morning hour. The Rev. Ronnie Adams has been the
pastor for the past 2'6 years. During that time
there have been over 150 people added to the membership of
the church. The regular services are Sunday School
at 10 a.m., worship at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m., and Church Training
at 6 p.m., all on Sunday, and Bible Study at 7 p.m. on
Wednesday.

Open 24
Hours-A-Day
hoop, Milaigbi tat

T

The Department for Human
Resources, which administers
the unemployment insurance
program in Kentucky, began
using the state's computer
system for the program in
1974. Kentucky,is one of 25
states'now fully automated in
administration of unemployment insurance, Kentucky
ranks second when compared
to the other states in
timeliness of first payment.
One of the main reasons for
this high ranking is the computer system.
Computer terminals are

located in each of the 31 local
offices of the department's
Bureau of Social Insurance.
The terminals are connected
to the slate computer in
Frankfort by telephone cable,
allowing claim takers to enter
data directly into the computer.
In the time it takes to type a
social security number, a
claim-taker has on the terminal screen in front of him
information about the claimant,including his or her earnings and previous unemployment insurance benefits:

HECIOOUT

Nita

"Sul"gilINORLD

OrVALUES

This Ad Good 00.29 Uri Nov.4

frimissiwi

CHECK OUT

CHECOUT

Big John Super Tender U.S.D.A. Choice

BEEF CHUCK
ROAST
139 %

CHECKOUT

Fresh &MO Style (MA

Banquet Frozen

It)

FRIED
CHICKEN

PORK ROAST
I

41034

•

-

Al

LB

4249

2 LB.

LB.

411111111WWWINIII
Big John Si4or Yonder USDA

Mj Joh Saw Tender (Steak

Dag John Sow Tudor

BEEF POT
ROAST

ARM SHOULDER
ROAST
LB. $189

PORK
CHUCK
CUTLETS
LB
$169
STEAK
11.1010~0

ke sr

WEINMICSA

CHECMIXEDTysKOUT
on

Ruh

Tyson Grade A Family PA

PORK
FRYER
HOCKS
Le 89, BREAST
1,1101/Wita

$149

CHECKOUT

CIIECUT

Big John's New Improved Market Made

Grade A

PARTS

Fresh Toodorizu (Emma,Pak)

litwiws

1 Ciiunt
irliteSliii
)
LB Or More)

PORK SAUSAGE

FRYER

FREE 4 Oz Can Of Biscuits With Purchase!

BACON
$

09

te
UAW Pure

Fresh avatar (5 LB B49)

NOG
LARD 4te.raft,

alp

Reelfoot

WIENERS

120:

$109

CATFISH
STEAKS

C

HECKOUT Big John's Deli!

VALUABLE COUPON WORTH $2.00

Big Johns
LB

$139

Foch

$199

FREE CASH

lAg John Comb. PO 3 Nee

SUGAR BOWL WITH COVER

FRIED CHICKEN DINNER
Nel

In the pattern of your choice
COUPON GOOD

BARBECUE
RIBS
Frolit Made

Rooth S4Ø.
le

t1199

THOU

BAKED BEANS ie

0/It

SANDWICHEScio, $1°9
Fold, Slocwl

BOLOGNA

/

89'

SAN ulna

POTATO SALAD Le 07

WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO UMIT

CHECKOUT

big John Rob N.!FREE Coke Nth Pnrchate

CHIU

TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF THIS WEEK'S FEATURED ITEM

$999
Our Reg. Discount Price
200
Coupon Savings
Your Price (with coupon) $7.99

$139

to

'
99

Is Your Card Punched?!
Mg John's Treasure Chest Is Never Lass Than
$1000
00

BIG JOHN'S FRESH BAKERY TREATS!
VER
VolT,
LPN

Mew,'

CUPCAKES

5,19'41 ize

Baiter

APPLE

Pes"

I°99

5.99

v.v,01,1

:$4 44

7

121

0
101www...inorm-m•vo•...invnowallleialrawwm.wa

T COPY AVAILABLE
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Before computerization this
seven-second process took at
least nine days and involved
filling out forms that were
sent to Frankfort, passed
through several channels
there and sent back to the
local office.
The system is selfrestorative to a large extent,
which means it can monitor
and actually repair itself.
Only authorized personnel
have access to the computerized unemployment insurance
records. Security provisions,
which put the department in
compliance with the Federal
Privacy Act as early as 1970.
including a sign-on code that
instantly tells the computer
which records the operator
has the authority to obtain and
locks the operator out of
others.
According
to
Rick
Crawford, director of
Unemployment Insurance,the
division has the capability To
print a check and deliver it to
the claimant within 'three
working days. However, laws
give employers 10 days to respond to a claim before a check
can be issued.
"Records are more timely
and accurate, and fraud detection and prevention is easier.
We can proces as many as
7,000 claims overnight as compared to aJnaximum of 1,200 a
day before the implementation of the computer system,"
said Crawford.
The Bureau for Social Insurance plans to expand its '
computer capabilities and will
soon enter into an agreement
with four other states which
will enable a claimant who has
worked in one state and filed
in another to receive payment
without the now-mandatory
weekly reporting to the state
where he or she worked.
"The computer enables us
to be more efficient but it is
the combined efforts of the
staff in management systems
and our people that give us
productivity," Crawford said.

Bureau To Provide
Information On
Justice System
FRANKFORT — The state
Office for Public Advocacy
- -has a speakers bureau to provide students and groups with
information on all areas of the
criminal 'justice system, including the court system,
lawyer ethics and juvenile
law. Speakers can also talk
about the rights of
developmentally disabled
citizens.
Attorneys,
educational
specialists and a psychologist
are available for speaking
engagements in classrooms or
group meetings.
The Office for Public Advocacy provides representation for indigent persons accused of crimes, for
developmentally disabled persons whose rights have been
violated and for persons being
involuntarily committed to
mental institutions.
School, civic or legal groups
can arrange for speakers by
calling the office toll free at 1800-372-2988. Callers should
leave their name, phone
number,school or group, topic
(Dr the speech and the preferred time.

Seminar To Up
Teacher Awareness
Slated For Louisville
FRANKFORT — A one-day
seminar to increase teacher
awareness of current consumer issues will be held in
Louisville Nov. 15 at the Hyatt
Regency Hotel.
The seminar is a joint effort
of the Kentucky Council on
Economic Education and the
Atlantic Richfield Co. to promote exploration of key consumer issues.
Betty Furness of NBC's
"Today" show is scheduled to
give the keynote luncheon address. Charlotte Montgomery
of Good Housekeeping
magazine will participate in a
panel discussion on advertising.
The seminar is designed to
aid teachers in bringing consumer issues to the classroom
through
social studies,
business or mathematics
courses. Group discussion sessions will explore issues such
as energy options, government action for the consumer,
inflation and credit.
. For for1.4er
about the seminar contos.:1-Ni—
jel V Clayton, Kentucky
Department of Education,
Capital Plaza
Tower,
Frankfort,
40601.
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PAGE S-B THE MUM

SOUINSIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sat.

1 ROLL
240?/994

104 9UNDAY

PRICES GOOD THRU NOV.4

KRAFT

PARKAY

DUALITY RIGHTS RESERVED

PAR KAY

REELFOOT

MARGARINE
QUARTERS
1 LB

REELFOOTS
120z.
Sliced

_ —
SLICED BACON

REELFOOTS
SLICED

SMOKE

BACON

32 OZ. BOTTLE

PIECE
LB.

REELFOOT 12 OZ.

REELF

DIN!
RAI

MINUTE MAID

ORANGE
JUICE
2 LB.
FROZEN

"PLUMP & JUICY"
REELFOOT FUN BUDDIES
HOT DOGS PKG.

REELFOOTS
BONELESS

FROZEN
120Z.

.

AVG. WT8/10 LB. ROUND

CORN
DOGS

CRISP(MAI
PartYPiaa

ASSORTED KINDS

FROZEN

ICE CREAM
ASSORTED
FLAVORS

/
1
2GAL.
RUDOLPHS

9'

GLAZED DONUTS

MON COOKED
HALF OR WHOLE

;c17,1
(01ctobarfest

NOW YOUR

HILLSHIRE FARM SMOKED
ROPE SAUSAGE
POLISH KIELBASA
BEEF-ROPE SAUSAGE

517 LB.

10 POUltili/ER S

CHOICE

Sausage

69

For Budget Wise Sh
10 LB. FRYER

10 LB. MIX!

BREAST L90 PON
QTRS.
CHOI

FROZEN
1402.

SAVE $1.i

SAVE $3.00
210 SIZE

TANGERINES

10 LB. PORK

10 LB. CENT

SAVE $1.60

PO
CHO

NECK
BONES

SAVE $
10 LB.

10 LB. SLI

PIG
TAILS
SAVE $2.40

TIDE POWDER (

SLA
BACI

SAVE $2.30

DAWN

SAVE $

30 c °Fr

DISHWASHING
LI UID 480Z.

LUCKY LEAF
CHERRY

tee't

4,
*tie*

ktt!

PIE FRU
[
BEST COPY AVAII
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NORTNSIDE
6-10 Hon.-Thurs.
6-12 Fri., 6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunder

Seethsisi• 10411 (loft)
Kati* L yew,607 IL 11th It.
Total Basket was worth 1/73.02
(Also pictured Roadal Scott-asst.
manager)
Northslele 10A (right)
Estelle Robertson, 7025. 10th
Total Basket was worth $1112.28
(also pletvrod David Livers)

Quality Rights Reserved
PRICES GOOD THRU NOV. 4

REELFOOT
HAMS BACON
SAUSAG6 BEEF

1ALE

Iloilo wlea•, was allowed 90 SOCONIIIII• is th•
stor•. Thsse• was a II 100.00 limit on meats,
no tobacco prositats ogle w•al.

Reelfoot Packing Co.
Union City, Tenn. Has
Sold Jim Adams IBA
4 Truckloads of Savings
and We're Passing
Them To Our Customer

CONGRATULATIONS!

DEL MONTE

PEACHES

*ACH HALVES

Reelfoots
2 Lb. Bag

SMOKED

JOWL

PORK

SLICES OR HALVES
0
ffliCal

SAUSAGE

3 LB.
LIMIT
ONE

OLD FASHION WITH SKIN

REELFOOT

AMERICAN ACE
ELECTRIC PERK OR AUTO DRIP

BULK STYLE
RED HOT OR MILD

FAYGO
DRINKS

Coffee
FRESH WHOLE
SMALL

ASSORTED FLAVORS
DIET OR REGULAR

SPARE
RIBS

.raminat
Tomato

UNDER SALE

CAMPBELLS
TOMATO

SOUP

WITH BEANS

get Wise Shoppers

LIPTON
TEA
BAGS
49\

10 LB. MIXED END & CENTER

PORK
SO
CHOPS14
SAVE $1.40

'10 LB. FRESH

IGA

10 LB. SLICED

FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE

SLAB
BACON

To Be Given Away absolutely FREE, our
giant jumbo stick ,of Reelfoot's Old
Fashion Bologna 20-22 lb. Just register
each time you visit Jim Adams IGA
Drawing for winner Tues. Nov. 4 4:00
p.m.

SAVE $1.00

I

30 OFF

21

480Z

iF

CARNATION INSTANT14

,LIN

COCOA itilX 1 pc

T COPY AVAILABLE

COFFEE

SWEETENED OR
UNSWEETENED

460Z.

IGA
CREAM STYLE
YELLOW

LUV'S DISPOSABLE
DIAPERS -

SHING

ORANGE
JUICE

FOLGERS
INSTANT

12

3
/
1 1602.

110
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HEALTH
ISO

Bed rest can be harmful

kft

•

.

••

1. Legal Notice

Lawrence E.Lamb.M.D.
lower part of the body As a better than being in bed but taken over normally by your
result, when,they do stand up walking and mild activity red bone marrow
It also strains tpe blood of
they are more prone to be du- helps maintain useful function
bacteria and foreign matter.
i), or feel faint Too much and health.
It
frequently
enlarges because
blood pools in the legs
DEAR DR LAMB
Can
ant sending you The you give me some information of an infection, just as the
Health Letter number 6-6. on the spleen? My doctor lymph glands in your neck
Effects of Inactivity, Includ- thought I had an enlarged enlarge if you have a sore
ing Bed Rest. It will tell you spleen so he had X-rays taken. throat. That is why a small
the large number of things The results came back that enlargement of the spleen is
that inactivity' really does to the spleen was borderline. often of no real medical
your body Other readers who What is the function of the importance.
want this issue can send 75 spleen and could a person live
The spleen can become
cents with a long, stamped, without a spleen'
overactive and destroy too
self-addressed envelope for it.
DEAR READER - In
many blood cells. It can be
Send your request to me, in many ways the spleen is a involved in sonic
forms of
care of this newspaper, P.O. large specialized lymph leukemia
and lymphomas
Box 1551. Radio City Station, gland. It is under the (lymph gland cancer).

DEAR DR. LAMB - I am
concerned about my mother
She is in a nursing home She
isn't sick but she can't stay
alone and I have to work
When I do get to see her she is
always in bed. If she were sick
I could understand that But
she is not. Isn't sitting around
and being in bed a lot of the
time really bad for older
people' I'd feel better if she
were up moving around or at
least sitting up to read. Am I
worrying needlessly'
DEAR READER
You
should be concerned Bed rest
and inactivity can be harmful.
Lying. around in bed all the
time can increase the loss of
calcium from the bones. When
You get older there is a tend-fifty tOlosr bone tissue anyway and inactivity, partici'lark bed rest, makes it worse
Red rest causes people to
lose water from the legs and

New York, NY 10019.
This can happen to young
people. too It is similar to the
changes that occurred in the
astronauts during space flight
because of weightlessness.
I'm really concerned about
the tendency of some older
rople to lie around. Sitting is

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

diaphragm, just behind your
stomach under the left rib
margin. It has a red-bcown to
purple color.
One function is to strain out
the old red blood cells. These
are destroyed and the ironcontaining hemoglobin is processed by specialized cells to
be recycled for the formation
of new red blood cells. In fetal
life the spleen actually
manufactures red blood cells
After birth this function is

ACROSS
Soda
4 Coop
8 Retained
12 Jug handle
13 Hyalite
14 Toward shelter
15 Comparite,
-17 SPeal.
19 Artiele
20 Stroke
21 Pallet
22 Worthless
ieawng
23 Barr acucia
25 Waght of
india
26 Preposition
27 Equality
28 Study
29 Nips
32 Silver symbol
33 Melodious
35 Sun god
36 Choir voioe
38 Fish limb
39 Pronoun
40 Hypothetical
force
41 Fruit seed
42 Deep out
43 indefinite
number
45 Small rug

46 male
47 French article
4BTnumph
49 Braver
52 Appellation
of Athena
54 Geri:ants wife
56 Falsehcod
57 Despot ,
58 Theater box
59 Before

DOVVN
1 Fondle
2 Paddle

3 Decorous
4 Egyptian
5 Harvest goddess
6 Tantalum
symbol
7 Senior
8 Chapeau
9 Spanish article
i0 Shakespearian king
11 Depression
16 Grain
18 Hypothetical
force
21 Advantage
22 Frequent
Poet
23 Quarrel
24 Leaf
25 Offspring
26 Lubricate
28 Mongrel

29 Roil
30 Goddess of
discord
2

3

s

SPRAY

UM CUL=
CC
SWANS
REV
L I AM
31 Obt
33 Bushy clump
34 Suitable
37 At present
39 Treat
41 Jury list
42 Four qts
43 Level
44 Lampreys
5. 6

4

15

45 Scale note
46 Fashion
48 Battle
49 Large
50 Goddess of
healing
51 Female ruff
53 Diphthong
55 Negative

7

`11

13

12

GEM

14

IS

17 111

19

21

20
24

10 11

22

25

26

27
32.
35

33

35

34

37
40

43 44

42

45

42
52

39

41
46
49

49
53

57

Iu
50

55

5.1

Chances of Recovery for the
Problem Drinker
Three out of four alcoholic
men and women are married,
living at home, holding onto a
job, business, or profession, and
are reasonably well-accepted
.members of their communities.
For those in this group who seek
treatment, the outlook is good.
Regardles,s, of life situation, the
earlier treatment starts after
drinking troubles are recognized,
the better the odds for success.
A successful outcome can be
expected for 50 to 75 percent of
those who enter treatment, depending upon the personal characteristics of the, person; early
treatment intervention; competence of the therapist; availability
of hospital and outpatient facilities; and the strong support of
family, friends, employer, and
community.
The National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism offers
information on all aspects of
alcohol use and alcoholism.,It
also maintains a State-by-State
listing of most public and private
alcoholism information, counseling, and, treatment facilities.
Write to:
National Clearinghouse for Alco-

hol Information
Box 2345, Dept. Ili
Rockville, Maryland 20852
Information and referral to community services can be obtained
from such national organizations as:
Alcoholics Anonymous
P.O. Box 459
Grand Central Station
New York, N.Y. 10017
Al-Anon Family Groups
115 East 23rd Street
New York, N.Y. loom
Local Alcoholics Anonymous
chapters and Al-Anon Family
Groups are listed in most telephone directories.
NIAAA0880

you baking holiday
cookies to travel through the
mails?' Select the soft
varieties with fruits and nuts,
rather than crisp ones, Which
break easily. Bar cookies baked in foil pans can be sent in
the pan, to be cut when they
arrive at their destination.

WOW!I 60E551 HEARD
YOU WRONG..I THOUGHT •
L01) 5AID,"IN JAIL,"
AND 50 MY EARS WENT UP

SO 40U &LIY5 ALL WENT
INTO TOWN AND 60T IN
A BRAWL...1i)-1AT ABOUT
NARRIE1?Wi4ERE5 HARRIET?

AND WHAT FLEW OFF...

ca-a
FOR YOUR HOMEWORK
I WANT YOU TO DO SOME
RESEARCH ON OUR
IMPORTS

WHEN WE FINISH

ITALIAN
RESTAURANT

THIS ITALIAN HERO
SANDWICH , WE'LL GO

GET CHINESE
FORTUNE COOKIES

e,980

..ted

,nc

NOTICE
Effective
immediately to all
mobire ' home
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
4, you will be given
two (2) months rent
free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH
US. We also have
homes for rent.
753-3280.
tepee

oti0000cea
ITS A
FACT

Free gift wrapping is a
specialty at

Starks
Hardware

MAILING COOKIES?

Are

12th & Poplar
7531227
n
rie 00 ma ejuLa oceoe

Tired of bale Iry Bradley GP-2. or Bradley Classics Phone I554-3053

I

for Sale
14 Ft. V Bottom Boat
with 18 h. p. Evinrude
and
trailer.
motor
$550. Call 492-8515.

What we do best is care
Needltne 753-6333

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society
and
Sports 753-1918. Retail
Display
advertising
753-1919. Classified
Display. Classified,
Circulation
and the
Business Office may
be reached on 7531916 and 75-3491-7.

•

THESE
POLYESTER
SHI I RTS!

=Only run

wanttor

SHE SAID SHE NEVER ARGUES
WITH HER HUSBAND BECAUSE
HE AustaiS #13,MilS HE'S WRONG

EPOSIT

rHE POACHERS_

ALL HERE.TELL
THEM IF THEY
RETURN,
wIL
L NOT TLHEEzE

5. Lost and Found

ATTENTION
PARENTS,
Bring your Trick-orTreaters by

•

for free sample cones.

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference'
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
S. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
II. Instructions
12. Insurance
13..for Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For SaIP
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. MrtscellaneouS
25. Business Services
26. TV Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental IL Want To Rent
32. Opts Fur Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Req.
35. Farms For Rent36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock Supplies
38. Pets Supplies
39. Poultry Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42, Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
15, Farms F0'r Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
19, Used Cars
50. Used !tucks
5L Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered .
5/1. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

"Overcoming Depression"
759-4444.
Children's

CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES
In order for your oil to appear
on the date you specify you must
adhere to the following deadlines
An ad must be called or brought in
by 12 Noon the dot before in
order to appear in the next days
paper with the exception of ads
to start in Mondays paper. they
must be rolled or brought in by.
loam.on Soturtkog
To have on ad cancelled bet ore
publication you will need to (On,
tact us by•a.m. that morning
order for it not to appear in
that days edition
.

Chimneys, all fuel, triple wall
pipe, 6'x30;$29 99. 8-x30-.
$29 9f installation kit. 6'
$2999 8 •, $41.99 Wallin
Hardware Paris
fireplace screen. black with
brass trim. Like new. 33 inches
nigh 481
/
2 inches wide. $25
Phone 753-2796
Leaf her repair, dying. cleaning.
and alterations. Also saddle
and harness repair. We make
leather clothing, chaps, vests
tack, belts, purses. billfolds,
and many other gift items. Call
763-9736
Mink stole, autumn haze. beige
coat with large mink collar
sitee C
Wheel chair, like
1820.
18ail 7533

2
1968 Volkswagen Bug; fisher
Mama Bear stove Call 753/861 01 436-2606

1.11irp%Mid-

2. Notice

1890's Ice
Cream Parlor

ond

Lost b .month old part Terrier
puppy. brown leather collar.
Call '53-6470 after 5 pm.
Lost Black cal with stub tail.
wearing red collar, in
Gatesborough area Call before
5 753 1323 or after 5 pm 7538678

Bible Story

-759-4445.

37UriTof Thinks
"Before Direct Deposit
I used to spend
a lot of time
running to deposit
my Social Security
check.

BOY, I P-IAT E

Laverne Freeland
901-642-4565
210 Memorial Drive
Paris, TN 38242
Aiross from Wal Mort
Joe Mohan lord

Max E. Morris,Sheriff
Calloway County
Murray,KY

2. Notice

1S:Mides For Sale

Big selection depression
glass oll colors, all patterns
butter molds, Avon battles
Coca Cola news, China, old
iron pots, dog irons milli
cans Select now for Christ
mat!

default judgement of the Calloway
Circuit Court dated the 24th Day of January, 1980. I
will on the 3rd day of November, 1980, at 10:00 A.M.
at the court house door in Murray, Calloway County, KY expose to public sale to the highest and best
bidder the following item.
1973 Chevrolet pickup,license No. AS8-391
Serial MCCX 143A127150
Said property was levied upon as the property of
Michael Mitchell d/B/A Marmik Industrial Supple
and I will proceed to sell same to satisfy the lien of
the Plaintiff, Purex Corporation, LTD., and the
costs thereon to the highest and best bidder and the
purchaser must pay'cash on the date of the sale.

As of October 29. 1980, I.
Newell Wayne Hopkins will no
longer be responsible for any
debts other than my own

FOR RESULTS

2.Notice

By. virtue of a

a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse. and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of-Health, Education, and Welfare

I I fa I i 1111

1. Legal Notice

SHERIFF'S SALE:
PUREX CORPORATION,LTD
VS
MICHAEL MITCHELL,INDIVIDUALLY AND
MICHAEL MITCHELL d/B/A
MARIMIK,INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY

Bible Facts. Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600.

ALCOHOLISM

UM CMCCIO CU
MUCCI CUOMO
CUM CCM
EICCOLIC CUM
C CUL= OCO
A CU OFICLIC UM
CLIC CCM= U
CUM COMM
CCU CCM
CCM= MIMIC

The spleen can usually be
removed easily and the
absence of a spleen itself is
not a major medical problem.
The difficulty usually comes
from the underlying problem
that caused the spleen to be
enlarged or overactive in the
first place.
If your only finding was a
slight enlargernent of the
spleen, you probably won't
need to have anything done.

UNDERSTANDING

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

PUT IT IN THE

Dearest Friends. Neighbors,
and Family
We take this opportunity to
thank each and everyone of you
for your love. concern. prayers.
and sympathy over the loss of
our little son. David Roberts
Words cannot express what we
feel in our heart toward the
many people who sent the
beautiful flowers, delicious
food, and inspiring cards. We
would like to express special
thanks to the faculty. staff and
students of M.S.U., The Blalock
Coleman Funeral Home,
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital. and to all the florist
for the beautiful arranged
flowers May God bless you all
With Gratitude
The
.
Roberts & Galloway
Family
. The family of Key Cleaver
wishes to take this opportunity
to thank the many friends and
relatives
their
for
thoughtfulness during the loss
of our loved one. We will always
be thankful to the nurses on
three West and in 1.0 , Bro
Danny Cleaver for his comforting words. the singers,
pallbearers and all those who
sent flowers. A special thank
you goes to the entire staff at
Fern Terrace Lodge for their
kindness and concern during
his stay there We also wish to
express our appreciation to the
entire staff at the Max I-I -Churchill Funeral Home for their
services and kindness.
'The Family

Earn 360 per hundered securing, stuffing envelopes Free
details. Reply. .'HememakersBoX 94485, Schaumburg. 11 60194
Experienced body man Apply
in person, Century Auto Sales.
810 Sycamore..
Managers and Assistant
Managers, Wendy's OldFashioned Hamburgers is now
accepting applications for the
above positions Persons needed for following locations; Murray, Paducah, Hopkinsville, and
Madisonville. Chance for rapid
advancement, paid on the lob
training. and hospitalization
Will negotiate salary. Call 7594695 for an appointment.
I Now taking applications
for day and night shifts.
Apply in person at

McDONALD'S
No phone calls, please!

Part time kitchen help needed.
Applications accepted in person only between 2 and 5 pm
at Dakota Feed & Grain. Five
Points. No phone callS please.
PROGRAMMER
ANALYST
West
Tennessee
Manufacturer seeking
aggressive
Programmer
Anaylst for IBM
System 34. Prefer
manufacturing background, on line experience,
RPG-II.
Progressive
company
with
good
fringe
benefits.
Send resume in confidence to: Plumley
Rubber Co., At.
tention R. Philpot,
100 Plumley Drive,
Paris, TN 38242.
Secretary/Administrative Assistant Permanant part-time.
Skills include typing, some
light booibkeeping, ability to
make independent decisions.
good communication skills,
able to work with minimal
supervision. Call JP-JAHS. 7539838 or Pam Underwood, 7530418.
_
Urgently need dependable person who can work without
supervision for Texas Oil Company in Murray area We train
Write K.K. Dick. President
Southwestern Petroelum, Box
789. Ft. Worth, TX 76101.
Wanted. Room and board for
elderly lady. Call. -753-4754 or
7531606 after 5 pm.

9. Situation Wanted

Commodes, white, A .grade.
$43.99. Wallin Hardware.
_
Pans'
Electric black free standing
fireplace- $100. 753-9235
after 3 pm.
For sale: Maple hutch, antique
wardrobe, oak china cabinet.
lamp For information call 7530960.
Giant chest freezei for sale.
$200 firm. 753-6659.
Hide-a-bed, end tables.. coffee -table, and chair. 759-1628.
Large Frigidare letcove washer
and dryer, poppy red $200
Call 753-9673.
Martin Industries freestanding
fireplace with 'blower, black
with glass doors. Call 753-5206
after 6.
Stainless waterless cookware
and cutlery. Heavy home
demonstration kind. Lifetime
guarantee. Never
used.
Originally $600. selling $299.
Will deliver. 1-692-2322.
Seven piece dining room suite
with glass top,' twin size
bookcase beds: day bed, end
tables: recliners; chairs; chest:
bar stools; high chairs; stereo
stand: record players; electric
organ: 6 leg tables: floor lamps;.
trunks; flower stands: night
stand: wringer type washer;
and a very nice sofa. Carraway
Furniture, 753-1502.
Two matching chairs and ottoman, good condition. Call
after 5 pm. 753-5664.

17:Vacuum Cleaners
Used Kirby vacuum cleaner,
like new all attachments,
$125. Brand new Filter Queen
vacuum cleaner. $395. Call
Martha Hopper, 354-6521.

18. Sewing Machines
For sale. Portable Singer sewing machine. Has zigzag stitch,
multi-stitch, blind stitch. Also
included is a Singer buttonholer attachment. $90. Call
436-2742 after 6 pm.
Used Singe sewing machine,
zig zag, all regular attachments, sews perfect, fully
guaranteed, full cash price
$39 50. Call Martha Hopper,
354-6521.
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19. Farm Equipment

co

540 MF Combine, same as
new, only 190 hours, 13' grain
head with variable reel See
Marvin Roberts, Marion. KY or
call (502) 965-4888 after '4

14
ho
ful
wc
cel
36

.203-porit Equiptirent

21

Ruger new model Black Hawk
357 magnum. Bicentennial
issue. Two boxes of shells,
holster. Call 753-0211 after 6
pm.

Foi
41=

Remington 1100, 12 guage
automatic
25'
improved
cylinder, rib barrel 435-4555

22. MusicaT-

Gemeinhardt flute, in excellent •
condition Reasonable price
Call 7534412 after 5 30 pm
15. Articles For Sale
Magnus beginner organ,. exCrocheted afghans, shawls,
cellent condition $100 firm.
caps, and scarfs Call after 5 ...:can be seen at Hodge & Son or
prh, 753-4860.
call 759-4024
Two women would like to clean
houses. Call 753-2936.

NOTICE
The Murray City Council will hold a
public hearing, Thursday, October 30,
1980, 7:00 p.m., Special Education
Building on the campus of Murray State
University, North 16th Street, to hear
public comments concerning the enactment of an OCCUPATIONAL LICENSE TAX
(payroll tax) to derive revenue for the city
to continue providing fire and police
protection at the present level. Due to the
loss of federal sharing funds in the
amount of $320,000, the city will be forced to reduce personnel of the fire dpeartment by 25 firefighters and reduce patrol
officers In the police department by 3. You
are urged to attend this meeting and participate In Ale important &Ara..

I

MELVIN S NEWLY,
MAYOR

BEST COPY AVM
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5. Articles For Sale
Iiimneys, all fuel, triple wall
lipe, 6,130-129 99, 8-x30-,
.29 97; installation kit. 6
,29 99 8-. $41 99 Wallin
lardware. Paris
'ireplace screen, black with
Rass trim. Like new. 33 inches
ugh 48'4 inches wide. $25
'hone 753-2796
.eather repair, dying, cleaning,
ind alterations. Also saddle
ind harness repair. We make
eather clothing, chaps, vests
:ack. belts, purses, billfolds.
ind many other gift items Call
753-9736.
blink stole, autumn haze. beige
:oat with large mink collar.
;ize 18-20 Wheel chair, like
lew Call 153-1336.
1968 VolkSwagen Bug; fisher
Name Bear stove Call 7537861 or 436-2606.

Sommodes. white, A grade
643.99. Wallin Hardware.
?aris.
Electric black free standing
'ireplwer $100 753-9235
ifter 3 pm
Or sale: Maple hutch, antique
wardrobe, oak china cabinet.
amp For information call 753)960.
liant chest freezei for sale
6200 firm 753-6659
-tide-a-bed, end tables., coffee
able, and chair 759-1628
.arge Frigidare letcove washer
ind dyer. poppy red $200
all 753-9673.
Nartin Industries freestanding
ireplace with 'blower, black
with glass doors Call 753-5206
liter 6
Stainless waterless cookware
mod cutlery. Heavy home
Jemonstration kind. Lifetime
;uarantee. Never used.
)riginally $600, selling $299.
Nill deliver. 1-692-2322.
"
Seven piece dining room suite
with glass top.' twin size
mokcase beds, day bed, end
rabies recliners; chairs: chest;
)ar stools, high chairs, stereo
;tand: record players, electric
mgarr 6 leg tables, floor lamps:.
Junks: flower stands, night
;land, wringer type washer,
Ind a very nice sofa. Carraway
:urniture, 753-1502.
Two matching chairs and ottoman, good condition. Call
Met 5 pm. 753-5664.
17: Vacuum Cleaners
Jsed Kirby vacuum cleaner,
ike new all attachments,
6125. Brand new Filter Queen
racuum cleaner. $395. Call
Vlartha Hopper, 354-6521.
18. Sewing Machines
or sale: Portable Singer sewng machine. Has zigzag stitch,
nulti-stitch, blind stitch. Also
ncluded is a Singer butonholer attachment. $90. Call
136-2742 after 6 pm.
1sed Singer sewing machine,
zag, all regular atachments, sews perfect, fully
juaranteed, full cash price
;39.50 Call Martha Hopper,
154-6521.
19. Farm Equipment
140 MF Combine, same as
iew. only 190 hours, 13' grain
lead with variable reel See
riarvin Roberts, Marion, KY or
all (502) 965-4888 after •4

iM.

IL Sports Equipment
'uger new model Black Hawk
57 magnum. Bicentennial
>sue. Two boxes of shells,
olster. Call 753-0211 after 6
m.
emington 1100, 12 guage
utomatic. 25- improved
ylinder, rib barrel 435-4555
!2. Musical
ememhardt flute, in excellent
)ndition. Reasonable price.
all 7534412 after 5.30 pm.
lagnus beginner organ.. esallent condition $100 firm.
an be seen at Hodge & Son or
)11 7594024.
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IIITLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
-iiiits
28. Mob.Wime
43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate
46:Homes For Sale
rrE
C5 S1YfWa- 53. Services Offered
For rent 2 bedroom trailer,
bedroom brick veneer Concrete and block work Block bcinsed Electrician and gas in
Three
near Murray No pets. 489Three apartment
house with over 1800 sq ft garages, basements, driveways, stallation heating installation
437--w
2611
house located near
baths halt basement with walks, patios, steps. free and repairs Call 753-7203
°Aril) all
downtown can be
12x60 Mobile home for rent
2 drive in doors and one welk- estimates Charles Bar nett.
yours for only
See Brandon Dill at Dill's
PAINTING
in door Seperate garage with 2 1535476
$38,900.00. Central gas
Intoner Ai Exterior
Trailer Court, Murray Drive-In
drive in doors and one walk-in CARPET CLEANING
free
heat; storm doors and
theatre,entrance
Tuxtra Ceiling; cavilling
Located on wooded lot, 3.4 estimates, satisfied references.
windows; outside
and winterizing. Quality
acres. approximately 5 miles Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanMobile home for rent
storage; approximatework, 15 years exeast of Murray Price $50,000 ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning
References and deposit Call
CONVENIENT
ly one acre lot. Let
Additional acreage can be 753-5827
perience. Call Robert
753.9975
COUNTRY
Ray tell you more. Ofbought Call /S31/16 or 436
Scroggins, 436-2353.
LIVING
fice 753-1651 or home
One or two adults. 2 bedroom.
For
your
home-care,
personal
5360
Just listed this
436-5650.
all electric, water furnished.
care. housewares. and multi Mobile homes moved state
spacious
one mile out of city limits,
three
vitamin and mineral supple- wide West End Mobile Home
47. Motorcy*is
bedroom, two bath
Highway 121 South $50
roent needs, call your local Am- Sale Complete parts and ser
1979
Black
Yamaha
650
deposit, $95 per month Phone
home located only two
Special, like new $1900 or way distributor at 753-0806 vice 442-1918
753-5405 after 5 pm
miles from town on 112
best offer Call 759-4749 after after 4 pm
Need work on your trees' Topp
acres. Home features
Small 2 bedroom trailer, water
23, Exterminating
Sor11.
1211 st Sycamore
*El
4 pm.
Fence sales at Sears now. Call ing.
shateng, COM central el6ctric heat
and trash pickup furnished, handless /44-1441
Sears.
753-2310
tar
tree
plete
removal and more Call
Early Christmas lay-away
and air, with an
P.O. Om MI
miles-on 121 South No pets4 Old Josh Horner never blew fuses when he
estimate
for
your
needs
BOVER'S TREE SERVICE for
available now for Yamaha 3
economical woodburn0 Bugs call
Students preferred 753-8061. kept the accounts for this bank."
professional tree care. 753
wheeler's Tri-moto Town &
ing fireplace insert
Two bedroom trailers, cornPriced stashed! Make EI
85J6
Country Yamaha, 753-8078
and is tastefully
T.V.
TOWERS
pletely furnished, good condi
in this under priced
Painting - Paperhanging Hey kids! A used 1979 Honda
decorated. Offered in
TV, ANTENNAS
41. Public Sale
hon. from $145 Call 753- 32. Apts. For Rent
home.. The family is anxious to
(1
AUP,M3
General maintenance Free
70
the
$50's
through
three-wheeler,
Kopextra
nice
INSTALLED
8964. .
move with husband to his new.
estrmates. 759-1987Inly $425. Eosin- &-Country
perud
.Furnished apartment for rent
711
Ray's Antenna Service
lob location. This home is just
12x60 Two 'bedroom trailer. 753-8298
Kelley's Termite
Yamaha.
Main.
.
753-8078...
Stop' For all your repair needs
Phone
outside
of city limits just 2
435-4165
furnished, in good condition.
INVESTMENT
roofing, carpentry, • plumbing
JAMES'
miles, making for town conve1975 Honda MR-175 dirt bike
& Pest Control
near University. Call 489-2118. Two bedroom upstairs apartand electrical work. look no
PROPERTY
niences but no city taxes. The
$325 753-0468
ANTIQUES
Phone 753-3914
upholstery
all
your
For
needs
ment. Private entrance Carpet
36x187 building on
more' Call 753-9226 or 753house has a traffic pattern that
Two bedroom trailer, ir,x miles and built-ins No children or
Custom Stripping and
Used- mini-bike. 2 Honda 50's, call us at Wayside Upholstery 9623 We'll
80x200 lot. Could be
do your job large or
is very liveable. Insulated up to
24. Miscellaneous
We
on 641 South, $150 and pets. Lease and deposit rehave
of
selection
a
wide
2
Repairing
Italie
50's
for
$225
a'nd up
and
small All work done to your
utilized as one rental
TVA
specifications for
choose
fabrics
from
to
We
apTown
&
Country.Yamaha,
Ceramic bisque figurines. deposit. 753-4699.
Refinishing. Custom
753quired. $170 per month. Call
satisfaction
unit or divided into
economic utility bills. Priced in
preciate your business Call
8078
Ready to paint. 12 dolls of the Two bedroom, IMO, partially 753-9208 after 4 pm.
Cabinets and Wood- the $30's.,Call
several units. Buy this
753-1492 CENor
753-5361
753-6488
month. approximately 55 in- furnished, on large private lot 3 Two bedroom
working. No dipping.
TURY 21 Loretta las. Realtors
and get a good return
apartment.
ROOFING
48. Auto. Services
ches high. $10 for set. Send miles east of Murray. Call 753- recently
Have your driveways white rockHwy. 641 South
and let us'showyou this home
redecorated, private
o'n your investment.
Commercial and Resicheck or money order. 6283 after 5.pm. ,
283 Chevrolet engine, $150 or ed .and graded before bad
492-8850
area and good neighborhood.
today.
Priced at $64,000.
dential, Shingle and
Ceramics by Joy-Lee. 17475
best offer. Call 753-6945 after weather Free 'estimates Chi
No children. no pets. Lease and
Located at corner of
Rolit-11p Roofs. RohrWest Toledo Road, Addison, 29. Heating-Cooling
Lot
5
ford
pm..
for
sale:
Garrison
3
753-5429
acre
lot,
large
deposit
required.
$175
per
.For sale: 23,000 BTU Kalvinator
•nc•s, all
work
Michigan, 49220.
trees. near Southwest School.- 4th and., Chestnqt
month. Available November
Heating, Refrigerahoe, Air ConStreets. Phone Kop49. Used Cats'
air-conditioner,
g aaaaafood. 7534501
Cypress
siding. dition. used real good con- 1st. Call 753-9208 after 4 pm. Six party yard sale! Antiques. 753 5233 aft 6 pm.
wood
ditioners. appliance repairs
perud
Realty,
753-1222
only
2 seasons.
or 759-1859.
clothes, miscellaneous items. 3
1974 Cougar XR-7 $695 753- Bob's Refrigeration Service,
8-x16.x7/8. 50 t board foot. Reasonable
price. Call after Two bedroom duplex with cen- miles south 121 on Old Salem ....5
Five
ec
'
9710
e°4:43ccAYrolling acres a
45.000 board feet Call 759Hazel Kentucky. 498-8370.
tral heat and air, outlet for Road, just past the
noon. 753-5240.
church.
Income property. Small apart- 1976 Chevy Nova, 6 cylinder. 2- Murray Ky 753-7879. Robert TENTS AND AWNINGS, custom
short distance from
1893 or 753-1623.
washer and dryer. Couples Thursday, Friday, and Saturday.
ment building, fully rented, ex- door, clean inside and out. (Bobby) Lockhart.
town with well conmade and repaired Reasonable
preferred.
Firewood, oak and hickory. 18"
No
pets.
753-9741.
cellent income. For sale by $1950 623-8293, Mayfield
Business Rental
structed
rates. Free estimates Call 753.h
bathom
3 bedrooms,d2
Yard sale, Friday and -Saturday.
or 24". Also custom cut sizes 30.
Insulation'
blown
in
by
Sears. 9736
Two bedroom apartment. Call 641 North across from
owner Low $20's. Call 753489-2327
1974 Cougar XR-7, $1500 or save on these high heating and
Embassey Apartments. 753- Thweatt's Tire Center, Almo !wiii
8742.
A tha
for $e3n5,900
ergy. efficient
cooling
Mini
bills.
Call
Sears.
753- Thinking of remodeling your
take over payments. Call 753Fireplace inserts, automatic
4331.
wood burning stove.
Heights Tables, chairs, small
Do you own your own lot or lot 4083 after 6 pm
'house' We do it all' Hawley
2310 for free estimate.
two speed blowers, see through
Warehouse
Two bedroom house with car- appliances, baby clothes to
and mobile home' If you do
Bucy 492-8120
N
glass doors, $499.99 Wallin
KARATE
CLASSES
Open
daily
1979
Datsun
front
8-310,
port, for couple, will accept adult. No junk. In case of rain
a and your family income is
Storage Space
KENTUCKY ASPHALT
WEST
Hardware, Paris.,
Murray
Center.
Karate
1
For
apwheel
drive.
no
radial,
high
1
air,
one child. Available November will be canceled. %Well constructed h within the following adjusted
COATING & SEALING. Have
pointment call 753-6317..
For Rent
Firewood cut to order, $25 a
1st. $145 per month. Call 489 Yard sale, Friday and Saturday.
house
with
4 i income limits. you may qualify mileage good condition. Call
parking
for a 4°o interest loan on a 3 or 436-2207 after 7 pm.
7595
K & K Stump Removal. Do you your home driveway or
rick, delivered Call 436-2744
753-4758
8 til 7, 641 North, just past S bedrooms,large living
lot sealed professionally before
4
need
bedroom
after 5 pm
stumps
home.
removed
'
from
room,
For
Income
sale
TriumOh
and
1976
TR-7,
formal
din1
Wiggins, Fur ntu re.
34. Houses For Rent
limits are Two in family - good condition. Call 759-1657 your yard or land cleared of winter. 753-8163..
Sing room. 2 fireplaces,
Firewood for sale, $20 a rick 32. Apts. For Rent
Three room farmhouse. 10 Yard sale, 9-5. Friday and
$11500.
,
5
stumps? We can remove Will haul driveway white rock
Three in family 21,2
baths,
central
delivered. Call 437-4731 after , Apartments for rent near miles, east of Murray. Call 753- Saturday, October 31st.
gas
For sale. 1978 King Cobra.
heat and central air. N $15.150. Four in . family - black • with T-top, air- stumps up to 24- below the and Ag lime, also have any type
7 pm.
downtown Call 753-4109
November 1st, corner of 16th
2480 after 5 pm. •
Has dry basement. s $17,900 With today's inflation conditioned. 24,000 miles. ground, leaving only sawdust of brown or white pea gravel
King automatic wood heater; Duplex. 2 bedrooms. 'family Country home. 2 bedroom Call and Miller. Many glassware and
and *chips. Call for free Also do backhoe work Call
‘4S Reduced to $63,500. )andJnterest rates up why not 753-18-74.
household items.
• brick- lined, cast iron grates room with fireplace, all kitchen 437-4386
irsit our office today and let us
estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343 Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
sOwner financing to
and doors, lift off cook surface appliances. No children or
753-6763 •
SI talk
.
terms
now. .753- For sale- 1978 Volare. 24.000 or Bob Kemp. Jr. 435-4319.
qualified buyer.
Four or five bedroom furnished 43. Real Estate
top, model 880213. $259.99. pets. 759-4509.
k 1492. -CENTURY 21 Loretta miles. loaded. $4500 or best
Wet basement? We make wet
lOr
house for four or five college
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
436.2438
Ma,.
S Jobs.
ALUMINUM
STROUT REALTY, INC.
Realtor5 at 1200 . offer Call 759-1057.
basements dry. work completeFurnished one bedroom apara- girls or boys. Also small furservo, At
:
kwitrs %we 1100
0'
.
..."fli-ri
..7 r -77.17
.74
,736
Sycamore.
Wood for sale, oak and hickory, ment Zimmrman Apts South nished apartment for 1 or 2
ly guarenteed. Call or write
For sale 1975 Monte Carlo
SERVICE
CO.
mhms buyer and ,ellers
L.....••M• - 103-1059
$22 rick delivered. Call 489- 6th Street. 753-6609.
FARMS-HOMES
tVI:Ze"....r/roCe.":";/:":"Z":":"ZIZT.) Landau,
good condition.
Aluminum and Vinyl . Morgan Construction Co..
college girls. Call 753-5865
Terry Shmootim. AmM••••••
S)
BUSINESSES
2813.
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah,
$1850. Call 753-4051 after S.
111M
7311324
V
at \
days.
753-5108
after
Siding,
5:30
pm.
Custom Trim
For' rent Furnished upstairs
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
KY 42001. or call day or night
Wood for sale. seasoned 'oak apartment, bedroom living For rent: 3 bedroom house.
Work,
For
sale
1970
References.
Olds.
good
PROPERTY
1-442-7026.
......
ALRROVCOHOWely
Call 436-2758.
transportation.
Also
$150.
753-0689
Day
or
room combination, -large kit- Stove, refrigerator furnished
County Realty
Listings
11
needed!
Offices
Will do plumbing, heating,
1964 Chevrolet pickup. Call
Night.
chen and bath. $125 plus 753-9240.
26. TV-Radio
Coast to Coast. Buyers front ,
a
(502)753-8146
b
painting, roofing: carpentry.
436-2744
after
5..
utilities.
Girl's only. Call 7531/1
Everywhere.
"Free"
Catalog
House
for
rent Pear Panorama.
• Wanted: Responsible person to
304N 12th St
Leather repair, dying, cleaning. 753-2211 or 759-1270
5041
or
after
5.
753-4707.
Import
Auto
Salvage,
Two
1979
Murray,
$125
month
Ky
per
plus
deposit
take up small monthly
42071
q
4
STROUT REALTY
alterations. Also saddle 56. Free Column
Datsun engines. 1400 series. and
payments on color t.v. War- For rent: Furnished apartment, Call 436-2582.
los I I emu., Broker
and harness repair. We make
1912 CoRlmN. id 153.0186
series
one
1200
One
1975
2New
Concord,
ranted Clayton's. 753-7575.
$80 per month. House for rent, near .the Taylor
D!,lessr•ma I Sen'ices
clothing. chaps, -vests. Free kittens 3 or 4 months old
hlyrray •
Autism
TC Toyota. all low miles and leather
Does Price Count? You bet it
Toucltbelts,
tack,
purses. billfolds. Call 753-3994
Store Community. Call 75327. Mobile Home Sales Call 436-2427.
does! 2 bedroom brick on cv-....c......c.,-....-.."....--ozoor-ozez.c.• more. Call 474-2325.
and many other gift items. Call Free puppies! Call 527-9791
1972 Checkmate, 12x65, 2 For rent: Two 2 bedroom apart- 8375 after 6 or contact Larry
beautiful
acre
RETIREES
lot
surrounded
1972 Plymouth Duster. slant 6, 153-9736.
S
after 5.pm. or 437-4382.
Enjoy city living in the
a
bedroom. 2 bath. $5000. Call ments, Murray Manor. Call Hurt. Murray Supply.
by mature trees. Bright, sunny 0
SPECIAL
753-8668.
country with this 2700
a 2-door, new front seat. Asking
One and a half story farmhouse
527-1516.
kitchen,
dining
(also
room.
a
good
large
liva
$900. Call 73-0193 after
sq. ft. home located on
ing room with wood burning q
rental investment i
4:30.
Double wide mobile home, in One bedroom apartment, fur- for rent December 1. 1980.
1 acre with 4 foot in
nished
or
month
$200
unfurnished,
utilities.
plus
a
near
fireplace
502
N.
And
5th
Two
St.
best
of
diameter oak trees. It
good condition. For more infor1973 Pontiac stationwagon
Electric
refrigerator
heat,
Stadium.
and
excellent
for
student
all.
Priced
bedroom,
s
frame
1
For
bath
in
the
$20S.
has
everything
that you
mation call 382-2330 in Graves
Excellent condition See at 317
10
Call
stove.
minutes
town.
from
753-3949
need in a home.
comfort
and
electric
value,
home,
heat,
compare
County.
R living-dining
North 7th Street 753-5181.
Write: Jim Bryant, 5711 B
with anything you may have
225 L.P. Miller St.
room,
12x65 Good condition. 3 One bedroom apartment, stove, Brown Ave., Ft. Knox, KY
seen
1979
T-Bird Heritage, loaded
.Offered
b
carpeted,
by
Century
base21
1-2
1
refrigerator.
and
water
furnishOpen Hours
bedrooms, furnished Plus
40121.
Loretta Jobs. Realtors 753- g ment. Small yard for
Call 435-4276
washer and dryer and air- ed. $90 per month. Call 753
1492
maintenance.
Mon.
easy
&
Tues. 8:30-1:30
7874.
Three bedroom house for rent
1972 two-door Volvo. runs fine
conditioner474-2342.
N Walking distance to
well.
with
Also
good
foysale
anneeds
work.
body
Can
be
seen
Close
Wednesday
downtown. Only
14x70 Mobile home, 1976. Partially furnished apartment. tique RCA victrola, good condiat C-4 Coach Estates. 759
& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Air and carpeting. One block
Friday & Saturday 8:30-12:30
house type roof, 2 bedrooms. 2
tion.
\
Call
345-2205.
4552.
from University. $100 per monN 16'9MNICE
A. HOUSE,
OUSE,
ki
full baths, factory installed
753-3685
th. 759-4538.
Three bedroom home close to Most for your
1975 Vega. good condition
0
NICE AREA
wood burning fireplace. Exmoney!
Lovely
3
A
M S.U. Children welcome. Call
tires.
radial
31
mpg
highway
&REDUCED
6
Riveria
g
Apartments
bedroom. 2 bath, ranch with
cellent condition. Call 522Two
l
0 Call 436-2593 evenings.
PRICE
large kitchen/family room, on
bedrooms, refrigerator, range, 753-3006.
3606.
An-- attractive, well- s t965-VW Beetle: Present TOOTOT
bedroom,Three
disposal,
carpet,
4-acres:
You have-to see the'
drapes.
28. Mob. Home Rents
S kept 3 bedroom Brick. has 20.000 miles. Excellent
washer-dryer hookup, and decorated, Tr -City house. Easy many extras this home offers
WHY RENT?
For rent: Mobile home near dishwasher.
\
and stone home on a h candidate for restoring Best
443-3430, to heat. References and includes prime location for
This home presently
large lot with
lake. Call 753-6659.
Paducah, KY.
1 offer. 759-1262 after 5 pm
deposit. $150 per month. 247- country living. Call Spann Realconsists of two apartN t
Located manyres. near
4701.
ty Associates. 753-7724.
ments, but could be
REMEMBER THE STRUGGLES YOU
% shopping center but in tl 1971 Volkswagen and 1970
easily converted back
36. For tent Or Lease
1 MG Midget. Call 753-6709
HAD WITH MOWING LAST SUMMER.
a
quiet
stable
and
sill,S
to one family dwelling.
HERE'S TOUR CHANCE to own
after 5 pm.
Want to rent or lease 100-400
side.
divisio
$49,900.
n. Newly
.8 part ‘of Mather Nature
There is a separate
GET YOUR MOWER
acre corn or bean ground. 642inside
outpainted
t
and
50. Used Trucks
witho-ut being out o lot of
garage. and large
READY FOR '81
A
0207. Hatman & Hatman Farm.
In
cash/! 23 rolling acres on
garden area. Ideal in1978 Chevrolet C-I0 4-wheel
Buchanan, Tennessee.
Graves• Marshall County line
SAVE '7
vestment property at
drive truck Ps. pb. AM-FM 8just north of hwy. on. Road
37. Livestock-Supplies
track
stereo
$16,000.
Phone
753$4750.
ROTARY
MOWER
Call
498frontage on East and West
8428 or 498-8970
1222. Kopperud Realty
ARABIAN HORSES FOR SALE
sides with two building sites.
CHECKUP & STORAGE
46. Homes or e
Tobacco base and barn. Only
Visitors welcome' South on
for full-time real
1979 Ch•wy Silvered° 10. 4Being held to demonstrate the abilities and
518,500, Need 1 urther direc
Locust Grove Road. 753-6100.
estate service.
Reg $26 00 $1 895Plus Parts
Dogwood, Redbud, Forsythia. wheel .drive, automatic
qualities of the Arabians.
lions Just call. We'll help!
Rex-Mar Arabians. 753-6126
EVERYTHING
Lilacs, Azehas. and seventeen transmission, power steering
Lawn
Tractor,
YOU'VE BEEN
Saturday and Sunday Nov. 1 & 2
tall Poplars. on an acre with a power brakes, an-conditioned
For sale' Weemng pigs. Call
JOHN SMITH
Rider or
LOOKING FOR
cozy red cabin, one bedroom. AM-FM 8-track. cruise control.
after 430, 753-3523.
Locust Grove Road 2 miles out 121 South,
Tiller
builtin range, oven, and tilt wheel. split rear window
Over 2,000 square feet
Leather repair and custom
follow signs.
Checkup and
bookcases, carpet. refrigerator tool box, hand rails, all terrain
of living area on a tree
work. Chaps. belts, moccasins.
Storage
and washer Reduced to radial tires, very good condi
Refreshments will be served.
shaded lot. This home
gun cases, billfolds, saddleReg. $40.00
$18 500 Owner here this tion $6800 759-1465.
has a large cedar
This Open House will be cancelled if it rains
bags. 753-9736.
week Route 1346. half mile 1967
paneled family room
Elcomino
body.
but will be held the following weekend if the
Call
436753-7411
Milk goat blew for sale. 489north of Irvin Cobb Road"
$2595
with a wood burning
2439 after 4:30.
M4OUNCI 1HI4 CLOCK
weather permits.
2495.
fireplace, lots of
House for sale or trade for For sale 1974
Jeep Renegade
cabinets and is close to
38. Pets-Supplies
SAVE $14.00
house in Murray TWO story C1-5 fully
equipped for off
New listing. 3 bedroom. 2 full
home on 2 acres and or 5 acres road
a shopping center in
AKC registered sable and white baths, brick veneer
BRING IN YOUR MOWERS AND LET OUR EXPERIENCED TECNNKIANS
753-0355
home.
in southwest area Calf 753quiet neighborhood.
Collie puppies, 9 weeks old 1621 Keenland Drive. Home
GET YOU READY FOR NEXT SPRING. ABOVE PIKE INCLUDES,
1979 F-100. low mileage, small
5233 after 6 pm.
House is surrounded
WINTERIZES, STORAGE
Call (901)642-8765
features Olympic size pool.
V8
straight
shift,
steerpower
by other quality-built
Two bedrooms, living room, kit- ing, AM-FM
+Oil Change
AKC Poodle pups, 4 males. central heat and air, fireplace.
radio,
and
extra
+1,11 and Adjust Magneto
i homes. All this plus
chen. bath, upstairs. boxed in clean Phone
black, 1 female, white. $40 burglar alarm system For more
+Install Ness Spark Plugs
753-0159 after 5
three bedrooms and
OatsteaslIng preeettiestel repel-fealty ler a.. aggr•ssl•• laback porch. 2 out buildings pm
+Lubricate Wheels di Control,
information call Purdem &
each. 436-2745.
baths. Mid 60's. A
OMR.tire leaking...I seeking • career petition.
- +Test Compression
two
Financing
, Priacip•I deli..
barn
pole
and
+Service Air Cleaner
Basic and Advanced dog obe- Thurman Real Estate, 153are perchasing and In•eatery reat”1 bat breast etbaktistrefir•
new listing through
available Near New Pro- 1966 Ford Pickup F-100 Call
+Drain Fuel Tank •
experleace ewe be gained En is • 'reset% cresperty new in
dience classes Breed handling. 4451. Suzy Wells 753-1585.
753-0405 until 430 pm after
Kopperud
Realty.
+Oran 5 Adjust Carburetor
vidence
492$30,500
Call
asselMar
eapenslea regrew Ws resprir• • peeweelen
+Sharpen sod Balance Riede
tracking, and protection. All, Geneva Jones 753-6557.
5pm call 759-1871
8336
+Add Stabilizer or Furl
Nekesimil ledIvIdsrul sped w• will teller career petit development/.
@breeds and ages. Professional
+Test Run and Adjust Engine
1973 Ford F-I00 Ranger
B.S. Degree In Acuteness Is desired and ascending aptitude Is
Additional Peru +labor Extra
instructor.
436-2858.
$1500 Call 759-1515 after 5
required. Excellout heasofit package lied sterties salery. &pee
PKR UP AND DELMER? CITY WIDE
Black female puppy for sale
deal wpm e•perience and peteetial ler adreaceesent
Pm
Pardo.. & Thurman
55.00
For coesideratien please seed reverse et. apply:
AKC registered Poodle 753
1968 Model Dodge pickup
Omer
lissarawc• &
2648
ESB MATERIALS COMPANY
truck. Call 753-6349.
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
Roof Este,*
955 Sie:4 Main Street
Two female Doberman puppies
Soutiestrie Caul Sgeor•
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
52:U-1s agiFotors
sate. Call
••
Zvfingten, 7*moms:oil 3801;
Murray, Kontucky
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
lit Aluminum Craft Ion boat.
40. Produce
Attn: Personnel Manager
OSTOMY-PRODUC
TS
753-14
•HOLLISTER
Easy Rider trailer. 25 horse
on Presc ions in City limns
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M
irer Deliv
Cokivrotor
For sale Apples' and mustard
Phan 189-2833
Johnson. Boat and trailer like
"Call 1532666.
new Call 753-2935
Musical
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs Lonardo Piano Co
across from the Post Office.
Paris IN
New and used pianos and
organs, largest selection in the
purchase area Buy now and
save up to $1000. We accept
lay-aways for Christmas.
Clayton's - J & B Music, Dixieland Center, Murray.
Selmer silver, trumpet and
Selmer clarinet. Good condition. Call 436-5377 after 5 pm.
Upright piano, good sound.
$145. Call 435-4555.

753-1222

k

I

HORNBUCKLE
BARBER SHOP

k

g

KOPFT, UD

ist

753-1222

LAWN MOWER
WINTER STORAGE

OPEN HOUSE
RE[-MAR ARABIANS

753-8080
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Camera May Have
Been In Wrong
Place During Series

a

By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
RIDGEFIELD, Conn. (API
- Now that the Phormerly
Phutile Phils have won their
first World Series in 98 years,
the millennium really is at
hand. It might even still be
possible in this age of miracles
for television to give up its.
gimmickry and give us back
the grand old game.
Those of us who couldn't
commute to Philadelphia or
Kansas City didn't get to see
much of the Series on TV.
Even those of us who watched
every game.
We saw a lot of high fives
and quite a few of the players
wives and some really first
rate spitting from every
angle, but the zoom lens rarely backed off long enough or
far enough to show us the real
baseball action. At least we
seldom got to enjoy it thc way
you would from a grandstand
or bleacher seat with a hot dog
in one hand and a beer in the
other and the whole game
spread out before you.
The TV camera was too
busy picking out Pete Rose's
son .or concentrating on the
pitcher sl)aking off a signal or
locating another self-serving
sign up in the stands
someplace telling the network
how great it was. The viewpoint was almost always too
close: we got the warts and
the water cooler but not the
big picture.
For instance: in that final
game, the Royals loaded the
bases in the eighth and ninth
innings, had the tyingnnd then
the winning run at bat. Not
once did the camera pull back
to show you the three runners
leading off bases, ready to rip.
Instead we got the pain and
concentration on Tug
.McGaw's face and several
shots of his wife not looking all
that concerned up there in a
box seat.
By concentrating on the
parts and pieces of the drama,
no matter how fascinating, the
over-produced, over-directed
TV version of the World Series
somehow contrived to miss
the whole.
Sometimes the camera
would pull way, way back and
Show us a blimp's eye view Of
the stadium, but the
cameraman or whoever was
calling the shots had this aversion to showing you much of
the playing field, except in exaggerated closeups - exaggerated from the viewpoint of
importance.
We missed Pete Rose trying
to steal second base in that
final game,:but the replay
cameras gave us no fewer
than four versions of the
putout from different angles.
The lenspeople were so busy
serving as a truth squad
monitoring the umpires with
their zoom lens,they overlooked the excitement an armchair fan or a barroom spectator might have experienced
_from taking in the whole scene
of a daring if ill-advised runner lighting out for second
base as the pitcher went into
his windup.
TV's favorite cameri angle
was from behind the mund,a
view that most spectAtors in
the stad)iflhufiiver see. Well,
it's int opting now and then to

Richard Scott
Arrives For Duty
At Fort Campbell
ARMY/AIR
FORCE
HOMETOWN
NEWS
CENTER - Private First
Class Richard B. Scott, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W.Scott
of Murray, Ky., has arrived
for duty at Fort Campbell, Ky.
Private Scott, a rifleman,
was previously assigned at
Fort Benning, Ga.
EXHIBITS
On exhibition in the Clara
Eagle Gallery of the Fine Arts
Center at Murray State
University will be student
shows in graphic design by
Sherty Lynn Nelson,
Louisvills, Ky., and a
ceramics exhibition by Susan
Belina Jones, Vine Grove, Ky.
Both exhibits will be held October 28 through November 9.
LECTURE
G.Gordon Liddy, Watergate
figure, wilt lecture in the Student
nter Auditorium at
Murray State University,
beginning at 8 p.m. on October
30. There is no charge and the
public is invited.

see the sliders slide and the
sinkers ink along their path of
trajectory, but the trouble is
every infield'Pop fly leaving
the bat looks the same as a
home run. By the time the
camera catches up with the
action again, we get the inevitable closeup of the outfielder up against the wall or
climbing into the seats and
miss what's happening on the
base paths.
Anyhow, congratulations at
long last to Philadelphia..It's
nice to know there is -some
kind of life at the other end of
the New Jersey Turnpike.

More Hookers Turn Out To
Be Middle-Class Teenagers
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PRESENTATION - S.F.C. Rocky Shapla of Co. D 3/398/2/100th Div., Murray was
recently presented an award for his accomplishments during annual training at Ft.
Knox. SEC Shapla mixed his P.T. test and had the fastest 4-mile-run in the battalion.
Presenting the award is Cpt. Jerry Muniz, commanding officer of the Murray Unit.

Neighborhood Attracts Crowd
By KATHY HORAK
Associated Press Writer
DETROIT (API - A faded
Detroit neighborhood near
General Motors Corp. world
headquarters is drawing the
kind of crowd the automaker
would like. iii its dealer
showrooms this fall.
The attractions are
restored, decades-old houses
like the one which serves as a
model for the project.
Built in 1914, the three-story
brick house has leaded-glass
cabinets, burnished oak
beams, four bedrooms and a completely remodeled kitchen.
That house and 124 others
represent GM's backyard venture in urban revitalization.
The area four miles north of
downtown Detroit earned the
monicker "New Center" during its 1920s construction
boom. The New Center Community Corp., a GM subsidiary, bought the homes for
$20,000 to $28,000 and so far
has sold seven at the full askigg price: $82,500 to $88,000.
` "We had 2,000 people touring the models last Saturday
and Sunday although it's hard
to tell how many were just
curious," said project
manager Robert Gregory."So
far the response has been fantastic despite the general condition of the housing market."
Former GM Chairman
Thomas Murphy announced
the project in September 1978.
At that time, Murphy
estimated a refurbished
home's market price at $40,000
and the total project cost at
$20 million. GM declines to say
whether the project's pricetag
had doubled as the homes'
prices have.
However, Gregory noted
that each house needed at
least $35,000 in plumbing, roofing and electrical work and
kitchen remodeling. Walls
were demolished in some
houses to return cramped rental rooms or business offices
to the original spacious living
areas.
The buildings had been
home to 325 people - a mix of
the elderly, poor blacks and
renters from Wayne State
University. Small businesses
occupied several homes;
Detroit police say dope
dealers worked out of at least
two others.
At September's end, the city
of Detroit had moved all but 17
families with $800,000 in
federal aid. Most people
received $4,000 to equalize
new housing costs with New
Center rents, which had
averaged $140 monthly, says
city housing spokesman
Chester Allen.
The crime that induced
some former homeowners to
sell has decreased. Detroit
Police Sgt. Marvin Hyatt says
his officers give the area
"special attention," and
Pinkerton guards watch for
vandals. The model home is
locked with two deadbolts and
guarded by an electronic
alarm.
Detroit's much-criticized
public schools probably won't
concern most new owners,
said a New Center appraiser
for Calloway Realty Co. "People who buy in that area are
able to send their children to
any school they like, public or
private."
GM is forthrightly proud of
the project, which earns it
government goodwill if
minimal profit. Residents like
87-year-old Helen Starrnec, one
of 75 homAwners who chose
not to sell, said they are pleased with the neighborhood turnaround anci their increasingly valuable investment.
"GM has been fair with me.
I can't speak for the people
who had to move, but some of

the ones who owned homes
were happy to sell, and for
cash!
"I was going to sell at first,
but then I decided I couldn't
find another place like this, so
I changed my mind. They
gave me my full deposit back
with no trouble," she said.
But the project still rankles
people like attcirney Michael

Barnhart, who represents the
former tenants. A lawsuit he
has filed asks U.S. District
Judge James Churchill for a
guarantee GM will provide the
low-income housing it has promised.
"GM's saying they have
first right of return is
ridiculous. Rents will be $400
where they were $150," he

claimed. "GM has agreed to
low-income housing in principle, but we've seen nothing in
writing."
Gregory said GM plans to
build a 200-unit senior citizens'
apartment building. He mentioned 50 other apartments
where rents would be federally subsidized, but said plans
for those are tentative.

By JOHN RICE
foundation. Police files were
Associated Press Writer
not used because "we found
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - that poor people and
Growing numbers of hard- minorities in our stitdies were
eyed hookers prowling San arrested more than twice as
Francisco's seedy Tenderloin often as middle class or white
are middle-class teen-agers people," she said.
fleeing abusive homes to a life
Two basic paths to prostituof "horror upon horror" on the tion emerged - poor, minoristreets, a new study says. And ty women desperate for
the study's director says that money and middle-class white
may indicate a national trend. teenagers desperate to escape
Criminologist Mimi Silbert, a troubled home, Ms. Silbert
who directed the year-long said.
study of 200 San Francisco
Sixty-eight percent of the
streetwalkers for the National prostitutes said they came
Institute of Mental Health, from families with average or
said the study found that higher incomes. Usually, they
almost 70 percent of the city's said they had been beaten and
prostitutes were under 18 and sexually molested by male
"a number of them were 10 relatives.
and 11 years old."
"Three-quarters of them
The Delancey Street Foun-. • -had a religious upbringing...
dation study probably in- They were sent to church
dicates a national trend while their parents had drinktoward younger prostitutes ing problems, drug problems,
from wealthier homes, said a lot of family violence," she
Ms. Silbert. In San Francisco, said. "They run away because
"we tend not so much to be dif- they don't know how else to
ferent, but to be earlier," she cope."
said.
They traded the violence of
Prostitutes in the study the home for the violence of
were volunteers located by the the street.
street-wise drug rehabilitation
"Nearly two-thirds said

GOODiriEAR SERVKE
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WE'RE OPEN AT 730 AM

they had been beaten by
customers, an average of ,Ve
times in their careers. Threequarters said they had been
forced into perversions, an
average of 17 times.
Seventy percent said they
had been raped, "totally
unrelated to their work, mostly *cause they are on the
streets," Ms. Silbert said.
"The majority never told
anybody about the rapes."
About 88 percent said they
were poor or "just making it."
About half - and more of the
younger ones - had pimps
who toolotheir money.
"About 66 percent reported
having been physically abused
by their pimps. Well over half
of them are beaten regularly"
for disrespect, failing to surrender money or for trying to
quit, Ms.Silbert said.
were
all
Almost
"desperate," Ms. Silbert said.
"They all are looking to
leave." But most are trapped
in feelings of hopelessness and
have no social contacts, she
added. "Unfortunately I think
more of them die than we
know of."
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SALE ENDS
SATURDAY!

$T
EEL-BELTED
R
ADIALS

1•1E.E.DED .

ITEM

$3995

s-oketx‘c
stActov ALL
IRP,DE

5\-z.e

PRICE-SLASHED APPLIANCES

POWER

Size

General Electric Heavy Duty Washer

5600 V

General Electric Heavy Duty Dryer

5300V

General Electric 14 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator
With Small Dent

TA14SA

General Electric 18 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator
With Ice Maker

TBFM18VY

General Electric Dishwasher

GSC450

-

ENTERTAINMENT
MARKDOWNS

BIAS-PLY TIRES
POWER STREAK
Size G78x15, Blackwell
Plus $2.46 F.E.T.

AK.
SALE

TIRE BUYER SPECIALS
20
5
2
2
5
10

FR78815
P19575;115
700•14
10815
P19575R15
GR78•15
HR78•15
ER 78,,14
LR711•15
BR78•13
BR78•13
GR78•14
HR78•15

a
s
8

a
12

DESCIOPTION

55.00 2.57
66.00 2.57
37.00 2.82
55.00 2.97
$$$ 98$
$$$
688
$66
$911
911$
$$$
1/11$
1144
$$$
$$$
111$$
96$
11$$
$6$

Goodyear's
Service Store
12th St.
Murray,753-0575
Store Manager
Norman Hagedom

NO TRADE NEED

Kraco AM/FM In Dash Cassette

KID587

Kraco 8 Track Under Dash

KS-340

Soundesign AM/FM Turntable
Et 8 Track Play Ft Record

6557

179.95

Soundesign Portable Cassette
Tape Recorder

4318

30.95

Stereo Record Player
AMIFM Radio Et Speaker

6115

89.90

L

PRICE F E

Custom Polysteel Radials
Steel Belted Radials Changeovers
6 Ply Truck Tire
Tracker IT Mud Ft Snow
Tiernpo Radial Blems
Custom Polysteel Blems
Custom Polysteel Balms
Custom Polysteel Blows
Arrive Radial Blew,,
Tiempo Radial Bleats
Arrive Radial Blew,,
Arrive Radial Bleins
Tiempo Radial Blem•

400E1

iTEM

$4230

SIZE

549.95
319.95

I
a,
/I Ii
1.;
...1.
1 - =_.7.1" r--_-_-5•07-1.14:61 ,L .

:•_

ECONOMY

OTY

339.00
239.00
439.95

81278x13, Plus
$1.97 F.E. T.
NO
TRADE.NEEDED
ex
••XT'illie"

AA

PRICE

MODEL

with

129.95
25.95

.

•

CfrAL-

Oty

ITEM

08111

4

General Electric lr Color TV
12" Black ft White TV
Walnut Cabinet
Trade-In Stereo Console
AM/FM 8 Track Et Turntable

399.95

1
1

w

79.95
75.00

.4se

EVERY DAY LOW PRICES ON EXPERT AUTO SERVICE ANN
LUBE & OIL CHANGE $
toppimmill
Our 9-point maintenance check
• Transmission fluid
• Air litter
• Retts atru i.ystS
• Pow.,dewing fluid
• Dinerd1111111 Wei
• Brake hind
• lire pressure
• Battery water level
• Elatm•sacable
Includes many imports and liqh1 Trucks.Please call or appointment

88

Includes up to bye
quarts maior brand
tOW30
chassis
lubrication
Oil tiller eatra it needed
'

FRONT-END ALIGNMENT - YOUR CHOICE
LIFETIME' ^
'
0
1 .
11
ALIGNMENT

$1788

$398

OR 1 000 Mil ES
WHIC.EIE Vf A COME S lIES T
• Inspect all lour taps • Set cast r camber
and lot to proper alignment • Inspect suspen•

-s/on and. sisermq simians Cool IT s
rs Foreign cars at our option
front wheel.drivcand Chewettes eritra Parts and
additionai servIce extra d needed

AGREEMENT

You pay only onto' I rom rhen on wo
omrr
car
ond al no char w orrery 5 000 mole, or
whenever 0 s nto.fril - is, I, Wo0 lTM) mil
VOW CP MO probMmy no hattlo
loolmor

WARRANTED 50 0111's

:Alf,!MIL ALiGNMENT
roi
•nn
1,r,I nyompy
.a,kia
,
he If:
VI
:
IMIOR Volr0
nonew in SOi0
Mr,hot
no,,000, roa rapia,room ol hoer armirOr part,
Warne *coo en Ornorg0 Op,Of nwini
W.?
sn,
arronorom r, worm mad Iry
ollMr 0050

••r•---7.7

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

.0 your conyenient-to-use
CHARGE IT
'
• CAR CARD or buy with
•Goodyear s Installment Pay Plan
•Cash •MasterCard •Diners Club
•Carte Blanche •Amencan Express
-VISA

N

